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The 1st Step- Planning

• Developing sustainable person-driven housing requires 
much more than just finding a suitable property

• Planning must consider the preferences of the individual 
as to location & housemates, physical accessibility, price, 
accessibility to pool of direct service workers, community 
supports & transportation among other considerations
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Initial Questions- What Does the Individual 
Want & Need?
• What is important to the individual?  This will drive housing 

considerations like location & choice of housemate
• What is important for the individual? This will drive housing 

considerations like accessibility & safety
• Don’t worry about cost yet
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How to Determine the Individual’s Wants & 
Needs
• Bring the supported individual together with a group of people who 

know him/her
• Engage the individual with his/her planning group using a person-

centered planning tool
▫ Charting the Life Course- supported by ODP 
 Includes a “Community Living” domain which asks where and with whom the 

individual will live
 Trainings & information available from the PA Family Network
 1-844-723-2645 or PAFamilyNetwork@visionforequality.org

▫ PATH (Planning Alternative Tomorrows with Hope)
 Workbooks available from Inclusion Press
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Exercise: Key Terms- What Do They Mean to 
You?
• Community- what elements make a community?
• Inclusive- what makes a neighborhood inclusive?
• Accessible- what are the various forms of accessibility?
• Sustainable- what needs to be considered in planning for 

sustainability?
• Affordable- what costs do you consider in determining 

affordability?
• Neighborhood- what’s important in a neighborhood
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Location, Location, Location

• Consider the following to determine locations that will meet the wants 
and needs of the individual
 Where do family & friends live?
 Where does the individual work or volunteer?
 If not working, where are potential employers located?
 What activities does the individual enjoy and where are they?
 Does the individual use public transportation?
 Do the staff use public transportation?
 Does the individual lack safety awareness or is prone to elope?
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Where to Get Help With This

• Consolidated & PFDS waivers will soon fund professionals that can help 
you plan

• New service “Housing Transition”
• Will pay for 160 hours a year of “supports to assist participants in being 

successful tenants in private homes owned, rented or leased by the 
participants”

• However, outcome of transition to private home will be needed in ISP to 
get this service
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Housing Transition Service- 2
• Housing professional can:
▫ Conduct a housing assessment that identifies the participant’s preferences  

and barriers
▫ Develop an individualized housing support plan
▫ Assist with finding a housemate
▫ Assist with the housing search process
▫ Assist with housing application process
▫ Identify resources to cover security deposit, moving expenses, furnishings, 

adaptive aids & environmental modifications
• Unfortunately, no providers of this service listed in HCSIS for 

Philadelphia yet- Interested?
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Planning- Supports Broker

• Existing service available to waiver participants who self direct their 
services

• Can facilitate a support group that will be involved in housing planning
• Can identify “areas of support that will promote success with self-

direction and independence”
• Will pay up to 260 hours a year
• Cost not part of the PFDS cap on services
• Several agencies provide this service in Phila & you can hire a broker 

of your choice if they are certified
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Finding Potential Family Partners & Housemates
• Why do you need to work with other families & self advocates?
▫ Few self advocates & families can afford housing costs on their own without 

housing subsidies which are very scarce
▫ Living alone can be socially isolating and may require more paid staff

• Where to look?
▫ PA ASERT has lists of support groups by county
 http://www.paautism.org/community/Support-Groups

▫ Families CCAN- for families having family members with autism and other 
developmental disabilities
 Meets monthly in Phila
 http://www.familiesccanphilly.org/

▫ Other groups?
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Needs and Characteristics That Affect Matching 
with Potential Housemates
• Aggressive
• Noisy or loud talker
• Sleep issues
• Communication limitations
• Doesn’t understand personal boundaries or personal property
• Consider behavioral support & communication specialist services under 

the ID/Autism waivers or behavioral specialist services & speech 
therapy under the Adult Autism waiver to address these issues
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Potential Partners

• Compare individual’s wants & needs & preferred locations with those of 
other individuals to determine which other individuals and their families 
might be potential partners

• Determine if funding sources for supports of each individual are 
compatible
▫ Consolidated, Community Living and PFDS are not compatible with the 

Adult Autism waiver or OBRA because they have different service 
definitions, provider qualifications and reimbursement rates
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Determine Financial Resources Then Costs
• Potential partners need to determine how much they can contribute both 

towards initial and ongoing housing costs in order to determine what is 
“affordable”, both initially and in the long term

• Affordability will be a key determinant of housing type, location and 
size

• Challenge is to find housing that will provide what’s important to and 
important for the partners at costs that are affordable within their 
combined financial resources

• Must consider more than monthly rent or mortgage in determining 
affordability
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Costs of Renting

• Initial rental costs include security deposit, 1st and sometimes last 
month’s rent, utility deposits, furniture, moving costs

• Ongoing rental costs include monthly rent, utilities, food, laundry
• If ongoing rental costs will be paid solely by income of the renters, try to 

find apartment where rent is around 1/3 of combined monthly income or 
is subsidized
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Costs for Homebuying

• Determine feasibility by developing budget for real costs of 
homeownership:
▫ Down payment
▫ Closing costs
▫ Home modifications
▫ Mortgage
▫ Insurance (PMI & homeowners)
▫ Taxes
▫ Maintenance (house & grounds)
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Question:

What’s a “FICO” & why is it important?
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Importance of Credit Scores
• Credit score (FICO) is determined by 3 credit reporting agencies
• Most private landlords and all mortgage companies consider FICO and 

other aspects of the renter’s/buyer’s credit report 
• The renter/buyer should obtain their credit report to check for mistakes
▫ Order online from annualcreditreport.com, the only authorized website for 

free credit reports, or call 1-877-322-8228. You will need to provide your 
name, address, social security number, and date of birth to verify your 
identity.

• People with disabilities sometimes have no credit score & may be denied 
an apartment or mortgage for that.  Making small purchases using a credit 
card or borrowing from the PA Assistive Technology Foundation for AT 
can help establish credit.
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Budgeting

• Budgeting is essential to ensure individuals are able to continue to pay 
rent/mortgage plus other household expenses (sustainability)

• “Cents and $ensibility”- great financial education guide developed by PA 
Assistive Technology Foundation provides easy to follow steps for 
developing a budget as well as general financial education topics
▫ Download from https://patf.us/what-we-do/financial-education/
▫ Interactive web-based version at http://www.studymoney.us/#/Home
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Next Step- Determine Housing Type
• Rental

▫ Lower up front costs than buying
▫ Rental subsidies may be available
▫ However, will have to move if landlord terminates lease
▫ Does person have loud outbursts or other behaviors that would make this housing type inappropriate

• Homeownership 
▫ Most will need housemates to make it affordable
▫ Need to have someone who will take care of and pay for maintenance etc.

• Shared Housing
▫ private living space plus shared living spaces with emphasis on being part of a family e.g. “Life Sharing” 

• Bureau of Autism Services comprehensive guide to many housing types 
http://www.dhs.state.pa.us/cs/groups/webcontent/documents/report/p_012904.pdf
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Determine Setting- federal waiver rule
• The setting is integrated in and supports full access of 

individuals receiving Medicaid HCBS to the greater 
community, including opportunities to seek employment and 
work in competitive integrated settings, engage in 
community life, control personal resources, and receive 
services in the community, to the same degree of access as 
individuals not receiving Medicaid HCBS. 
▫ 42 CFR 441.301(c)(4)(i)
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ODP rule on settings
• “Waiver funding cannot be used to provide any service in any private 

home purchased for, developed for or promoted as serving people 
with an intellectual disability and/or Autism in a manner that isolates 
or segregates the participant from the community of individuals not 
receiving waiver services.”  ODP waivers

• CMS Medicaid has provided guidance including “exploratory 
questions” to help determine whether a setting isolates or 
segregates
▫ See 

https://www.medicaid.gov/medicaid/hcbs/guidance/settings/index.html
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ODP Impermissible settings
• “Farmsteads”
▫ Participants typically live in homes only with other people with 

disabilities and/or staff. Daily activities are typically designed to take 
place on-site so that a participant generally does not leave the farm to 
access services or participate in community activities. 

• “Gated/secured community for people with disabilities” 
▫ Participants receiving services in this type of setting often do not leave 

the grounds of the gated community in order to access activities or 
services in the broader community 
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The 25% Rule- Waiver
• A person cannot receive Life Sharing, Supported Living or 

Residential Habilitation if they live in a condominium, 
apartment or townhouse where more than 25% the other 
units in that development or building have waiver funded 
Residential Habilitation, Life Sharing or Supported Living 
being provided

• So, the 25% rule in the waiver does NOT preclude having 
more than 25% of units occupied by individuals who are not 
receiving one of those 3 services.
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Applicability of the 25% rule
• The rule applies to persons receiving residential services (res 

hab, life sharing, supported living)
• According to ODP SouthEast Region: “Requirements related 

to residential services do not apply to private living 
arrangements (the home/apt is owned by the waiver 
participant/ family/friends, the rental agreement is signed by 
the waiver participant and/or family/friends.”
▫ Response to our DDC Project questions, 5.16.18
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25% Rule- New regulation 6100.445
• (b) No more than 25% of the units in an apartment, 

condominium or townhouse building may be newly-funded 
in accordance with this chapter on or after [the effective 
date of this regulation]. The exceptions relating to a duplex, 
two bi-level units and two side-by-side apartments in §
6100.444.(a)(1) and (b)(1) apply.  P. 273 regulatory packet

• Does this change Region’s answer re “private living 
arrangements”?
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Rental 
• If individual renting is on Consolidated, Community Living or 

Adult Autism waiver & receiving > 30 hours direct service a 
week, home no longer needs to be licensed as a group home 
(6400 regs) so long as the individual has an enforceable lease 
and is not renting from his/her service provider.

• Not an issue for the other waivers
• Find out local zoning restrictions- most commonly no more than 

3 unrelated individuals in a single home unless it’s an apartment 
house
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Section 8- Housing Choice Vouchers

• Typically long wait lists and list may not even be open 
for new applicants

• Person must find apartment that will accept the capped 
rent the voucher (plus portion paid by person) will pay

• Rent/utilities paid by person generally capped at 30% 
of income
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Rental from Family

• If adult child can obtain housing choice voucher (Section 8), 
family can purchase home & rent it to adult child. 24 CFR 
982.306(d)

• Must have a lease in adult child’s name
• Adult child pays 30%-40% of income to family as rent. 

Section 8 pays the rest up to maximum amount set by Housing 
Authority which family uses to pay mortgage
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Rental Co-op

• Partner with local Housing/Redevelopment Authority to find 
suitable property that can be renovated for multiple 
accessible units

• Housing/Redevelopment Authority obtains funding that 
enables rents to be affordable for people on SSI

• Services separate from housing- residents choose their own 
service provider. Not a group home!
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TRINTIY HOUSE
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Co-op
• Residents become members of co-op which gives them (& their 

surrogates) greater voice in management of the property
• 2 existing in PA for persons with disabilities: 626 Co-op in 

Montgomery Co & Trinity House in Bloomsburg
• Support services not connected with housing
▫ Residents can change support provider without moving out 

• Residents will be members of “leasing co-op” which will have say in 
operation of building, especially common areas
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Housing Subsidies Through Waivers

• Consolidated & Adult Autism waivers will pay housing costs to 
an agency in a “6400” licensed group home but not to the 
participant or his/her family
▫ Some parents have created their own “agency”, bought a house and 

gotten it licensed (“microboard”)
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Other Subsidies

• Some apartments have units that can be rented for 30% of person’s 
income- if person qualifies for subsidy
▫ “project based vouchers”
▫ “811” units- waiting lists maintained by Self Determination Housing 

Project
▫ Some of those units are fully accessible
▫ Usually long waiting list

• Others have units that have rents below market rate but not usually 
affordable for people on SSI 

• Can search for subsidized apartments on Pahousingsearch.com 
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Home Ownership

• Owning a home does not affect eligibility for waiver, MA or SSI as long 
as the individual lives in the home

• Person with disability can own home on their own unless there is 
guardianship
▫ Restoration of rights with supported decision making?

• Consider joint ownership to split costs
• Home can also be held in trust for person with disabilities
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Joint Ownership- Individuals with Disabilities

• Enables pooling of financial resources between owners and their families 
• Have written agreement between co-owners regarding decision making 

& disposition of ownership when one co-owner dies or moves out (exit 
strategy)

• Consider creating Board with owners, family & other supportive persons 
to provide guidance & support to homeowners

• HomeWorks joint homeownership model- download their great guide at 
https://patf.us/who-we-are/publications/homeworks/
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HomeWorks home
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HomeWorks Team
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Joint Ownership- Parent/Child

• Parent can purchase house & put adult child on deed 
with parent as joint tenant with right of survivorship

• This avoids inheritance taxes
• Establish circle of support to assist adult child with 

homeownership responsibilities when parent is no 
longer available
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Habitat for Humanity
• Organization builds or renovates homes with participation of 

the prospective homebuyer and volunteers
• To keep mortgages affordable, lots and properties that Habitat 

build on or rehab are generally in areas of low property values
• Start by attending an information session- spring 2019
• More information at 

https://www.habitatphiladelphia.org/homeownership-program/
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A home built by Habitat for Humanity
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Mortgage

• Applicant’s credit score is important!
• Build credit by using credit for small purchases or 

PATF loans & repay on time!
• Excellent guide on building credit: “Cents & 

Sensibility” from PATF: 
http://www.patf.us/programs/financial-education/
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PHFA: Homebuyer Assistance

PHFA Mortgages- https://www.phfa.org/programs/ppd.aspx

►lower downpayment requirements
►little or no PMI
► competitive interest rates 
►income limits and purchase price limits
►several loan products for people with disabilities 
including for home mods
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Down Payment/Closing Costs

• Special needs trust funds/ABLE accounts
Consider large down payment to reduce ongoing mortgage costs which 

cannot be paid out of special needs trust funds
• Pennsylvania Housing Finance Agency (PHFA) Down payment & 

Closing Cost Assistance program
▫ $10,000 no interest loan for downpayment & closing costs- not payable 

until house is sold; or
▫ $15,000 for those homebuyers also getting Access home modification 

loan
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Other Issues: Management

• Homeowner has responsibility for payment of 
mortgage, taxes, utilities, maintenance of property, etc.

• To make homeownership viable, some individuals 
may need support with fulfilling responsibilities

• Waiver-funded support staff may not be able to assist 
with housing management
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Management

• Shared management responsibility:
▫ Circles of support 
▫ self directed support corporations 
▫ LLC

• Develop those supports before purchasing the home.
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Maintenance Costs

• May be able to use special needs trust $ for one time costs 
(e.g. new heater, new roof) but not for ongoing (reoccurring) 
maintenance 

• Homeowner’s income (Social Security etc.) most common 
source of money

• May purchase maintenance contracts because putting money 
aside may affect SSI eligibility unless in an ABLE account or 
special needs trust
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Shared Housing- ALAW Model

• 2 or 3 families form LLC (type of partnership) to combine 
resources for purchase of house

• Adult children would rent from the LLC
• Obtaining housing choice voucher (Section 8) makes rents 

affordable
• Outside agency provides services 
• Consolidated waiver won’t pay housing costs unless licensed
• Several problems if >4 residents
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Shared Housing-Life Sharing

• Available to people on Consolidated and Adult Autism (called “family 
living”) and some people on Community Living waiver (Needs 
Groups 1 and 2, or less than 30 hours per week)

• Typical arrangement- person moves into home of an unrelated family 
who receives a tax-free stipend for providing room & board to that 
individual as well as evening and overnight support

• Services other than day program provide by an agency which is 
responsible for oversight of host family
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Life Sharing- Host Home

• Participant resides in private home of host family
• Agency recruits & trains host family
• While no payment specifically for housing, host family paid a 

tax-free stipend in return for providing room and board to 
participant

• Agency provides or arranges for day program
• New waiver amendment will allow relatives to serve and 

receive stipend as host family
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Life Sharing- Participant’s Home

• Under waiver amendment, a family may move into 
participant’s home and receive the “host family” stipend, 
provided that family not related to participant

• Under this arrangement, the participant provides his/her own 
housing, but may charge the “host family” rent which can go 
towards the participant’s rent or mortgage

• The “host family” provides supports, typically during evening 
hours and overnight if needed
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Microboard run “Group Home”

• While most group homes are run by agencies, a family or 
several families may create a family-run corporation to create 
and run a §6400 group home

• Although family must front the costs to acquire the house, 
Consolidated waiver will pay housing, utility & food costs, up 
to a daily maximum, once house & program are licensed
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Microboard run “Group Home”2

• House & staff must meet §6400 licensure requirements- lots of 
work

• Microboard hires & pays staff
• Microboard paid a daily rate which will be based on 

participant’s SIS score & other factors
• May have a 1 person “group home” if participant’s behavioral 

challenges or medical needs make it impractical to add a 
housemate but high cost makes these hard to approve
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Support Services

• What additional supports will be needed to live outside the 
parent’s home?

• Who can pay for them?
• If through waiver, what is the process to add additional services 

to ISP and who will do that? (future training on this)
• Are there providers who serve the areas under consideration?
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Supports through Waivers

If not on a waiver, should consider applying but:
• Long waiting lists for Consolidated, Community Living, PFDS 

waivers & Autism
• Independence waiver is open for people with physical 

disabilities even with ID if ID isn’t primary diagnosis-
▫ will transition to Community Health Choices 1.1.19
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ID/Autism Waivers

• Persons on the Person/Family Directed Support Waiver (PFDS) are 
limited to $33,000 in waiver funded services in a year+
▫ Extra $15k for employment services
▫ Supports broker costs not part of cap

• Persons on the Community Living waiver are limited to $70,000 in 
waiver funded services a year

• Amount of services for persons on Consolidated waiver is based on 
individual needs in their ISP 
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Adult Autism Waiver

• Must be 21 or older 
• Persons on Adult Autism Waiver are limited to 50 hours a 

week of day habilitation, community support, supported 
employment & transitional work services (combined)
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What Do You Want to Learn More About?

• Write it on the card so the Phila Autism Project & 
ASERT can determine future trainings

• Thank you for attending!
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A house alone is not enough!  But what else does it take to make a house a home? The 
goal of this manual is to provide a step-by-step guide to assist families who are 

interested in an independent living situation for their family member with a disability.  
Although it will focus on home ownership for persons with a physical disability, many of 
the same considerations exist for people with different disabilities, or for those who are 

solely interested in renting, rather than owning, a home in the community.

“Independence 
is possible and housing is 
key! Housing has always 
been the major barrier for 
people with disabilities living 
independently.  Think 
creatively, throw out ideas!  
Some of the best ideas have 
come directly from people 
with disabilities and 
advocates.”
former PA Secretary of Public 
Welfare, and current Chief 
Operating Officer for the U.S. 
Department of Housing and 
Urban Development, Estelle 
Richman

Inside
HomeWorks At-A-Glance

HomeWorks: The Mini-Board

The Pennsylvania Housing Finance 
Agency

Regional Housing Legal Services

Pennsylvania Health Law Project

Keeping Your Housing and 
Services Separate

How to Finance Home 
Modifications

The Personal Side: Making it 
Happen and Keeping it Going

Resources

This manual has been 
written by Diane Belnavis 
and Susan Tachau along 
with HomeWorks and with 

the support of the 
Pennsylvania Housing 

Finance Agency. 

HomeWorks of Montgomery 
County includes Michael, Kelvin 
and Will -- three guys who have 

physical disabilities who live 
independently with the supports 

they need. In 2008, they bought a 
home together and this is their 

story.  

The Mission: To create a new model of independent living, 
bringing together adults with physical disabilities to share 

activities and supports in an accessible, safe, enriching 
community.

OWNING YOUR HOME      
IMPOSSIBLE!IS  

It’s great to be in my own home and it’s wonderful to live independently!
Kelvin Alston, HomeWorks
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HomeWorks At-A-Glance
Goal: To build a creative, sustainable, affordable community for people with disabilities through 
homeownership.  This community is called HomeWorks.

What is HomeWorks?  HomeWorks is a home for three men who have physical 
disabilities.  The men own the house through a Tenancy-in-Common agreement, which 
incorporates features of a limited equity cooperative.

Why Was HomeWorks Created?  There is a tremendous need for affordable, 
accessible housing.  Three men were all entering periods of their lives when they were 
ready to live independently -- in their own homes and not in the homes of their parents.

HomeWorks Model: A Tenancy-in-Common agreement with an incorporated mini-board 
that supports and advises the three owners.

Funding Partners:
PENNSYLVANIA HOUSING 

FINANCE AGENCY
OFFICE OF LONG-

TERM LIVING (HOME 
AND COMMUNITY 
BASED WAIVERS)

GRANTS SPECIAL NEEDS 
TRUSTS

SUPPLEMENTAL 
SECURITY 

INCOME (SSI) 
OR SOCIAL 

SECURITY (SS)

Mortgage: Keystone 
Product along with 

two “soft” mortgages: 
Access 

Downpayment & 
Closing Costs and 

Access Home 
Modification Loans

Home modification 
and assistive 

technology grants 
through individual 

service plans

Self Determination 
Housing Project of 

PA,  
Community 

Design 
Collaborative, and 

the Hankin 
Foundation

Can be used to buy-
down the purchase 

price of the house so 
that the monthly 

mortgage payments 
can be paid from SSI 

or SS

Monthly 
benefits pay for 
the mortgage

Legal Assistance:

Regional Housing Legal Services 
(RHLS) Pennsylvania Health Law Project (PHLP)

Provided counsel with housing model, participated 
in house closing, created Tenancy-in-Common 

documents, and conducted all legal work associated 
with incorporation.

www.rhls.org 

Provided counseling and overall support with 
understanding waivers, special needs trusts and 
Supplemental Security Income. Partnered with 
Community Legal Services of Philadelphia in 

proceedings with the Social Security Administration.
www.phlp.org 
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Michael especially loves sports activities, and he is 
excited and ready to go to a Phillies game. With the 
help of Kenny, his attendant, Michael makes sure he 
attends as many games as he can. Will is visiting with 
his family today and is looking forward to his mom’s 
cooking.  It’s great that they live nearby and can see 
each other often.  Kelvin is going bowling today.  He’s 
a member of a bowling league for persons with 
disabilities and he looks forward to participating in the 
league every other Saturday. And because they live 
independently, in a house in which they each have 
part ownership, and because they have attendant 
care that they each have hired to take care of their 
basic needs, Will, Michael and Kelvin have complete 
control over where and how they spend their time. So 
this Saturday in early autumn, each of them will be 
able to plan their day and make it happen.

HomeWorks of Montgomery County is the name that these three guys and their families have given their 
ownership model and the mini-board that oversees it. This partnership includes all related housing issues 
(e.g. maintenance). HomeWorks exists solely for the benefit of Michael, Kelvin and Will.  Herein lies the 
difference between HomeWorks and a traditional non-profit organization that exists for the benefit of 
many.

With the creation of this partnership came the freedom to invest in a permanent, stable and affordable 
living situation and still retain the income-restricted services provided by the Commonwealth of 
Pennsylvania’s home and community-based waivers.  After two years of researching, house hunting, 
social gatherings, meeting with lawyers, selecting services and providers, working with state agencies, 
and renovating, the guys were ready!  On January 18, 2008, Martin Luther King Day, a day 
commemorating freedom, Will, Kelvin, and Michael moved into their house in Merion Station, 
Pennsylvania and made it a home.

It’s a Saturday morning in early autumn and Kelvin, 
Michael and Will are planning their day.  

The house is bright and cheery, the morning light filters in through spacious windows.  
Each of the attendants have already helped the guys take care of their basic daily living 
and hygiene activities and they have showered, dressed and are ready for Kenyatta’s 
wonderful breakfast. The guys drive their wheelchairs up to the table and the house is 
buzzing with morning conversation.  It’s the weekend and their day off from work or 
volunteer job, and each of them has a plan for the day.
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HomeWorks: The Mini-Board

The Mission: To create a new model of independent living, bringing together adults with 
physical disabilities to share activities and supports in an accessible, safe, enriching 
community.

HomeWorks is Kelvin, Michael  
and Will: three guys who have 
physical disabilities and who 
need assistance with many of 
their activities. HomeWorks is 
also the families and friends 
that make up their “mini-board,” 
the non-profit corporation that 
is based on the microboard 
model of support.  HomeWorks 
exists to support, consult and 
advise the guys on important 
decisions.  The HomeWorks 
mini-board includes the guys, 
one member from each family, 
an attorney who understands 
government funding and who 
specializes in wills, estates and 
special needs trusts, and the 
director of a social service 

department of a local disability organization (who “knows” transportation, recreational opportunities, health care 
providers, etc.).

The concept of a microboard stems from the idea that a person with a disability benefits from having control over 
all important aspects of his/her life. The microboard exists solely for that one person (or in the HomeWorks Mini-
board, for the three guys).  It brings together a support network of people who care about that person(s), believe 
in that person(s) and who want to help that person(s) realize his/her dreams while ensuring that needs are met. 

  Are you interested in creating a microboard or a mini-board for yourself or for a family                       
  member?    

  For more information about how to set up a microboard, contact the Pennsylvania          
  Health Law Project at 800-274-3258 or email David Gates, dgates@phlp.org                                                     

  You can learn more about microboards and listen to one person’s story here:                                
  http://www.microboard.org/  
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Access 
Downpayment and 

Closing Cost 
Assistance 

Program

HOMEstead 
Program and 
Access Home 
Modification 

Program

Keystone Home 
Loan and 

Keystone Home 
Loan Plus

Armed with new knowledge of home ownership with 
government-funded supports, we worked with a 
realtor and pounded the pavement.  But as luck would 
have it, it was a friend who found “our” home in 
Merion Station: an affordable, 1950’s ranch house 
with a lot of potential!

It was March, 2007, and the guys loved the house.  It 
was in the perfect location! It was on a bus line, close 
to stores and a pharmacy, in a real neighborhood, 
down the street from the fire department and there 
were sidewalks,  And, best of all, only 20 minutes to 
the sports arenas.  But, we needed to renovate -- not 
talking about repairs, talking about making the house 
accessible and livable for Kelvin, Michael and Will.       

                                                                    Who was going to give the guys a mortgage?

       ~~ PHFA to the Rescue ~~
The Pennsylvania Housing Finance Agency (PHFA) was 
established in 1972 to provide Pennsylvania families with 
safe, decent and affordable housing options. In keeping with 
that mission, PHFA offers attractive homeownership 
financing programs and helpful informational services.

The Pennsylvania Housing Finance Agency: 
How Three Guys with Disabilities 

Bought a House.
Not too far from Philadelphia -- that was the bottom line.  The guys love the city.  The 
guys said they wanted to be able to get around by themselves.  So, we were in search 
of sidewalks and a bus line. We needed a safe area where the neighbors would be 
friendly. And, of course, we were looking for a ranch house.  For two of the guys, the 
house HAD to be close to the sports arenas! Time was spent entertaining the idea of 
finding land that met the criteria and building a home.  After many months of searching, 
with no luck, we went back to searching for a single-story house. Location! Location! 
Location!  It’s what drove the process for HomeWorks.  
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Pennsylvania Housing Finance Agency
Pennsylvania Housing Finance Agency (PHFA) offered 
Michael, Will and Kelvin a loan to purchase their home 
along with “soft” secondary financing to assist them with 
the down payment and closing costs.  They also got a 
“soft” third mortgage that provided monies for 
adaptations.  (Michael, Will and Kelvin used this money 
for a ramp into the house.)  A “soft” mortgage means a 
zero-interest loan that you repay when the house is 
resold. For eligibility guidelines, check out PHFA’s 

website www.phfa.org.  The actual lending process for 
the guys was taken care of by Mark Adelsberger at 
Boulevard Mortgage, who worked with PHFA.  [Mark 
was great!  He explained every paper that had to be 
signed!]  PHFA later bought the loan and will service it 
for the life of the mortgage. Mortgage insurance wasn’t 
necessary because Kelvin, Michael and Will “bought-
down” the principal with monies available in their 
special needs trusts.  

PHFA offers 30-year, 
fixed-rate home loans with 
low interest rates and fees 
through Keystone Home 
Loan, Keystone Home 
Loan Plus, and the 
Keystone Government 
programs. There are 
eligibility requirements for 
each of these programs 
that can be found on the 
PHFA website 
(www.phfa.org).  Note: 
When searching through 
the website, begin by 
clicking on the 
Homebuyers tab and then 
click on Home Purchase. 
You’ll see a section on 
Home Purchase Loans 
and another section on 
Assistance Loans.

What is the Access 
Downpayment and 
Closing Cost Assistance 

Program?  For a buyer 
with a physical disability 
(or has a household 
member with a physical 
disability) and who qualify 
for one of the purchase 
loan programs, he/she 
may also be eligible for up 
to $15,000 in a zero-
interest downpayment and 
closing cost assistance 
loan through either the 
Access Downpayment and 
Closing Cost Assistance 
or HOMEstead Program.  
Access Downpayment and 
Closing Cost Assistance is 
only available to buyers 
who are also using the 
Access Home Modification 
Program and whose 
gross, annual household 
income does not exceed 
80% of statewide median 
income (that’s just over 
$51,000 in 4/2011. Please 
call PHFA for the most up-
to-date income 
guidelines.)  HOMEstead 
has geographic 
restrictions.  Neither 

program may be used in 
conjunction with any other 
PHFA downpayment and/
or closing cost assistance 
program. 

How can the Access 
Home Modification 
Program help you?

If you find a house that’s 
right for you, but it needs 
some minor accessibility 
modifications, PHFA may 
be able to help you 
through the Access Home 
Modification Program.  
This Program offers a 
zero-interest loan between 
$1,000 and $10,000 in 
conjunction with a PHFA 
home purchase loan.  
Repayment of the Access 
loan is not required as 
long as the home is your 
primary residence.  

Does this sound 
complicated?  It is, a bit.   
So, please, check out 
PHFA’s website and then 
call and talk to someone.  

GETTING 
STARTED WITH 

PHFA
Check out PHFA’s 

website, 
www.phfa.org and 
learn more about 

their programs 
and

participating
lenders.

Seek assistance of a 
PHFA-approved 

homebuyer 
counseling agency.

Call the PHFA hotline 
if you have questions, 

800-822-1174.

Home Purchase 
Loan Prgrams
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It’s Time to Buy a House: What Do 
We Do Now?

Things were getting more complicated.  
There are many legal things to consider.  

Regional Housing Legal 
Services: With Us Every 
Step of the Way…

Regional Housing Legal Services (RHLS) 
http://www.rhls.org/ provides free legal 
assistance to people of low-income.  It is 
a non-profit law firm with unique 
expertise in affordable, sustainable 
housing.  

HomeWorks found RHLS early on in the process. The 
guys submitted an application stating that they were low-
income (with disabilities), in need of housing and legal 
assistance.  Michael, Will and Kelvin were accepted as 
clients; they signed a contract with RHLS, and they 
began to meet regularly. We got to know Kim Dolan and 
‘The Marks’ (Mark Schwartz and Mark Levin) very well! 
They spent hours talking with us about different housing 
models and provided counsel throughout the various 
stages -- the house closing, the creation of the Tenancy-
in-Common agreement with an exit strategy, the 
incorporation of the mini-board.  They were also the first 
people to say to us Keep your Housing and your 
Services Separate!

And, when it was all said and done, home 
ownership for Kelvin, Will and Michael looked like 
this:

HOMEWORKS  ~~ Home Ownership 
in a Nutshell ~~

• The guys co-own the house.  They are 
tenants-in-common, which means that 
ownership will pass to kin, not the other 
owners.

• HomeWorks is a ‘tenancy-in-common’ housing 
model somewhat like a ‘limited equity co-op.’ 
Again, it means that there are three owners, a 
corporation does not own the house. (‘But that 
would be another option,’ says Kim Dolan. ‘You 
would have to get the lender to lend to a 
corporation. It might have a better exit policy 
this way.’  The exit policy, how others can come 
in or out of the partnership, was her main 
concern.)

• If someone leaves, the house needs to be 
re-financed and the new person will assume 
their portion of the mortgage.

• It is a ‘limited equity’ partnership, so there are 
no profits to be made and it will remain 
affordable to others who are low income (and 
with disabilities).

• A ‘mini-board’ was created with the help of 
both RHLS and David Gates, attorney from 
the Pennsylvania Health Law Project 
(PHLP).  HomeWorks became a non-profit 
corporation, a board was elected and it 
continues to meet regularly.

•  See the Tenancy-in-Common agreement in 
the last section of the manual. 

Will, Michael and Kelvin at closing
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Money Matters: How Can We 
Afford All of These Modifications?

The guys had their house, and now it was time for 
renovations!  It needed to be completely modified so 
that it would be accessible. We were in search of 
help, both financial and design...and we found both!   
The Self-Determination Housing Project of PA 
(SDHP) and the Hankin Foundation helped us with 
grants (for accessibility features).  Each of the guys 
received grant monies for assistive technology and 

home modifications from their OBRA waiver services.  
The Community Design Collaborative provided 
architectural ideas and design assistance. And, 
PHFA helped the guys through their Access Home 
Modification Program. We spent hours researching 
and we found designers, architects, color consultants, 
and landscape architects all willing to donate their 
time.

All three families spent time 
researching accessible designs (thank 
you to R. Wolfson and Ben Nichols of 
BLT Architects, Ed Steinfeld, Center 
for Inclusive Design and 
Environmental Access and Bill Dibble 
from UCP Philadelphia) and products 
(flooring with a little bit of padding that 

will hold up under power 
wheelchairs, automatic 
faucets, bidets).    Friends 
(including our Church 
community) donated pots, 
pans and other household 
necessities and also helped 
put together the IKEA 
furniture.  Peggy Phipps 
developed a website for 
HomeWorks, 
www.homeworksweb.org. 

Today, Will, Michael and 
Kelvin approach their home 
up a graded walkway and 
they enter with the help of 
an automatic opener 

through a front door that has a mail slot so that Kelvin 
can receive his mail the same way he did when he lived in the city.  There’s also wide 
open areas throughout the house, lowered enlarged windows and a central roll-in 
shower room accessible on each side from two spacious bathrooms.

Check out the list of Home Modification and Universal Design resources in the last 
section of this manual.

The Pennsylvania 
Assistive Technology 

Foundation (PATF) 
provides low-interest 
loans to people with 
disabilities and older  

adults to buy assistive          
technology devices   

and services.

Examples of AT: adapted 
   vehicles, ramps, roll-in
   showers, hearing aids,
   flashing doorbells,
   scooters & wheelchairs,
   seat lift chairs, stair
   glides, closed circuit
   televisions (CCTVs)

1004 West 9th Avenue
1st Floor
King of Prussia, PA 19406

484-674-0506 voice
888-744-1938 
voice/toll-free/TTY

Email: patf@patf.us
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Advice: Keep Your 
Housing and Your 
Services Separate

This concept was really 
important for HomeWorks.  We 
wanted to create a long-term and 
stable living situation.  That’s best 
accomplished if your housing is not 
owned by the organization that 
provides your services.   We know 
that if a provider owned the house, 
the guys might be vulnerable to 
changes that the provider could 
make independently -- like move 
someone out of the house and/or 
move someone else in!  

For most of us who have always 
lived in the community, we take it 
for granted that the services that 
we hire to come into our home to 
help us out in one way or another, 
like the person who puts on the 
new roof or the person who helps 

us complete our tax forms, or installs our cable … these people have absolutely no control over our life.  
Of course not!  They have very little to do with our life, except for the specific service they provide.  When 
they finish delivering the service, they go away and you don’t see them until the roof leaks again, or 
Verizon fails to deliver.

But many, many people with disabilities have their HOUSING tied to their SERVICES.  The most familiar 
example is probably the classic ‘group home’ or the ‘institutional’ setting so common thirty years ago.  In 
these situations, the housing is owned and controlled by the people who provide the services.  The 
organization that hires the people to help with daily living needs like bathing and meal preparation, also 
pay the mortgage.  So if you don’t like the person(s) who helps you bathe or cook your meals, your only 
option may be to move out or simply put up with it. The attendant(s) comes with the house.

We believe that CHOICES are drastically reduced when you allow your service providers to also control 
your housing.  You may want to be able to hire your own staff, and then let them go if they don’t work out, 
and you’ll want to be able to do this without worrying about losing your home.  Enough preaching.  If you 
want more information or a clearer explanation, talk to the people at Regional Housing Legal Services or 
the PA Health Law Project.
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The Pennsylvania Health Law Project 
The Link between Housing and Services 

Once they moved out of their parents’ homes, the 
guys at HomeWorks were going to need 
additional supports, including personal assistance 
and community integration services. They were 
already enrolled in the OBRA waiver (see the Get 
with the Program section, page 24) so they just 
needed their plans updated. The Pennsylvania 
Health Law Project (PHLP) reminded the guys 
that they could maintain their income eligibility for 
the OBRA waiver if they owned their own home 
AS LONG AS THEY LIVED IN THAT HOME.  
This meant that the guys names could be on the 
deed.  Yes, they could be homeowners!

WHAT IF YOU OR 
YOUR FAMILY 
MEMBER HAS 

INHERITED A SUM 
OF MONEY?  WILL 

YOU STILL BE 
ELIGIBLE FOR 
GOVERNMENT 

SUPPORTS?

It’s critical that you 
understand the asset 

limitations that determine 
eligibility for government-

supported programs. 

You can leave money to 
your family member in a 

Special Needs 
Trust

Learn about Special 
Needs Trusts Here:

http://
www.paelderlaw.com/

pdf/
special_needs_beneficia

ry.pdf 

Happily Ever After 
Usually when a person or family 
decides it’s time to buy a home, 
they call a realtor who assigns 
them to an agent that helps them 
through the process. 

To find out how much house they 
can afford, a person usually goes 
to their bank or a mortgage 
lender and, after filling out some 
paperwork, they are given a 
magic number, a maximum price. 
Then they go house hunting with 
their new best friend, the real 
estate agent, to find the home of 
their dreams.

This new best friend then takes 
them every step of the way.  How 
fun! How exciting! How EASY!
 
Unfortunately, it’s often a totally 
different experience when a 
person with a disability wants to 
buy his/her own home.  
Overwhelming, intimidating, 
discouraging, scary, difficult, 
IMPOSSIBLE.  How many of these 
words have gone through your 
head when you thought about a 
home purchase for your family 
member or yourself?

Happy One Day at a 
Time
You CAN do it! But, the process 
is more complicated. There is 
more to consider.  And, as with 
many aspects of life when living 
with a disability, you have to 
remember to take one day at a 
time (and keep going).

After you have found your 
potential living companions, you 
want to look for your new 
home! But…
 
How can I afford it with my 
income? And if I am partnering 
with other families in this venture, 
how can I make sure that we are 
all equally responsible 
financially? How can I make sure 
that I can get the help and 
support I need? And how can we 
make the modifications so that all  
of us can access the entire 
home? How will owning a home 
affect my government funding for 
support?

.

Most real estate agencies 
are not familiar with 

disability issues so it is 
difficult for them to guide 
you through this process. 
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Before you waste a lot of time, get some basic education. You 
don’t want to fall in love with an impossible dream house if your 
son or daughter needs support services in order to live 
independently but they are on a waiting list for services, or if the 
house is too expensive and your son/daughter won’t be able to 
afford the mortgage payments.  There are dozens of “ifs.”  Talk to 
some people who have expertise in the disability and housing field 
and learn as much as you can.

HomeWorks called David Gates, attorney of the Pennsylvania 
Health Law Project.  We learned that in order to keep our housing 

and services separate, we had to learn about them together.  David was the link between housing and 
services.

What does this all mean?  It means that if you don’t completely understand how a person with a disability who 
receives waiver support services and has income and asset limitations could ever own a home, call PHLP.  
The first thing you need to be clear on is how you can access or continue the supports that you need once you 
are in your new home.

The service “piece” is a critical element in the model you choose!

You want to be sure that all aspects of your home purchase (price, housemate choice, location, actual 
deed ownership) will not affect your government funding. At PHLP, they understand that each new situation 
presented to them is different from the last.  Almost everyone is an exception to the rule!  You may need their 
expertise so that your own unique set of circumstances can be turned into your ‘Happy One Day at a Time’ 
dream living situation.

The Pennsylvania Health Law Project

The Pennsylvania Health Law Project (PHLP) is a nationally recognized expert and 
consultant on access to health care for people with disabilities.  PHLP provides advice 
and direct assistance to thousands of Pennsylvanians with disabilities every year.  They 
provide free legal services to those persons who are having trouble accessing publicly-
funded health care services in Pennsylvania. They also really understand waiver 
service definitions!

Pennsylvania Health Law Project
 http://www.phlp.org      
General toll free line 

1-800-274-3258 
TTY line

1-866-236-6310
Email staff@phlp.org
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October 27, 2005: ‘Independent Community 
Living for People with Physical Disabilities’ 
Important First Meeting Announcement!
Fourteen people showed up to share ideas and 
plan the next steps.  By mid-November there 
were 54 people on the mailing list who wanted to 
be ‘in the loop.’ There were so many early 
participants, consultants and enthusiasts who 
offered their help, their support and their wisdom.  
It was encouraging! 

Now 
it’s 
your 
turn!

Plan an initial brainstorming get-together with the 
important people in your life: your family, friends, co-
workers and neighbors.  There is a support network out there 
of people who care, people who want you to succeed, people 
who WANT TO HELP!  The more input, the better. You will 
hear ideas that you never would have thought of yourself!

Come up with a list of resources that might be of help.  Take 
another look at the lists of organizations in the last section!

The 
PERSONAL  
Side of it All:  

Making it Happen
and Keeping It 

Going
It’s Fall, 2005.  Before there was HomeWorks, there was just the Keech, the Alston, 
and the Tachau-Anderson families thinking about how they should get started. Will and 
Michael had each expressed their desire to live independently.  Will, with his parents, 
Ann and Everett Keech, started to attend meetings at Residential Living Options 
(RLO), an agency that assists people with disabilities in setting up housing in the 
community. RLO offered their expertise, and a list of possible interested families.
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And the next day, start calling and emailing! Put 
up flyers! There are many people who are 
interested in the same kind of living situation as 
you, you just need to find them! Invite 
organizations to your meetings...maybe they will 
come!

Amazingly, your very own contact list of 
interested people will begin to take shape….

OK now that a few people are identified…

It’s time for Social Gatherings!  Bring food. 
Make it the same time every month. Find a 
comfortable place. Don’t forget food. Did we 
mention food?

It’s time to set up regular monthly meetings. Invite 
everyone’s support team, at least initially. It’s nice 
to have the entire team along with you for awhile.

Pick the same day and time each month. Find a 
meeting place that is easily available and 
comfortable, and keep it as the ongoing meet-up 
place. This helps busy people who decide at the 
last minute that they can attend THAT NIGHT.  It 
might be best to start out in a neutral public place, 
rather than someone’s home, but be open to 
either.  For example, Wegmans is a great location.  
It has free WiFi, couches, and food!  Is there 
someplace like that near you? Sometimes there is 
an organization in your area that facilitates these 
meetings.  Use them!  They have connections.

There are a couple of purposes 
behind these get-togethers:  to 
share information about how to go 
about making this dream happen; 
and, to provide an opportunity for 
everyone to get to know each other 
well enough to make an educated 

decision about living together.  So before you start 
your meeting, plan for some time to relax and just 
talk about your month, your family, your job, things 
going on in your life.  If your entire family is 
involved in this process, then the parents really 

need to get to know each other also.

 After 20-30 minutes, get down to 
business!  The conversation each 
month needs to address where, 
when, how, how much -- have open 
and honest conversations.  Some of 
these subjects are difficult subjects, 
but they are important.   Remember, 
you are thinking about the possibility 
of living together.  It’s a good idea to 
have a theme to talk about at the 
monthly meeting.  Try the Why, 
What, Where, and How items from 
The Housemate section.

Have someone take “progress” 
notes of the meetings. Find out who 
in the group loves to email and ask 
that person to be the correspondent 
between get-togethers. Someone 

usually emerges as the organizer of the group.  
Help them out. Appreciate them. Bring them 
chocolate.

After a few months, you might really enjoy just 
having a social outing with the group -- a movie, 
potluck dinner at someone’s house, bowling, 
picnic in the park. These casual times are really 
important; it’s difficult to get to know someone 
when you only talk shop.  Maybe you’ve really hit 
it off with one other person in the group.  Try 
getting together with just the two of you 
sometimes. You’ll be amazed at how quickly you’ll 
get to know each other that way. 

Be the one to make the 
effort….great things 

happen when you do!   

Don’t forget to get 
everyone’s 

contact 
information that 

first meeting!
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So you and your family members have been attending 
gatherings for awhile now and you have decided that it 
would work well to live with another person in an 
independent living situation. How and where do you 
find this other person?  Start by asking yourself a few 
questions.

Why do you want a housemate?  Many people want 
companionship -- but for some, the primary reason to share 
a living situation may be for financial reasons, to split 
expenses.  Consider carefully what your expectations of this 
person will be.  Do you enjoy spending time alone? Or, do 
you just want some help with bills?  Do you want someone 
that will share your social life?  Is it absolutely necessary to 

share similar tastes in music, food and social activities? 
Sharing your home with someone with whom you have few 
things in common doesn’t necessarily have to be a bad thing 
-- as long as there is a mutual respect for each other, and an 
understanding of the shared responsibilities that come with 
this type of living situation.

What is important to you when considering a housemate?  
Come up with your own list of questions.  Do you smoke?  
Do you like animals?  How late do you stay up?  Do you play 
your music loud?  Do you like watching sport games with 
someone?  What do you do in your spare time?   What kind 
of food do you like to eat and do you like eating together? 
Do you have a boyfriend or girlfriend?  Do you plan asking 
them, or other friends, to spend the night from time-to-time?  
How much will your family be involved?

The Perfect Housemate: We Know You’re Out 
There Somewhere…

Who will I live with and How will I find them? 

For much of their lives, Michael, Will and their families attended the same church each 
Sunday, were active members in their fellowship community and casual friends.  When 
their parents began talking seriously about a home in the community for Michael and 
Will, they thought of each other.   Susan Tachau, Michael’s mom, also approached 
Kelvin Alston and his father, Ken, who had served with her on the board of United 
Cerebral Palsy of Philadelphia (UCP). The three families spent the next year and a half 
getting to know each other, by meeting regularly to discuss aspects of the future living 
situation and by spending casual social time together.  The three men became friends, 
and they agreed to pursue an independent living situation together.
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How important is age/gender/disability to 
you? Are you willing to consider a person 
much older or younger than you are? A 
person of the opposite sex?  How about a 
person who might have an intellectual 
disability, instead of a physical disability? 
How about a person who does not have a 
disability at all?

How many people are you interested in 
sharing your home with?  And, what are the 
restrictions for ‘maximum number of 
unrelated people’ in a house?  In our area, 

three unrelated people can live in a house 
without getting an exemption from the zoning 
board (and without getting neighbors upset). 

Where do you want to live?  How flexible 
are you willing to be?  Do you love the 
outdoors and want to live in the country 
where it is peaceful with a lot of space? Or, 
do you want ready access to public 
transportation and where you are close to 
shopping and recreation? Do you want to be 
close to your family? Job? Friends?  Give 
these questions a lot of thought. Often, 
location is the biggest deal breaker in a 
housemate relationship. Location! 
Location! Location!

How do I find this person(s) I want to live 
with?

Now that you have an idea of the type of 
person you might be interested in, how do 
you find that person? Is there anyone in the 
meeting group that you think you might want 
to live with?  Are you in touch with any friends 
from when you were in school? Do you 
participate in any other regular social 
situations where you can send out a 
message to the group about your plans?  Is 
there a university near you that might have 
students looking for living situations?  How 
about organizations that advocate for people 
with disabilities?  Are you willing to use the 
Internet to find someone?  If you find 
someone who is a possibility, make sure to 
invite him or her to the gatherings!

Location!  Location!  
Location!

Nicole and Tina 
have lived in the 

borough of 
Downingtown 

together for five 
years!

Brent and Jose live 
on a farm in 

southern Chester 
County.

.....
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Why, you ask?

Because the overnight staff noticed that a plumber was 
needed

Because Kelvin got locked out of the house

Because Will’s Paratransit didn’t show up again

Because there wasn’t enough food for breakfast

Because there’s an unexpected gap of 1 1/2 hours between the staff shifts

Because there was a thunderstorm and the power went out 

Because Michael ran out of medication and the pharmacy misplaced the 
credit card number

Because the staff wasn’t doing dishes and the next shift was upset

Because some of the attendants are confused about their role and that of
the community integration attendant

Because there was a bad snowstorm, and the staff couldn’t get to work

Because Kelvin’s ride didn’t come and he has a doctor’s appointment

Because the fire alarm went off for no good reason

and on, and on, and on...so what to do? 

Getting Along
Never underestimate the importance of getting along -- with the staff, with the 
other family members, and with each other.  The success of the living situation 
very much depends on everyone’s commitment to get along with each other so 
that things continue to run smoothly ... day after day, year after year.

It’s two years later and the Alston’s, the Keech’s, 
and the Tachau-Anderson’s phones are ringing.  

While at work, at home, on vacation, in the car, at a 
restaurant, after bedtime.  It’s HomeWorks calling!

Guess what? There 
isn’t any one person 
who can solve these 
problems alone. The 

guys, their families and 
the people who help 

them in their everyday 
lives are often all 
involved to some 

extent.  Many of the 
problems can only be 

solved through 
collaboration.
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• From the very beginning of the relationship, prioritize 
regular meetings with as many members of the team 
as possible. This is really, really important!  Set a 
meeting time every month at a family member’s or the 
HomeWorks house.  Serve FOOD.  
 
• Don’t depend on a service agency to solve your 
problems.  Communication is important, learning how 
to hear and understand each other may take time and 
a great deal of effort. 

• From the very beginning, request that the support 
staff CALL or EMAIL family members regularly so that 
a relationship can develop.  Feeling comfortable with 
the families will facilitate communication when 
something important comes up or a quick decision 
has to be made. 

• Sometimes, one of the families is easier to talk 
with, or are more present in the house so an 
opportunity may presents itself for a quick 
conversation.  Unfortunately, a staff person may 
get in the habit of calling just that one family.  Nip 
it in the bud!  It’s just going to cause resentment 
when one family knows more than the another. 
Keep everyone involved in the conversation!

• Everyone needs an advocate.  No one wants 
to go through life alone without support from 
friends and family.  This is true whether you have 
a disability or not.  So if you are the parent and 
are unable to help support the living situation, 
hire someone who does. Someone needs to be 
the contact person for regularly scheduled 
meetings as well as spontaneous decisions. And 

someone needs to be available when an immediate response is needed to address a minor emergency 
such as a power outage.  Of course, major emergencies will always be covered by the immediate family 
member.

• You don’t need to be best friends with each other.  You don’t need to agree.  But a mutual respect is 
absolutely necessary.

• Decide on a neutral moderator who can help with disagreements.

• The guys should develop a set of house rules that promote self-
determination, respect, independence and caring for each other.

• Make sure you address: decision-making processes, specific rental/home 
ownership restrictions and guidelines, all financial issues, and an exit 
strategy if one person decides to leave.

Forge Good 
Working 

Relationships with 
the Other Families 

Involved!
Here are some 
suggestions....

Just be 
nice!
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It is important to form relationships, but it is not a requirement 
for staff.  How then do you foster relationships within the 
home to make it feel like a family?  How is an overall attitude 
created that makes everyone feel like they play an important 
part?  How DO you get staff to pick up the spilled garbage on 
the front lawn?

When a person feels ownership in his work, they do a better 
job.  Yet, an important premise of the HomeWorks project is 
that HOUSING is separate from SERVICES.  So how does 
one find a happy medium?  Having staff in your home a lot of 
the time can feel invasive.  It just feels better, and more like a 
home, when the people you see 

everyday are involved in your life and you can call them ‘friend.’  When this 
happens, everyone benefits.  Including the neighbors!

Staff will come and go.  They don’t really get paid all that much, and the work 
is often very hard.  Sometimes resentment can build up because the care 
required for one resident might be more than for another resident.  There are 
different levels of difficulty, and some staff just have it harder than others 
while the pay is the same.  Some balance can be provided by the division of 
light housekeeping chores.

There are three relationships we are talking about. The relationship 
between staff themselves, the relationship between staff and the people they 
assist, and the relationship between staff and family members -- they all take 
nurturing, work and vigilance.  Put some effort into this -- the benefits are 
substantial!

  Getting Along 
with Staff 

How do you foster 
relationships within the 

home to make it feel 
like a family?  

At HomeWorks not too long ago, a raccoon got into the garbage, spread it all over the 
lawn and no one picked it up.  A sense of shared community was needed, where people 
pitch in “above and beyond” the ordinary.  How do you build relationships and a sense 
of family?  The guys celebrate attendants’ birthdays with small gifts and cards.  Michael 
and Will take staff to sports events and concerts.  Kelvin takes staff out to restaurants. 
The families celebrate anniversaries.  And for Christmas this year, Kelvin, Michael and 
Will treated the staff to a barbecue dinner on the Delaware River.
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• Everybody has a story. Have a binder for each 
of the housemates with his or her own personal 
story.  Make it like a scrapbook with pictures.  
Help the staff know the people they are assisting! 
In the binder along with the story, make sure you 
include: weekly schedules, important phone 
numbers and contact information, and medical 
history.

• How about a photo album of the staff and their 
families, too?

• Keep a house log and encourage everyone to 
write in it daily.  This is a good place to include 
information about upcoming vacations, events 

people may be interested in attending, exciting news, and things the house needs. When you visit, read 
it!  If you don’t read it and care about it, chances are they won’t either.

• Encourage staff to share in the lives of your family members.  Encourage eating dinner together.  Too 
often in these situations, the food is prepared and served, and then the staff sits and watches TV while 
the house members eat. 

• Have house events like movie nights, board games, Super Bowl parties, celebrate everyone’s 
birthday! You might have to be the one to make this happen.  Keep suggesting it, and help plan these 
events until they become the norm.

• Check in with everyone every week.  Ask specific questions about how everyone’s doing.  Ask if there are 
any ideas about how things might be done differently.

• Encourage honest conversations.  

• Encourage everyone to come up with ideas of their own, and 
then support them in carrying them out.

• Find everyone’s strong points.  Some staff love to cook, 
some are great with coming up with ideas for activities, some 
love to clean.  Encourage everyone to compromise and work 
together.

• Help staff get along with each other.  Don’t talk behind their 
backs.  Don’t encourage anyone speaking about someone else if 
there’s a problem.
 
• Stay organized...it will 
help everyone!

• Don’t give orders. Always treat everyone with respect. 

• And from the start, lay down rules about TV watching.  Be 
understanding that there will be times during a shift when there 
really isn’t anything to do. (Remember, your family member may 
not want someone watching over them constantly.) Give everyone 
ideas of how to fill up empty time, but also let them know that it’s 
OK with you that they also take a break.  They’re gonna do it 
anyway.

Create Family and 
You Will Create a 

Home

 Here are Some 
Suggestions….

IMPORTANT: 
Let staff know 
you appreciate 

them...a lot!

..
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Maintaining a good relationship among the people 
living together can be easier than keeping the 
families or staff on good terms!  With the 
housemates, there is day-to-day communication, 
and a trust often develops.  However, issues can 
arise, and often a third party is required to help.  
This third party can be a support person, a family 
member, or a neutral member of the team.  Often 
all it takes is a good listener who can make 
suggestions on how to solve the disagreement. 

Make sure the staff is aware of any potential 
personality conflicts and help them work through 
them.  The staff are with the guys all the time, and 
they are the ones who may be able to address the 
problem.

Encourage “house family” outings...restaurant dinners, concerts and other special events.  Encourage the 
staff to involve everyone in activities.  Often it takes a third party to 
help develop the relationships between the housemates.

Discourage “talking behind backs.”  Help keep the lines of 
communication open.  Make it easy for everyone to share their 
feelings.

Getting Along with 
Each Other... Piece 
of Cake!  Birthday 

Cake, That Is!

Kelvin’s birthday was coming up, and Michael and Will wanted to make it special.  
Kelvin wanted to go to the Bahama Breeze in King of Prussia, and so Michael and Will 
made it happen. Will set up the guys’ rides with ParaTransit. He scheduled a 5:30 p.m. 
pick-up to King of Prussia.  Michael did the menus.  And then Michael and Will, together, 
ordered music CD’s for their friend and housemate.

It often takes a third party 
to help develop 

relationships among 
housemates.
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So there you have it.  
Everyone signed off on the 
by-laws and the exit strategy. 
There is still some overall 
coordination that needs to 
happen. How about a house 
manager? Top of the priority 
list: To works towards a policy 
change in Pennsylvania 

(through a waiver service definition amendment) to provide for 
clustered, shared community integration time.  A qualified individual 
could work with all three guys together to teach menu planning, 
shopping for foods, budgeting, house maintenance, and negotiating 
skills for finding affordable service contractors (e.g., snow removal 
and leaf raking.) 

The guys are much more settled than a year ago. After almost 
three years, the guys’ day-to-day life is settled into somewhat 
of a routine.  

Kelvin participates in programs at 
United Cerebral Palsy of 
Philadelphia (UCP) during the 
week.  Will volunteers at Valley 
Forge National Historical Park, the Constitution Center and 
the Please Touch Museum.  Michael volunteers at Valley Forge National Historical 
Park and with the Philadelphia Phillies.  He will continue to help out the 76ers during 
the season but he’s seriously looking for a job! Michael, Kelvin and Will all participate in some of UCP’s 
recreational activities, Michael volunteers on political campaigns, and all the guys enjoy going to local 
museums and concerts. 

At the end of the day, the guys come HOME..home to their very own house in 
Merion Station, and they share conversations over a home-cooked meal.

Everyday Lives  
The Lives of Will, Michael, and Kelvin
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It’s Time to Get with the Program

The families at HomeWorks have been 
involved in the disability community in 

Pennsylvania for a long time.  Susan, Michael’s 
mom, is the director of the Pennsylvania 

Assistive Technology Foundation (PATF), an 
organization that provides low-interest loans for 
the purchase of assistive technology (adapted 
vehicles, home modifications, hearing and low-
vision aids) devices.  Susan has served on a 

number of disability-related boards and 
advisory committees.  Mark, Michael’s Dad, is 
a board member of the PA Health Law Project. 
Susan met Ken, Kelvin’s dad, years ago when 

they both served on the Board of United 
Cerebral Palsy (UCP) of Philadelphia, PA.  

Ann, Will’s mom, learned about the systems of 
support early on through Will’s very supportive 

school district (Tredyffrin/Easttown) who 
worked closely with the Chester County 

Intermediate Unit.  Associations with these 
agencies helped these families learn about the 
systems in Pennsylvania.  So, for them, it was 

easier to figure out the next piece of the 
housing, services, and funding puzzle with this 
background knowledge.  Michael, Kelvin and 

Will were already enrolled and receiving home 
and community-based services through the 

OBRA waiver before HomeWorks.

Sometimes, families who have a young, 
school-age child with a disability are familiar 
with services that may be available from the 
state to provide support at home, in the school, 
and in the community.   These families are 
often the lucky ones because they know what’s 
coming and they can begin to plan for their 
young person’s life. 

Many families are unaware of what happens 
when their family member reaches the age of 
18 or 21...NOTHING HAPPENS.  Not unless 
the family or individual makes it happen 
themselves.   

There are two very important services families 
and individuals should know about: First, 
Medical Assistance (also known as Medicaid) 
and Early & Periodic Screening, Diagnostic 
and Treatment (EPSDT) services for 

individuals under the age of 21.  Eligible 
children with disabilities are entitled to receive 
important services (e.g., therapies, respite, 
immunizations.)  Second, everyone should 
learn about waivers.  What are they? What 
services are available through enrollment in a 
waiver program?   Please understand that 
waiver services are not an entitlement -- which 
means you or your family member do not have 
guarantee to these services. (Check page 24 
for more information on waivers.)  Why is this 
information important?  Because it takes a lot 
of advocacy to receive the services that are 
necessary for a person with a disability to live 
independently!  (Note: In Pennsylvania, the 
age of eligibility and types of available services 
are not based on functional need...rather, they 
are based on diagnosis and age of onset!)

So, It’s Time to Get with the Program! 

• CHECK OUT SOCIAL SECURITY
Start with the Internet and look at the programs to 
familiarize yourself with what is available through the 
Social Security Administration (SSA).  The website is 
http://www.ssa.gov/disability/.  There are two programs 
available through SSA for people with disabilities: 
Supplemental Security Income, (SSI) and Social 
Security Disability Insurance (SSDI).  In addition, if a 
person with a disability has a deceased parent, or a 
parent who is on Social Security him/herself (retirement 
or disability), the adult child can get SSDI on their 
parent’s Social Security account. 

The SSI program is designed for people with 
disabilities who have little or no income, and it 
provides cash to meet basic needs for food, 
clothing and shelter. In addition to the monthly 
cash payment, SSI also provides Medical 
Assistance. The SSDI program is for those 
with a disability who worked a certain amount 
of time and paid social security taxes.  

This is the SSA phone number:
US Social Security Administration
1-800-772-1213
TTY 1-800-325-0778
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Important note: If you register your child for 
SSI before the age of 18, the family’s income 
is counted towards determining eligibility.  At 
age 18 or older, the only income that is 
counted is the individual who is applying. 

Eligibility for SSDI is not based on current 
income.  However, the individual must have a 
certain number of quarters in which the 
individual (or his/her parent) had earnings on 
which Social Security taxes were paid.
 

• Next, become familiar with the 
PENNSYLVANIA DEPARTMENT OF 
PUBLIC WELFARE (DPW) website 

  
This website can provide you with information 
about services for people with disabilities. It’s 
also the place to go for information about 
heating assistance, health care and food 
stamps.  These are all programs that can help 
you live independently.

This is the link to the DPW home page:
http://www.dpw.state.pa.us/

Just click on the link on the left side of the 
page, Disability Services, and you are on 
your way. 

There are several offices in the Department of 
Public Welfare and some of the offices are 
responsible for serving people with specific 
disabilities.  For example, the Office of 
Developmental Programs helps people who 
have an intellectual disability.  They also 
provide services to people who have autism.  
The Office of Long-Term Living serves 
people with physical disabilities and traumatic 
brain injuries.  And, the Office of Mental 
Health and Substance Abuse Services 
(OMHSAS) helps people who have a mental 
health disability.  

Remember: The disability diagnosis 
matters.  It is very important that you get in 
touch with the “right” office.  You cannot 
access state services until this happens. 

For People with a Physical or 
Traumatic Brain Disability: 

Office of Long Term Living
http://www.ltlinpa.com/portal/server.pt/
community/long_term_living_home/3950 

IMPORTANT:  To enroll in the OBRA (currently 
closed, but check with OLTL for current 
status), Independence, Attendant Care, or the 
CommCare Waiver, you must call the new 
Independent Enrollment Broker, Maximus.  
Their toll-free phone number is: 877-550-4227.  
(If you don’t hear from Maximus within a few 
days, call again.  If you don’t get a return call 
after 5 days, let the Office of Long Term Living 
know.)

For People with an Intellectual 
Disability:

The Office of Mental Retardation is now the 
Office of Developmental Programs (ODP).  
This is the link that explains what services 
may be available to eligible individuals:

http://www.dpw.state.pa.us/
fordisabilityservices/mrservices/index.htm

Services for people who have an intellectual 
disability are administered through their local 
county Mental Health/Mental Retardation (MH/
MR) program office.  This link can help you 
find the contact information for your county:

https://www.hcsis.state.pa.us/hcsis-ssd/pgm/
asp/PRCNT.ASP

For People Who Have Autism:

The Bureau of Autism Services home page on 
the DPW website has links to several 
programs that assist people who are on the 
autism spectrum. For more information, go to 
http://www.autisminpa.org.

There is an excellent report on housing options for 
persons on the autism spectrum available at http://
bastraining.tiu11.org/course/category.php?id=24.  You 
will need to register on this website and “sign-up” for a 
“course” to download the report.  However, there is no 
charge and no course!  Just the report.
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~~ Waivers ~~ You Have to Know This!
You will hear this term over and over! The “waiver” may provide the supports and services that make it 
possible for a person with a disability to live in their home and participate in the community. It is a 
shortened term for the Medicaid (Medical Assistance) Home and Community Based Waiver Program. 
There are several different waivers in Pennsylvania and they all offer an array of services and supports 
for a person with a disability.  These services may include personal assistance services (attendant care), 
community integration, home modifications, assistive technology, nursing, therapy, supported 
employment, etc.  So make sure you familiarize yourself with your specific waivers!  (Why is a waiver 
even called a waiver?  Because federal dollars traditionally come into Pennsylvania and serve people 
with disabilities in institutions.  However, many people want to receive their services in the community.   
So the usual flow of federal dollars is waived and the dollars go directly into the community where they 
are used to support people with disabilities.)

Michael, Will and Kelvin are enrolled in the 
OBRA waiver (Omnibus Budget 

Reconciliation Act waiver) because their 
primary diagnoses are physical disabilities 

(that occurred prior to the age of 18.) Through 
their individual service plans, based on 
individual needs, their waiver provides 

Personal Assistance Services, Community 
Integration Services, and funding for 

transportation services so they can get to 
medical appointments, work, stores and 

sports events. The OBRA waiver also funded 
some of the assistive technology devices and 

home modifications made to their house.

Click on the links below to read about 
the different waivers:

  
  Aging Waiver
  Attendant Care/Act 150
  COMMCARE Waiver  
  Consolidated Waiver for Individuals with  

Mental Retardation
  Independence Waiver
  Infant, Toddlers, and Families Waiver
  LIFE (Living Independence for the Elderly)
  OBRA Waiver
  Person/Family Directed Support Waiver
 

Waiver Services May Include:

• Assistive Technology 
• Community Integration
• Environmental Modifications  
• Job Finding 
• Residential Habilitation 
• Supported Employment 
• Therapies (Occupational, Speech and 

Language, Counseling) 
• Transitional Work Services
• Behavioral Specialist Services 
• Day Habilitation 
• Nutritional Consultation 
• Respite 

~~ Waiting List: Another Term                        
to Understand ~~

There is a waiting list to enroll in some of 
the waivers in Pennsylvania.  Keep in 

touch with advocates, a provider agency, 
or your county MH/MR office.  You have 

to be an advocate to move off of a 
waiting list and into a program with 

services!
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Some Closing Remarks…
When an attempt is made to document a process such as the creation of HomeWorks, the 
emphasis is placed on those aspects that were successful.  This is a How To manual, not a 
How Not To manual.  

Therefore, the recipe for success might appear fairly straightforward.  It was not, by any means.

HomeWorks began in the fall of 2005.  Michael, Will and Kelvin moved into their new home on 
Martin Luther King Day, 2008...almost 2 1/2 years later.

There was so much we didn’t know and we didn’t have a manual!  However, we took the time 
that we needed to take, and we learned. The lists of “musts” that the guys and parents put 
together ended up including everything that was important.  Kevin, Michael and Will are 
delighted with their living situation.  They are friends with each other, responsible homeowners 
and good neighbors.  And the community is great!

Although we recognize homeownership won’t be the housing solution for everyone, it is an 
affordable option for many people.  The development of HomeWorks was an affordable option 
for Michael, Will and Kelvin because everything was -- as we often said -- divided by three!  

We found some really wonderful people who helped us all along the way.  In addition to those 
who gifted or discounted goods and services, many folks gave us a great deal of their time and 
counsel.  They were committed to helping us succeed.  We are very grateful.  We have included 
most of these people and organizations in this manual -- please reach out to them if you need 
their help.

Lastly, all of us with HomeWorks are committed to expanding affordable, accessible housing 
opportunities for people with disabilities.  This house -- HomeWorks -- will continue to “live” for a 
very long time.  Not only is HomeWorks incorporated as a Tenants-in-Common Partnership, but 
we also included a limited equity component.  When (or if) Kelvin, Michael or Will move, another 
person with a disability will be able to afford to move into this house because the individual 
share will be less than the market value.  We want to keep this house “in the community!”

So take a deep breath and have fun with your planning.  We hope some of the information we 
included in this manual will help you along the route to homeownership and independent living!

Good Luck!
Kelvin, Michael, Will and their families
April, 2011

P.S.  We want to give a special “thank you” to our friend, Diane Belnavis.  Diane spent 
months working with Susan Tachau (Michael’s mother) writing our story.  She got to know us 
and really understand HomeWorks.  Now, she’s creating a new model for independent living 
with some friends!  Look for Juniper Hill on facebook!
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List of Agencies 
and 

Organizations in 
Pennsylvania

DPW PA Department of 
Public Welfare http://
www.dpw.state.pa.us/

ODP Office of Developmental 
Programs  http://
www.dpw.state.pa.us/
dpworganization/
officeofdevelopmentalprogra
ms/index.htm   provides 
individuals with an intellectual 
disability, autism, and their 
families the services and 
supports they need and the 
opportunity to make real 
choices about living, working 
and options for social 
activities to enable them to 
live in and participate fully in 
the life of their communities.

OLTL Office of Long Term 
Living http://
www.portal.state.pa.us/portal/
server.pt/community/
office_of_long-term_living/
19325  is the office that 
provides access to services 
for people with physical 
disabilities or traumatic brain 
injuries.

PATF Pennsylvania Assistive 
Technology Foundation  
http://www.patf.us/ is a non-
profit organization that 
provides low-interest loans to 
people with disabilities and 
older adults so that they can 
buy the assistive technology 
devices and services they 
need.

PHFA Pennsylvania Housing 
Finance Agency http://
www.phfa.org/  the 
Commonwealth's leading 
provider of capital for
affordable homes and 
apartments, homeownership 
programs, rental housing 
development initiatives.

RHLS Regional Housing 
Legal Services  http://
www.rhls.org/  a nonprofit law 
firm with unique expertise in 
affordable, sustainable 

housing and its related 
components.

PHLP Pennsylvania Health 
Law Project http://
www.phlp.org/ a nationally 
recognized expert and 
consultant on access to 
health care for low-income 
consumers, the elderly, and 
persons with disabilities.

SDHP  Self-Determination 
Housing Project http://
www.sdhp.org/ non-profit 
organization that works to 
expand housing options for 
people with disabilities in 
Pennsylvania.

RLO Residential Living 
Options http://
www.residentiallivingoptions.o
rg/ housing counseling, 
education and advocacy for 
people with disabilities.

UCP United Cerebral Palsy of  
Philadelphia http://
www.ucp.org/  Non-profit 
organization with a mission to 
advance the independence, 
productivity and full 
citizenship of people with 
disabilities through an affiliate 
network.

Home 
Modifications and 
Universal Design 
AARP (www.aarp.org/life/
home-garden) (formerly 
known as the American 
Association of Retired 
Persons) (www.aarp.org) is 
an organization that 
addresses the needs and 
interests of persons 50 and 
older. This site includes links 
to a section on Universal 
Design: Home Modifications.

ADA (www.ada.gov) provides 
information and technical 
assistance on the Americans 
with Disability Act, including 
information on new 
construction guidelines.

Community Design 
Collaborative (http://
cdesignc.org) is a volunteer-
based community design 
center that provides pro bono 
preliminary design services to 
non-profit organizations.

Home Modifications in 
Pennsylvania (http://
homemods.jevs.org/) is a 
comprehensive website that 
provides information and 
resources that can help 
consumers make their homes 
more accessible. The site 
also includes information 
about various funding 
resources that are available 
for Pennsylvania residents.

HomeWorks (http://
www.homeworksweb.org/) is 
a website dedicated to the 
HomeWorks project.  May 
need updating from time to 
time.

International Code Council 
(http://www.iccsafe.org/
Pages/default.aspx) is a 
membership association 
dedicated to building safety 
and fire prevention. ICC 
develops the codes and 
standards used to construct 
residential and commercial 
buildings, including homes 
and schools.

National Association of 
Remodelers Industries 
(http://www.nari.org) provides 
information about how to find 
NARI-certified professionals 
to help with renovating a 
home.  Resource links are 
included on the website that 
provide remodeling tips and 
other materials that should be 
considered when modifying a 
home.

National Kitchen & Bath 
Association (http://
www.nkba.org/) is a source 
for design ideas, expert 
remodeling tips, and advice. 

The University of California, 
San Francisco (http://
www.homemods.org/ is a 
website dedicated to 
promoting aging in place and 
independent living for 
persons of all ages.  This 
website includes links to a 
comprehensive inventory of 
resources for home 
modifications and repairs.

Veterans Administration 
(http://www.va.gov/) Provides 
funding for home 
modifications.  Also check out  
the JEVS website above for a 
comprehensive resource list 
for Pennsylvanians.
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For Demonstration Purposes Only.  Please consult with an attorney. 

TENANCY IN COMMON AGREEMENT

THIS AGREEMENT made as of the _____ day of _________, 2010 (the “Agreement”) between Kelvin 
Alston, Michael Anderson and William Keech (collectively referred to as the “Owners” and, individually, as 
an “Owner” or by their last names), residing in PA  (the “Property”). 

WITNESSETH:

WHEREAS, the Owners are three adult males enrolled in the Pennsylvania Department of Public 
Welfare’s OBRA Waiver, a Home and Community-Based program that provides services to people with 
developmental physical disabilities to allow them to live independently in the community; 

WHEREAS, the Owners purchased the Property together, financed part of the purchase price with a loan 
from the Pennsylvania Housing Finance Agency (“PHFA Loan”) secured by a first mortgage on the 
Property (“PHFA Mortgage”) and paid for renovations to make the Property accessible; 

WHEREAS, each Owner, being a separate economic unit and separately responsible for the costs and 
expenses of the Property, entered into an Agreement (attached as Exhibit 1) in March 2008 to establish 
each Owner’s respective financial obligations and rights in regards to the Property and to satisfy the 
Social Security Administration of the economic independence of each Owner receiving SSI; and

WHEREAS, Owners desire to further memorialize in writing their agreement about their rights and 
responsibilities as co-owners of the Property; 

NOW THEREFORE, in consideration of the mutual agreements contained in this Agreement, and for 
good and valuable consideration, the parties agree as follows:

Exhibit 1.  The provisions of Exhibit 1 are fully incorporated herein by reference.  

Voting Shares and Voting.  Each individual Owner shall have one voting share with respect to any 
decisions concerning the Property.  All decisions and actions with respect to the Property shall be 
made by consent of the majority of the Owners, except as otherwise provided herein.  However, any 
amendment to this Agreement must be in writing approved by all Owners.

Board of Directors.  The Board of Directors of HomeWorks of Montgomery County (the “Board”) shall 
have the authority to take certain actions with respect to the Property, as specified in this agreement.

Transfer of Ownership.  Option to Purchase as Condition Precedent to Transfer and Transfer 
Value.

(a) Restrictions on Voluntary Transfers.  No Owner shall, except in strict accordance with 
this Agreement, sell, transfer, lease, mortgage, encumber or assign all or any portion of his or her 
interest in the Property.  

Restrictions Related to Sale

(b)  Option to Purchase.  If an Owner desires to sell his or her entire interest in the Property, he or 
she shall notify the other Owners in writing of such intention.  The remaining Owner(s), pro rata as 
determined by their ownership interests, shall have the option, but not the obligation, for a sixty (60) 
day period commencing the first day of the month following the giving of such notice, to purchase the 
departing Owner’s share for the Transfer Value, defined below.
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(c)  Procedure When Option Not Exercised.  If the other Owners waive in writing their right to 
purchase the departing Owner’s share or fail to exercise such option within the sixty (60) day period, 
the departing Owner’s share will be transferred to any person who has been approved by 2/3rds 
majority vote of the Board, provided that all conditions of this subparagraph have been satisfied.  The 
transfer shall be finalized within a period of twelve (12) months from the date of departing Owner’s 
written notice of intention under subparagraph 4(b).  The transfer price shall not exceed the Transfer 
Value as defined herein.  The terms and conditions of this Agreement shall be binding upon the 
purchaser, who must execute this Agreement, as amended, at or prior to the closing.  Upon transfer, 
the departing Owner shall be released from his or her obligations under this Agreement, provided all 
amounts owed under the Agreement by the departing Owner are paid, and PHFA or a successor 
lender approves the assumption of the departing Owner’s share of outstanding loan(s) by the 
remaining Owners.

(d) Failure to Find a Buyer within 12 Months.  If a transfer has not occurred within the 12-
month period set forth in 4(c) above,  then upon 30 days written notice to all Owners, the departing 
Owner may demand that the entire Property be sold for the best available price, terms and conditions, 
except that during such 30 day notice period the remaining Owners shall again have the option to 
purchase the departing Owner’s interest for Transfer Value, as set forth in 4(b).  If this second option 
is not exercised, all Owners agree to cooperate in the sale of the entire Property, including prompt 
execution and delivery of any documents or instruments necessary to effectuate a sale of the 
Property. 

(e)  Transfer Value.  Whenever necessary to establish a purchase price of Owner’s share pursuant to 
this Article, the term "Transfer Value" shall mean the sum of the following:

(i)  all Owner’s Capital Contributions as set forth in paragraph 2 of Exhibit 1; 

(ii)  Owner’s share of any additional paid Capital Contributions, including Owner’s share of 
principal paid on the PHFA loan; and

(iii)  the depreciable cost of any qualified improvements installed at the expense of Owner with 
the prior approval of all the other Owners;

multiplied by 

(iv) a cost of living adjustment equal to the percentage difference between the cost of living index 
(now known as "United States Bureau of Labor Statistics Consumer Price Index of All Urban 
Consumers") for the MSA on March 16, 2007 and the index for the date on which the departing 
Owner gives notice of his/her intention to vacate; 

minus

 (v) Owner’s share of any unpaid Capital Contributions (and interest thereon) and all other 
amounts due under this Agreement.

Restrictions Related to Non-Sale Transfers

(f)  All transfers, leases, mortgages, or assignments of all or any portion of Owner’s interest in the 
Property, except for sales which are addressed in sections 4(b)-(e) above or transfers by will or 
intestate succession which are within the discretion of each Owner, must be approved by consent of 
all Owners and by 2/3rds majority vote of the Board. 

(g)  If an Owner dies, the Owner’s death shall be treated as a notice to sell under 4(b),  and the estate 
of Owner.  
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Waiver of Right to Partition.  While Owners hold title to the property as Tenants in Common, Owners 
agree on behalf of themselves, their successors, heirs, creditors and assigns that no Owner shall, 
either directly or indirectly, make an application to any court for a partition of the Property.  Owners 
agree to and do hereby waive the right of partition with respect to the Property and agree that the 
provisions of this Agreement governing transfer are reasonable as a substitute for such right, 
especially given Owners’ desire to create an affordable homeownership model for persons with 
physical disabilities.  

Sale of the Property and Liquidation of Ownership Interest.  In the event that the Owners determine 
that it would be desirable to sell the property, that action shall be approved by consent of all the 
Owners and a two-thirds vote of the Board. The Board shall oversee the sale and liquidation of the 
property to ensure that the Owner's interests are protected. 

Distribution of Sale Proceeds.  If the Property is sold by all the Owners, the proceeds of such sale shall 
be distributed in the following order of priority:

(a) first, to the payment of the expenses of the sale;

(b) second, to the payment of debts and liabilities with respect to the Property that were not assumed 
or taken subject to or in connection with the sale; 

(c) third, if the cumulative amount of all expenditures by the Owners for expenses and, alterations or 
improvements is not equal, then to reimburse the Owner who has spent the greater amount, as a 
reimbursement for such excess expenditures;

(d) fourth, each Current Owner shall be paid the Transfer Value of his or her ownership interest, as that is 
defined in paragraph 4(e), but if proceeds are not sufficient to fully compensate each Current Owner for 
Transfer Value, the Current Owners shall share pro rata in the remaining proceeds; and 

(e) fifth, any remaining amount will be called the Undistributed Liquidation Pool (the “Pool”), and shall 
be distributed as follows:

i) Each Original Owner who remains a Current Owner shall receive one-third of the Pool.

ii) Each Current Owner who is not an Original Owner and who has been an Owner for at 
least five years shall receive one-third of the Pool.

iii) Each Current Owner who has not been an Owner for at least five years shall receive a 
pro-rata share of one-third of the Pool, calculated as a percentage equal to the number 
of days since the Current Owner became an Owner divided by 1,825, the number of 
days in five years.

iv) Any former owner who has been an owner in the last five years shall receive a pro-rata 
share of one-third of the Pool, calculated as a percentage equal to 1,825 minus the 
number of days since he or she became a former owner divided by 1,825.

(f) Definitions.  The following definitions apply to this section.

i) Original Owner:  Kelvin Alston, Michael Anderson, or William Keech, or their heirs. 

ii) Current Owner:  An Owner on the date of sale of the Property who was not an Original 
Owner.  
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Status of Relationship.  The Owners acknowledge that it is their intention to hold the Property as 
tenants in common and that they have expressly elected not to become partners and that neither this 
Agreement nor any provision of this Agreement shall be interpreted to impose a partnership 
relationship at either law or equity on the parties.  Accordingly, no Owner shall have any liability for 
the debt or obligation of any other Owner.

House Rules.  The Owners have unanimously adopted the House Rules attached as Exhibit 2.  Those 
Rules may be amended from time to time by agreement of all Owners. 

Termination for Cause.  The HomeWorks Board shall have the right to declare by two-thirds majority 
vote that an Owner is in default.  Default is defined as material non-compliance with the House Rules 
or for other good cause, including one or more of the following:  behavior which disrupts the liveability 
of the building, adversely affects the health and safety of any person or the right of any Owner to the 
quiet enjoyment of the Property, or default for nonpayment.  The HomeWorks Board shall give an 
Owner written notice of default and a thirty-day period to cure such default.  If the default cannot 
reasonably be cured within a thirty-day period and delay would not cause material harm to the other 
Owners, the period required to cure the default will be extended, provided that the recipient of the 
notice of default shall commence to cure the default diligently and in good faith.  If the default is not 
cured, the Board shall, by two-thirds majority vote give final written notice of Default, and such notice 
shall be treated as the Owner’s notice to transfer under paragraph 4(b) above, except that no Owner 
will be forced to move until the Owner has secured alternative living arrangements. 

Dispute Resolution.   Any controversy or claim arising out of or relating to this Agreement or the breach 
of this Agreement not otherwise resolved shall be settled by private arbitration, pursuant to the rules 
attached as Exhibit 3.  

Entire Agreement.  This Agreement, together with the exhibits hereto and any documents specifically 
referred to herein, constitutes the entire understanding between Owners with respect to the subject 
matter hereof and merges and supersedes all prior negotiations and understanding, and there are no 
other representations, promises, agreements or understanding, oral or otherwise, between the parties 
pertaining to the Property which are not set forth herein.  Except as may be otherwise provided in this 
Agreement, this Agreement and all of the covenants hereof including, without limitation, any options 
herein contained, shall be binding upon and inure to the benefit of the parties hereto and their 
respective successors and assigns.  

Counterparts. This Agreement may be executed in any number of counterparts, each of which shall be 
an original and all of which together shall be one document binding on all the Owners even though 
each Owner may have signed different counterparts.  

Governing Law.  This Agreement shall be governed and construed under the laws of the Commonwealth 
of Pennsylvania.

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the undersigned have set their hands and seals on the date and year first 
above written
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 
 
In September 2008, the PA Department of Public Welfare’s Bureau of Autism 
Services appointed the Housing Options Committee and charged them with the 
task of identifying and assessing housing options that will meet the varying 
needs, preferences and abilities of adults living with autism spectrum disorder 
(ASD)1 at different points in their life cycle.  The Committee included 
representatives from state agencies, county agencies, statewide disability 
organizations, elected officials, non-profit housing developers, and individuals 
with autism and their family members.  The long-term goal of the group was to 
expand the number of viable housing options and models in order to maximize 
the choice and independence of adults with autism.  The work of the Committee 
was facilitated by a consultant and staff from the Bureau of Autism Services. 
 
The Committee held seven meetings during which it:  defined the audience for 
the report; developed guiding principles; described the characteristics of the 
target population and their unique housing needs; identified barriers that adults 
with autism encounter in accessing housing or creating new housing 
opportunities; developed criteria for reviewing and selecting housing models for 
inclusion in the report; and reviewed numerous existing housing models for 
people with disabilities.  The final step was the development of recommendations 
for addressing the barriers identified and the identification of “next steps” for 
accomplishing the Bureau’s agenda. 
 
The Committee was charged with an extremely challenging task.  There is a very 
wide range of skills and needs among adults with autism, and their housing 
needs change over time as they move through different developmental stages.  
Further, one of the underlying principles for the Committee was to maximize 
housing choice.  For some individuals, this may entail renting an apartment and 
receiving assistance with scheduling or bill paying.  For others, it may entail 
creating a new housing opportunity such as a housing cooperative supported 
with service providers on a person-centered basis.  Yet, for others, this may 
entail moving to a campus community with on-site staffing.  In any case, attaining 
one’s choice requires not only education in housing options but also a 
comprehensive housing needs assessment and plan for implementation. 
 
As with any adult, an adult with autism will have differing housing needs and 
desires over the course of their life and may choose to move to a different setting 
as their needs and desires change.  The key is to have housing opportunities 
from which to select that provide an affordable, quality home that meets the 
individual’s current needs. Unfortunately, given the low incomes of many 
individuals with autism, public and private resources are needed to make most 
housing options affordable.  That, too, is challenging in light of the current 
shortage of existing affordable housing throughout the Commonwealth and the 
competition for limited resources.  In addition, although this report focuses on 

                                                 
1
  The term “autism” will be used throughout the report to refer to autism spectrum disorder (ASD). 
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housing, the Committee was constantly aware of the importance of having a 
range of services available to support individuals in the homes of their choice and 
the complexity of the current funding streams and waivers.  The marrying of a 
variety of high quality housing options with appropriate services, although beyond 
the scope of the Committee’s work, will be critical to adults with autism being 
able to actualize their housing choices and succeed in their homes. 
 
The core of the report is the description of 22 housing models.  A typology of 
seven different housing settings was developed.  These include: 
 

• Remaining at home 
• Family living 
• Renting an apartment or home 
• Purchasing a home 
• Shared housing 
• Intentional communities 
• Licensed facilities 

 
The Committee members and consultants researched a number of models within 
each of these settings.  All of the housing models identified have been options for 
adults with disabilities, but not necessarily for adults with autism, since there 
have been very few housing options developed specifically for this population.  
The Committee discussed each model in the context of its appropriateness for 
adults with autism; identified the strengths and unique characteristics of each 
model; and enumerated considerations/modifications needed for the model to 
best serve the target population. 
 
Although numerous housing models exist, there are significant barriers to 
individuals successfully obtaining the housing of their choice in Pennsylvania.  
These barriers include: difficulty in accessing accurate information about housing 
and services; the scarcity of financial resources for creating new housing and the 
need for expertise in affordable housing development; the limitations imposed by 
both housing funding sources and local regulations; the need for appropriate 
services to support people in the housing of their choice; and characteristics of 
some adults with autism that require specific planning and housing design 
considerations. 
 
This report identifies short- and long-term recommendations designed to remove 
these barriers and increase housing options for individuals with autism.  The 
recommendations focus on: educational opportunities for adults with autism and 
their families to learn about housing options and service regulations; creation of 
new housing opportunities by taking advantage of federal, state and local 
housing funding sources; amendments to current regulatory policies on licensed 
residential programs and waiver funding; and creating increased public 
awareness, and awareness by the affordable housing industry, of the need for 
housing choices for adults with autism. 
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While some of the short-term recommendations can be accomplished with 
existing resources, it is imperative to recognize that successful implementation of 
other recommendations will depend upon two things.  First, it will require 
advocacy by and partnerships with a host of public and private agencies and 
individuals, including persons with autism and their family members.  Second, it 
will require the dedication of resources for both housing and supports.  When the 
Bureau first embarked on this planning process, resources were available to 
create and test new and innovative ideas.  Since then, however, resources have 
become extremely precious.  Although this will not eliminate the Bureau’s ability 
to carry out many of the recommendations, it may require that some 
recommendations be deferred.  It will also require the Bureau to maximize 
coordination and collaboration with other public and private entities. 
 

The report is an important first step in increasing housing choice and options for 
adults with autism.  It is anticipated that some public officials, housing 
professionals, service providers, developers, public agencies, and individuals 
with autism and their family members will be able to readily use the information in 
the document.  Others will need assistance in formulating and actualizing 
housing plans in areas such as:  determining the most appropriate housing 
model; identifying partners to assist in pursuing the model; accessing housing 
financing; negotiating with service providers; and making sure the point of view of 
the individuals with autism is represented through the entire process. 
 
In order to address the need for assistance, it is recommended that major next 
steps by the Bureau of Autism Services include: (1) designation of the Regional 
Autism Centers as the locus for housing and planning expertise and technical 
assistance, and (2) sponsorship or co-sponsorship of a pilot project to implement 
five to six of the above models specifically for individuals with autism.  A technical 
assistance team would work with interested individuals and families on the model 
of their choice in order to test the feasibility of the model; determine the 
applicability of the model to adults with autism; identify barriers to 
implementation, and resolve barriers to the extent possible.  This information will 
then inform a “How-To Guide” to provide step-by-step instructions and 
worksheets to assist housing planners and families in moving forward with their 
housing choice. 
 
In releasing this report, the Bureau of Autism Services will not only be providing 
critical information on housing to a range of agencies and individuals, but also  
demonstrating yet again its national leadership in addressing issues designed to 
improve the lives of individuals with autism and their families. 
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SECTION 1:  INTRODUCTION 
 
Background and Objectives of the Housing Options Committee 
 
The Bureau of Autism Services (BAS) was established in 2007 in response to the 
recommendations of the 2004 Autism Task Force Report.  With respect to 
housing, the Task Force concluded: “Like typical Pennsylvanians, adults with 
autism will choose a variety of housing types, including continuing to live with 
their parents or other relatives, independent housing, group housing, or living 
within communities that are defined by educational or therapeutic approaches.”2 
 
In September 2008, BAS appointed the Housing Options Committee.  The 
Committee’s charge was to identify and assess housing options that will meet the 
varying needs, preferences and abilities of adults living with autism at different 
points in their life cycle.  The goal was to expand the number of viable housing 
options and models in order to maximize the choice and independence of adults 
living with autism. 
 
The work of the Committee was highly complex and challenging.  While the 
group was charged with developing housing models, it is extremely difficult to 
separate housing from the supports needed for an individual to successfully find 
and maintain their housing.  Indeed, many of the housing options identified and 
described in this report include the provision of services and, for this reason, they 
may be preferable to some housing seekers.  However, while recognizing the 
importance of having services available to support an individual in their home, 
the Committee maintained its focus on presenting as broad a range of housing 
options as possible, regardless of the current availability of services.  It also 
recognized that limited resources are available at the present time.  Therefore, 
when services are described in this report it is because they are an integral part 
of the model being presented.  Otherwise, it is assumed that the users of this 
report will address the provision of services through different resources. 
 
Committee Process 
 
The Housing Options Committee included representatives of state agencies, 
county agencies, statewide disability organizations, elected officials, non-profit 
housing developers and family members, and individuals with autism.  A 
complete list of participants is provided as Appendix A. 
 
The Committee held seven meetings from October 2008 through June 2009 to 
define the scope of the report, identify and review models, and make 
recommendations for housing models to address the needs of adults in 
Pennsylvania who are living with autism. 
 

                                                 
2
 Pennsylvania Autism Task Force Executive Summary, December 2004. 
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The Committee began its deliberations by reviewing the purpose of the 
committee, the timeline and proposed outcomes of the process.  They then 
defined the target population to include all adults living with autism who needed 
housing assistance, followed by a description of their special characteristics and 
housing needs.  This was followed by an initial listing of examples of housing 
models to be included in the report. 
 
The next step was to craft a working definition of “community integration,” as this 
is a key term used in describing housing options for the target population.  Once 
the committee agreed on a working definition, it turned to the identification of 
guiding principles for their work and criteria to be applied in selecting models for 
further investigation. However, it soon became clear that the Committee 
members did not want to eliminate any models.  Rather, the group agreed to 
pursue all of the models and examples identified. Barriers were then identified 
that could impede the pursuit of the options being considered. 
 
The Committee spent several meetings reviewing and discussing written 
summaries of a range of housing models.  In addition, videos and guest speakers 
provided further information and insight into several models.  In each case the 
Committee members determined whether the model would be desirable for 
adults living with autism and, if so, what modifications may be needed in order to 
make the model more feasible for their use. The last meeting was devoted to the 
identification of recommendations designed to remove the barriers to 
implementation of the various housing models. 
 
Target Audience for the Report 
 
The report is targeted to five different audiences: 
 

• Individuals living with autism spectrum disorder and their family 
members who want to create or identify new housing opportunities for 
adults with autism. 

 
• Legislators, policy makers and other federal, state and local public 

officials who are in the position to develop legislation, regulations, 
policies and programs that affect people with autism. 

 

• Service providers, including for-profit, non-profit, and faith-based 
organizations and agencies, that work with people with autism and that 
want to expand the scope of their work or mission to include the provision 
of new housing opportunities for the people they serve or the provision of 
autism-specific services to support individuals in their home. 

 

• Housing developers, including both for-profit and non-profit developers 
of affordable housing, who are interested in partnering with family 
members or service providers in the creation of new affordable housing 
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opportunities for people with autism, either as a specialized project or 
within their housing developments. 

 
• Public agencies, including public housing authorities, redevelopment 

authorities and community development corporations, that engage in 
affordable housing development in their communities. 

 
It is important to note that this report is targeted to agencies and individuals that 
have an interest in expanding housing options for adults with autism.  It is not 
intended to provide an inventory of existing housing resources. 
 
Organization and Use of this Report 
 
This Report is divided into seven sections beginning with the background 
information provided in this introductory section followed by the following: 
 
Section 2 provides the philosophy and guiding principles of the Housing Advisory 
Committee. 
 
Section 3 describes the target population addressed in the report and their 
housing needs, especially the needs that are distinct from those of other 
populations.  It also includes the criteria used to select and research housing 
models. 
 
Section 4 is designed to educate readers about the key elements necessary to 
create new housing opportunities for people with autism.  Each of the elements – 
such as sponsorship, ownership, and financing – is defined, and alternative 
approaches are described along with the considerations that must be taken into 
account when deciding among the alternatives.  For example, the financing 
section includes a discussion of the considerations in determining whether to use 
private versus public financing sources for the development of housing. 
 
The final housing element described within Section 4 is that of “Housing Setting,” 
which addresses the basic options for the housing arrangement – the type of 
home and the household members – whether a person lives alone, with their 
family members, other families or other unrelated individuals. 
 
Section 5 of the report includes descriptions of each of the seven (7) types of 
housing setting and housing models within each.  The following information is 
presented for each model: description; strengths of the model; its applicability to 
people living with autism; an example of housing currently available under the 
model; and location/contact information for the examples.  It is important to note 
that some of the models provide housing opportunities that include adults living 
with autism spectrum disorder, while others provide housing for individuals with 
other disabilities.  However, each model was selected for its possible replication 
or modification for adults living with autism. 
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Section 6 includes barriers and recommendations for removing the barriers in 
order to make the implementation of the models feasible. 
 
Section 7 outlines next steps for individuals and agencies who, based on the 
information gained in the first six sections of the report, are ready and willing to 
proceed to the next step in creating new housing options for adults living with 
autism. 
 
Finally, the appendices include participants on the Housing Advisory Committee, 
basic descriptions of key financing sources, and a glossary. 
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SECTION 2:  PHILOSOPHY AND GUIDING PRINCIPLES OF THE COMMITTEE 
 
Recognizing that people living with autism have a wide range of needs and 
challenges that will impact their housing preferences and needs and that those 
needs will change over time, the Committee identified the following guiding 
principles for their work.  Models to be considered should, to the extent feasible: 
 

Foster Community Integration:  It is critical that housing models provide 
opportunities for community integration.  The concept of community 
integration impacts many aspects of housing including scale, design, location, 
and ownership decisions.  Since this is such a key principle in the discussion 
of housing opportunities, the Committee developed the following working 
definition: 
 
Community Integration:  Community integration is the opposite of isolation; it 
provides the opportunity to live in the community and be valued for one's 
uniqueness and abilities, like everyone else.  Community integration is a right 
of all people and encompasses housing, employment, education, 
leisure/recreation, social roles, peer support, health status, citizenship, self-
determination, and religion/spirituality.  Community integration should result in 
community presence and participation of persons with disabilities similar to 
that of persons without disabilities. 

 
Newly Constructed Units Should Be Adaptable/Visitable:  Homes that are 
adaptable or visitable allow for flexibility in occupancy or visitation by people 
with physical disabilities or who may develop physical disabilities over time.  
The following are the features of an adaptable and a visitable housing unit: 

 
Adaptable.  A housing unit that has adaptable design can be easily adjusted 
to meet specific and changing accessibility needs of the occupants.  It would 
have wide doorways and a no-step entrance like a fully accessible unit, but 
other features that can be easily modified as needed.  For example, walls 
could have blocking to allow for grab bars to be added and removable covers 
could be placed over base cabinets to allow for knee space for a wheelchair 
user.  Counter tops and closet rods can be installed on adjustable supports to 
change their height. 
 
Visitable.  Visitability ensures that everyone has basic access to visit homes 
with ease.  Visitable design standards have the following features:  at least 
one no-step entrance; a powder room on the first floor; wide doorways; and a 
clear path of travel on the main floor. 
 
Enhance Informed Choice, be Individualized and Personally Fulfilling:  
Decisions around housing models should be person/family directed and 
respectful of individual desires and needs.  They should also recognize that 
both needs and desires may change over time and that people may change 
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their homes to meet changing needs.  Informed choice can be accomplished 
through allowing individuals to make their own decisions about the type and 
location of their housing, with whom they will live, which services they receive 
and by whom the services are delivered. 

 
Provide Appropriate Housing Alternatives with Measurable Quality of 
Life Outcomes:  It is important for a residential setting to fulfill an individual’s 
unique needs and that there be a sufficient number of housing and service 
alternatives to address the broad range of people living with autism. 

 
Safe-Guarded for Individual/Family Health and Welfare and Satisfaction:  
Housing models proposed should maximize the safety, health, and 
satisfaction of the residents.  Models should be consistent with Individual 
Service Plan goals, designed to minimize reliance upon crisis resources, and 
help to decrease challenging and inappropriate behaviors. 

 
Be Sustainable:  All housing models must have the potential to be 
sustainable in the long term and have a plan for succession if and when one 
or more of the original residents leave. 
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SECTION 3:  THE TARGET POPULATION AND THEIR HOUSING NEEDS 
 
Characteristics 
 
People living with autism have certain characteristics that may impact their 
housing needs.  They may: 
 

• Have difficulty with social skills, which may result in feelings of 
frustration, depression or anxiety 

• Not be able to communicate through speech, which can result in the 
frustration of not being able to convey their feelings and ideas 

• Lack such social skills such as flexibility and understanding motives 
that make it difficult for them to live with others 

• Be vulnerable in the community because of their lack of understanding 
of their environment and other people’s lack of understanding of their 
behavior 

• Be at risk of having contact with law enforcement due to a lack of 
understanding of their sometimes, challenging behaviors in public by 
people in law enforcement and in the community 

• Have cognitive and sensory issues that can have an impact on their 
housing setting 

• Have co-occurring mental health and medical needs that may impact 
on their housing needs 

 
Housing Needs 
 
These characteristics create special housing needs.  People living with autism 
may need: 
 

• Support in finding and maintaining housing and in coordinating 
services at their housing site 

• Extra space or amenities to accommodate their needs and preferences 
such as: their own bathroom, special lighting or noise barriers, an 
office for 24/7 staffing 

• A secure location or security features to minimize risk from traffic and 
other hazards 

• Living arrangements that are flexible enough to meet changing needs 
over time and life cycle 

• Access to public transportation 
 
Criteria for Selection and Research of Housing Models 
 
Based on the specific characteristics and housing needs of the target population, 
the Committee identified the following criteria against which to choose and review 
models: 
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• Affordable to the Target Population:  The housing should meet 
standard affordability guidelines:  30% of income including both utility 
costs and rent/mortgage.  Services should meet individual needs with fees 
on a sliding scale according to income.  All available public funding 
sources for housing and services should be leveraged to assure 
affordability. 

 

• Flexible:  The housing model should have adequate flexibility to meet the 
diverse needs of people living with autism and to allow the opportunity for 
residents to remain in their home as their needs change over time. 

 

• Attractive to Individuals Living There:  The housing model should be 
appealing and desirable to the individual who will be living there.  This 
includes many factors such as location, design, other people living there, 
cost, and availability of appropriate services. 

 

• Utilizes Existing Housing Options:  To the extent possible, the housing 
proposed should build on currently available housing resources.  This 
would allow for more rapid implementation and maximum acceptance by 
both funding sources and consumers. 

 

• Utilizes Available Community Resources:  The housing should foster 
the residents’ opportunity to participate in community life and make use of 
its amenities and resources such as shopping, recreation, culture, faith 
community, banks, financial institutions, public agencies and other aspects 
of community life. 

 

• Simple, Replicable, and Easily Administered:  The basic components 
of the housing model should be easy to understand and replicable in 
various types of communities throughout Pennsylvania.  In addition, to the 
extent possible, the ongoing administration, management, and fiscal 
accountability of the project should be easily understood and require 
minimal housing expertise. 
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SECTION 4:  FUNDAMENTAL ELEMENTS IN PLANNING AND CREATING 
HOUSING OPTIONS 
 
As stated above, many of the models in this document are directed to individuals 
and families and agencies who want to create new housing options.  Since for 
many this will be their first such venture, we are introducing six fundamental 
elements that need to be assessed in planning and creating the most appropriate 
housing model.  The following is a description of each of these elements, 
including alternative approaches to each. 
 
1. Housing Plan:  The first, and perhaps most critical, step to obtaining housing 

of choice for an individual with autism is to formulate a viable housing plan.  
This plan should identify the type of housing in which the individual wants to 
live, where he/she wants the housing to be located, whether the individual 
wants to share his/her home and if so, with whom, and the supports he/she 
will need to obtain and maintain that home.  The plan should also identify the 
specific steps necessary for obtaining the housing of the individual’s choice 
and a time line for carrying out those steps.  For example, while an 
individual’s housing goal may be to own her own home, she may want to find 
a roommate and try renting an apartment together as a first step. 

 
Approaches:  Housing planning can be carried out in any number of ways 
with any number of participants.  The planning can be undertaken by the 
individual with autism with the participation of any or all of the following: 
 
• Family members 
• Friends 
• Support Coordinators or other professional service providers 
• Housing Experts 
• Legal/Benefits Experts 
• Members of a Self Directed Support Corporation (SDSC) 
 
There are two keys to successful planning: 
• The person with autism must be the central figure and decision-maker  

in the planning process; 
• The housing choice must be informed, meaning the individual must be  

educated on the full range of housing options and the information be 
delivered in ways that he/she can easily understand. 

 
Considerations:  Most persons with autism who are currently receiving 
services participate in the development of an Individualized Service Plan or 
ISP.  However, the individuals participating in the development of those 
Plans, including Service Coordinators and family members, are not housing 
experts and, therefore, may not be familiar with the range of housing options 
available.  Second, there are many persons with autism who are not currently 
in the service system and have not participated in any formal planning.  
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Therefore, as further explored below, persons with autism and their family 
members must advocate for the availability of the following: 
• Information on housing options and the advantages and  

 disadvantages of each in a variety of easy to understand formats, 
• Housing planning tools that guide the individual through a step-by-step  

planning process, 
• Access to housing and service planners who can assist in the planning  
 process. 

 
2. Sponsor:  This is the entity that originates or spearheads the housing 

development or option.  This entity generally helps to determine the individual 
or group of individuals to be served, the model to be pursued and others who 
are needed to carry out the project.  The sponsoring entity may be able to 
take these first steps alone or may seek assistance from an experienced 
individual or entity that understands the different housing models and funding 
sources and is able to help guide them through the process.  The sponsor 
may go on to develop the housing themselves or work with a housing 
developer, consultant and/or other partner to bring their ideas to fruition. 

 
Approaches: A variety of individuals or groups could sponsor a housing 
effort. (The examples referenced below are found in Section 5 of this report.) 
 
• An individual with autism and/or his/her family members (See Model 1 

under Setting # 4 Purchasing a Home) 
• A group of family members of adults with autism working together to 

design a housing option that is appropriate for their family members 
(See Model 3 under Setting # 3 Renting an Apartment or Home) 

• A service agency that works with adults with autism that chooses to 
expand their mission to provide a new housing opportunity (See Model 
3 under Setting # 4 Purchasing a Home) 

• A non-profit or for-profit housing developer who decides to sponsor a 
project for people with autism or to set aside units in an existing or 
proposed development in response to a community need (See Model 2 
under Setting # 6 Intentional Communities) 

 
Considerations:  Several things must be considered when deciding upon a 
sponsor, including the entity’s: 
 
• Real commitment to the goal of providing housing for the individual(s) 

with autism, 
• Willingness to dedicate considerable time and energy to the effort, 
• Experience working with people with autism and “chemistry” with the 

specific individuals seeking housing, 
• Understanding of the systems providing supports and services to 

people with autism. 
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Of critical importance is a lead individual to ensure that the necessary steps 
are followed in planning and carrying out the effort. 

 
3. Developer/Partner:  Depending on the complexity of the housing option 

under consideration, a professional housing developer, housing consultant or 
partnership with other housing professionals may be needed.  If the “project” 
under consideration entails simple leasing of a property or a simple home 
purchase, the participation of a housing developer may not be necessary.  On 
the other hand, this report includes housing options other than traditional 
group homes operated by service agencies.  Under these options, funding for 
housing is generally not available from the same source as funding for 
services; therefore, additional funding sources for the housing must be 
identified. In most cases, this will require that the sponsor obtain expertise by 
reaching out to a public or private housing developer, finance agency or other 
entity.  This experienced individual or entity takes the lead in guiding the 
development process, including organizing the development team (e.g. 
lawyer, architect, engineer, builder, property manager) finding and securing a 
property or location, putting the financing in place, and providing for 
construction management or oversight. 
 
The success of a new housing option will depend upon the effectiveness of 
the collaboration among the people seeking the housing, those who will fund 
it or arrange for the funding, and those who will be coordinating the services. 
Therefore, the first step is usually for the individuals seeking the housing to 
identify and reach out to someone with expertise in housing.  Partnership 
with, or at least cooperation of, one or more service providers will also be 
needed as described below in the discussion of services. 
 
Approaches:  Depending on the sponsor, there are several ways of bringing 
development expertise to a project: 
 
• If the sponsor is a service or housing provider, it can use/engage in-

house staff with expertise in development to carry out the project 
• The sponsor can hire a consultant with expertise in affordable housing 

development 
• The sponsor can partner with an experienced affordable housing 

developer.  Potential partners include: 
o Local Public Housing and Redevelopment Authorities 
o Local Housing Development Corporations 
o For-profit housing developers 

 
The sponsor may also contact the PA Housing Finance Agency (PHFA), the 
Housing Alliance of PA, their local planning or community development office 
or a local affordable housing coalition for assistance in identifying potential 
development partners. 
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Considerations:  There are a number of factors to be considered when 
deciding among the above options: 
 
• Most important is having an entity with a track record or expertise in 

developing affordable housing involved with the project, especially if 
public financing is desired.  Public programs are not only complicated, 
requiring familiarity and expertise with funder requirements, but also 
extremely competitive. 

 
• A key issue is the amount of control the sponsor wants over the 

development process and the many decisions involved.  Obviously, an 
in-house staff person provides the sponsor with the most control.  The 
sponsor also has direct control over the consultant who, although not 
on site, answers to the sponsoring organization.  A development 
partner brings a high level of expertise, but may require that the 
sponsor make compromises to meet the partner’s objectives.  When 
entering into a partnership, the sponsor must be diligent in learning 
about the partner’s goals, objectives and mission and making sure that 
they are a good match to their own. 

 
• Extent of on-going commitment to housing development is another 

issue.  Unless housing development is part of the organization’s 
mission and the organization is planning on making a long-term 
commitment to the creation of new housing opportunities, it is probably 
best to work with a development consultant or partner rather than to 
expend the resources to develop in-house expertise. 

 
4. Site Control:  Site control can be through ownership or rental.  The owner is 

the entity that holds legal title to the real estate.  This could be a single 
individual or group of individuals, an agency, or a cooperative.  The owner 
does not necessarily need to be the same as the sponsor. 

 
Approaches:  There are several forms of ownership to be considered: 

 
• Fee Simple Ownership is the most common form of property 

ownership.  Owners have full control and responsibility for the entire 
property including the ground and all buildings on it.  However, if more 
than one individual is the owner, legal agreements should be executed 
to address what will happen in the event of one party desiring to 
terminate his/her interest, or to clarify other issues that may affect joint 
ownership. 

 
• Under condominium ownership the individual owns, controls and is 

responsible only for the inside of his or her unit.  The condominium 
association, in which the unit owners are members, controls all 
common areas including the roof, hallways and grounds.  In addition to 
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carrying the costs associated with his/her unit, condominium members 
pay a monthly fee for upkeep of the common areas.  They also may be 
charged extra assessments for major alterations or repairs to the 
common areas.  Condominium ownership can be more affordable and 
entails less direct responsibility than fee simple ownership.  However,  
if the majority of the association members vote to undertake a major 
improvement, such as building a new swimming pool, each owner is 
obligated to pay his/her share regardless of whether he/she voted for 
the improvement. 

 

• Housing Cooperative is a form of ownership in which the entire 
property is owned by a single legal entity (i.e. the cooperative or “co-
op”) authorized under a state statute (68 Pa CS §4101 et. seq.) and 
the individual unit residents hold shares in that entity.  The Board of 
Directors, which is composed of shareholders of the corporation, make 
all decisions regarding property use and management, including who 
buys in.  In a limited equity cooperative, the buy-in and appreciation of 
the shares is limited so that ownership remains affordable to low- and 
moderate-income households over time.  The advantage of this 
approach is that it provides for long-term control and affordability to its 
members and also a means of succession that does not require 
dissolution of the ownership.  When one shareholder/member leaves, 
his/her shares go back to the corporation for purchase by the next 
acceptable member.  Since the decisions are made by the 
owners/shareholders, there is a range of approaches to property 
management. For example, in some cooperatives, the members 
themselves are responsible for chores such as snow and leaf removal.  
In others the cooperative pays for outside contractors to do the work.  
In certain situations, such as where the property is purchased or 
renovated using federal Low Income Housing Tax Credits, the co-op 
may not be the outright owner of the property but may hold a “master” 
lease for the entire property from the property owner who obtained the 
Tax Credits.  This model allows access to capital the co-op does not 
have and compliance with Tax Credit requirements while providing a 
greater degree of control for the co-op members than possible under a 
standard individual lease. 

 

• Limited Liability Company (LLC) is a hybrid business entity that has 
characteristics of both a corporation and a partnership.  More flexible 
than a corporation, it provides limited liability to its owners.  For 
example, Autism Living and Working, Inc. (ALAW), formed two LLC’s 
to own homes for young adults with autism.  Governed by Operating 
and Management Agreements, each LLC owns a house.  The parents 
of the adults with autism are the “members” of the LLC, ALAW is the 
manager, and the residents rent their home from the LLC.  This model 
provides a vehicle that protects the families’ investments, assures 
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sustainability of the housing, and does not impact the residents’ 
eligibility for SSI and Medicaid.  For more information on this model, 
see the “Leasing an Apartment or Home: LLC Model” in Section 5 of 
this report. 

 
• Self Directed Support Corporation (SDSC) is a corporation formed by 

an individual with disabilities and his/her family and friends for the sole 
purpose of supporting that individual in the community.  The 
corporation can own or rent property and provide services, thereby 
giving the Board Members of the corporation a high degree of control 
but also a high degree of responsibility for management and 
operations. 

 
• Long-term Lease is an option in some instances where obtaining 

ownership of an appropriate property is extremely difficult.  In such 
cases, it might be desirable to secure a long-term lease (say 15, 30, 50 
or even100 years).  Although this may be less desirable than full 
ownership, it can help a group or individual achieve their goal of 
providing affordable housing to individuals with autism.  Religious and 
other charitable organizations are most likely to agree to lease 
properties for a long term, especially if they see it as a way of fulfilling 
their mission.  Vacant land, rectories and school buildings can be 
prospects for long-term leasing. 

 
Considerations:  The issue of who controls the housing is a critical one for 
individuals and their family members, and ownership is a primary way of 
gaining and maintaining control over a property and its management.  As can 
be seen from the above descriptions, each form of ownership has advantages 
and disadvantages.  In general, the more control over the property and its 
use, the more the responsibility held by the individual owners.  As such, the 
greatest control by an individual is through fee simple ownership.  On the 
other hand, responsibilities are shared in the condominium and cooperative 
forms of ownership.  Therefore, it is important to consider, that, for these 
forms of ownership, the members need to employ joint decision-making and 
be comfortable in accepting the decisions of the majority. 

 
5. Financing:  Financing for a housing project includes identifying sources for 

leasing or acquiring the building or site, constructing or rehabilitating the 
building(s), and ongoing operations of the housing, including money for 
maintenance, repairs, utilities, mortgage, taxes and insurance. 

 
Approaches:  Depending on the model selected, financing of the housing 
can be as simple as purchasing a single family home, or can require multiple 
sources with a myriad of rules and regulations.  There are two types of 
financing sources: private and public.  Private sources, primarily from local 
lending institutions, generally must meet standard lending criteria.  Under 
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Community Reinvestment Laws, many local institutions have special 
programs that provide lower interest rates and other benefits to projects that 
meet local priorities and needs.  You should contact the Community 
Reinvestment Act (CRA) Officer at the lending institution to determine if there 
are any special programs for which you may qualify.  Talking with the CRA 
officer is also a good way to find out if there are any suitable foreclosed 
properties in your community that you might acquire for a below market price. 

 
There are numerous sources on the state and local level that provide public 
funding for housing.  All of these sources must meet a public purpose, which 
is generally to assist low- and moderate-income persons and/or those with 
special needs.  Most of the models in this report will meet that requirement.  
However, many sources also have annual priorities and/or target areas for the 
use of their funds, so you must be careful to read all of their materials to 
determine if you are eligible.   Your in-house developer or development 
consultant/partner will be familiar with these sources, their application 
requirements and deadlines, and how to access them.  Appendix B lists 
those sources and websites for each source. 

 
Considerations:  While both public and private sources generally require a 
loan or mortgage backed by the value of the property, there are major 
differences in the rules governing them and in repayment requirements.  If 
there is family or another source of funds available, it is probably more 
desirable to finance the housing privately and to avoid the requirements 
associated with public funding sources. 

 
However, in many cases, public financing will be necessary.  Many of those 
funding sources have complex requirements that should be carefully reviewed 
and considered.   It is important to weigh the need for funds from a specific 
source against any requirement of that source that may counter your goals 
and objectives.  For example, some financing mechanisms, such as the Low 
Income Housing Tax Credit Program, require that the property be owned by a 
separate legal entity for 15 years, which may make that source undesirable to 
an individual or group that does not want to give up ownership, even for a 
limited period.  A “leasing co-op” may be a means of enabling a group to 
exercise some control over the property while complying with the 15 year 
ownership requirement.  Yet, other programs require extensive legal 
documentation that results in hefty legal fees, which may not be supportable 
by a small project. 

 
In addition to onerous requirements, due to the limited amount of funds 
available and the overwhelming need for those funds, the competition for 
many public programs is quite stiff.  Therefore, it is critical that the applicant 
team has a high level of familiarity and expertise with the specific funding 
source. 
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6. Management, Operations and Maintenance:  Every housing model, 
whether it is a single family home, apartment complex or congregate facility, 
must have a plan for the ongoing management and care of the building and 
grounds.  Management functions include responsibility for the financial and 
legal matters, including: admissions and evictions; rent collection; payment of 
mortgage, taxes, insurance, utilities and other expenses; bookkeeping and 
tax preparation.  In addition, the property manager or the owner’s agent is 
responsible for maintenance and repair of all major systems including the 
roof, electrical, heating and plumbing, as well as for on-going operations such 
as cleaning, leaf and snow removal, replacing heating/air conditioning filters, 
and making minor repairs. 

 
Approaches:  Property management functions are the same, regardless of 
the size of the property, its location or occupants.  The functions can be 
meted out in a variety of ways, depending on the characteristics of the 
property and the skills and abilities of its residents.  For example, small 
properties are often managed entirely by their residents or family members.  
Larger properties often hire professional management companies to carry out 
all or most property management functions.  In other properties, such as 
limited equity cooperatives, there is often a combination of the two — the 
members carry out certain routine functions such as cleaning the common 
areas and maintaining the grounds and then hire professionals to carry out 
the financial and legal functions. 
 
Considerations:  Property management is important for several reasons.  It 
is not only important to ensure the maximum enjoyment by the residents, but 
also to sustain the long-term value of the property as an asset.  Since 
deferred maintenance can lead to more expensive repairs and loss in 
property value, it is critical to engage professional help when needed.  The 
key to successful property management and maintenance, however, is to 
make sure that all functions are listed and responsibility for each is clearly 
assigned.  In addition, the residents, family members, board or shareholders 
must conduct periodic monitoring and inspections to ensure that each 
function is being carried out in a competent and timely manner.  The need for 
support of the individual or his/her family in handling the responsibilities of 
managing their own property should be considered in service planning. 

 
7. Provision of Services:  A significant element of housing for people living 

with autism is a plan for the availability of appropriate and affordable services 
that are individualized to the needs of each resident.  This may range from 
simple assistance such as assistance with paying bills to intensive personal 
and behavioral services.  In planning for housing, the individual’s service 
needs must be clearly understood and the provision of services needs to be 
coordinated with the type of housing selected. 
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Approaches:  Meeting the service needs of people living with autism is a 
challenge, especially if the individual is moving from his or her family home for 
the first time and will need to access new services.  Under the current system, 
individuals are eligible for services from a variety of sources depending on 
their need for services, their primary diagnosis, and other factors.  Some 
individuals with autism may need very limited assistance, for example, with 
managing money and paying bills and could request assistance with these 
tasks from family or friends or formally designate a Representative Payee.  
Others may need support from friends or family with tasks such as time 
management or participation in social or community activities.  Still others 
may need limited or large amounts of professional help funded through 
Waivers or private sources.  There are also individuals who have significant 
service needs which may include personal care, assistance with mobility, 
behavioral and/or mental health services and medical care, requiring on-site 
and/or 24 hour staffing. 
 
Under the Adult Autism Waiver, there are Home and Community Based 
Services that can support an individual in their home.  Eligible services 
include but are not limited to:  assistive technology, behavioral specialist 
services, community inclusion, community transition services, day habilitation, 
supports coordination, and supported employment.  In addition, residential 
habilitation services are available to those who need round-the-clock 
supervision.  At present these services are limited to individuals living in a PA 
Department of Public Welfare licensed program.  Additional information about 
services available under the Adult Autism Waiver is available at 
http://www.dpw.state.pa.us/ServicesPrograms/Autism/003677257.htm 

 
Considerations:  Access to needed services may be critical to an individual’s 
ability to live successfully in the community.  The individual, his/her family 
members and supporters must identify the services needed and then educate 
themselves in where and how to obtain those services.  Given the variety of 
sources and the complexity of the service systems, it is important that the 
individual and his/her family members and supporters understand all of the 
options for which they are eligible. 

 
8. Housing Setting or Arrangement:  The setting is the type of housing, which 

can vary by the characteristics of the housing structure, number of units in the 
building, number of people in the household and location of the home. 

 
Approaches:  There are seven basic housing settings or arrangements from 
which an individual can choose. 

 
1- Remaining at Home 
2- Family Living 
3- Renting an Apartment or Home 
4- Purchasing a Home 
5- Shared Housing 
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6- Intentional Communities 
7- Licensed Facilities 

 
Considerations:  Selection of an appropriate housing setting should be the 
outcome of an individual planning process that ensures that the person with 
autism and their family members and supporters understands the options and 
the positives and negatives of each.  Individual choice should be maximized 
to the extent possible and feasible, depending upon available resources.  For 
example, if resources allow, the individual should be able to choose among 
an urban, rural or suburban setting; whether he or she wants to live alone or 
with others; and whether in a single family home, large apartment complex, or 
farm community.  Ideally, he/she should be able to choose whether to live 
with others with similar or different disabilities or with individuals without 
disabilities. 

 
Descriptions of the range of housing settings followed by a list of the specific 
housing models that most closely fall within each type of setting is provided in 
Section 5. 
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SECTION 5:  HOUSING SETTINGS AND MODELS 
 
The following is a description of each of the seven settings, including the 
strengths of the setting for adults with autism and also the considerations/ 
modifications needed for the setting to best meet their needs.  Each setting 
includes descriptions of housing models that fall within that setting and examples 
of each model from Pennsylvania and elsewhere. 
 
Some of the models require funding for the acquisition and construction of the 
housing, others make use of existing housing.  They all require a source of 
funding for the on-going maintenance and operations of the housing, generally 
the residents’ income along with additional sources.  Lists of potential funding 
resources for rental subsidies and home purchase are provided in Appendix B.  
For those models or example projects that were created through an especially 
unique funding solution, this information is provided in the description of the 
model or example as appropriate. 
 
It is important to note that in order to maximize choice, a very broad range of 
housing models is presented.  They span from an individual with autism owning 
his or her own home to shared living in campus settings with 24-hour supervision.  
As with all adults, an adult with autism will have differing housing needs and 
desires over the course of his or her life and may choose to move to a different 
setting as their desires and needs change.  The key to choosing a housing model 
is to select one that provides an affordable, quality home that meets the 
individual’s current needs. 
 
It is important to note that many of the models and examples presented here are 
a result of the tireless efforts of family members in creating new ways of 
providing housing, advocating for changes in how services are funded, and 
influencing public policy. 
 

 
SETTING # 1: REMAINING AT HOME 
 
Description of Setting: 
 
Under this setting, a person living with Autism Spectrum Disorder would continue 
to live in his or her family home or the home of a relative.  The ownership of the 
housing unit may change to benefit the individual.  Alternatively, the house itself 
may be modified to provide increased autonomy for the adult with autism while 
enabling him or her to maintain connection to natural supports and familiar 
surroundings. 
 

All of these models require the assistance of legal counsel to assure long-term 
sustainability of ownership for the person with autism after the death of their 
family member.  Some mechanisms for achieving this are: 
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Self Directed Support Corporation (SDSC) This concept was developed by the 
Vela Microboard Association, Vancouver, Canada:  www.microboard.org.   
An SDSC is an incorporated organization, often a non-profit, composed of people 
who know and care about a person with a disability and is established to assist 
that person to plan for and obtain needed supports in his or her life, including 
housing.  The SDSC facilitates the customization of services to meet the 
individual’s unique needs and desires.  Although to date, most SDSC’s have 
focused on services, several SDSC’s in PA rent and maintain properties, often 
ones owned by the individual’s parent.  SDSCs have also been used as a means 
of assisting homeowners with disabilities with their home maintenance 
responsibilities. 
 
Put Property in a Life Estate or Trust with Siblings:  The property may be put 
into a life estate in which the individual with a disability can remain a “life tenant” 
and retain the right to the property and responsibility for its maintenance for 
his/her lifetime, after which full ownership is granted to the “remaindermen,” 
those who inherit the property upon the death of the individual with a disability.  A 
trust could also be established that could own the property.  This would keep the 
property for the individual’s use while preventing unscrupulous persons from 
getting the individual to sign over his ownership rights.  It would also protect the 
property from liens that might result from personal debts of the individual. 
 
Strengths and Unique Characteristics of the Model: 
• Enables the individual to remain in a familiar home and maintain connections 

with existing informal supports, 
• Gives the parents and other family members the assurance that the individual 

will remain in familiar surroundings, 
• Elder Cottage Housing Opportunity (ECHO Housing) and Accessory 

Apartments: 
○ Foster autonomy for the person living with autism while maintaining family  

 connections 
○ Are relatively inexpensive and fast to develop 

 
Considerations/Modifications: 
• Depending on the needs of the individual, arrangements will need to be made 

for in-home supports and services and possibly accessibility and other 
modifications so that the house is suitable for the individual’s behavioral 
needs, comfort and safety, 

• The house may need to be shared in order to reduce the monthly costs for 
the individual, 

• Issues of sustainability would need to be addressed as described above. 
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MODEL 1:  HOUSE DONATED BY THE FAMILY 

 
Description of Model:  Either the parents of the individual with autism or 
another close family member or family friend may make arrangements for the 
individual with autism to continue to live in a family home as an adult, 
including after the death of his/her parents or after the parents move to a 
different residence.  The details of estate planning should be discussed with 
an estate planning professional to assure that the transfer occurs as desired 
and does not negatively impact the parent’s potential eligibility for Medicaid in 
the event they may need nursing home care.  This planning should also 
include financial arrangements to meet the ongoing costs of operating the 
home including payment of taxes, insurance, utilities and maintenance as well 
as arrangements to assure that the property is properly managed.  This would 
include such tasks as bill paying, maintenance, fuel delivery, and other day-
to-day homeownership responsibilities. 

 
Example:  A couple in the Chicago area purchased their in-laws’ home for their 
22-year-old son with autism and then made numerous modifications to the house 
taking into account their son’s behavior and needs.  The house also provided 
space for a second special-needs person and a caretaker to be provided by an 
agency.  They used the services of a specialized-housing consultant, Creative 
Housing Solutions LLC (gbcchs.com) in designing the modifications to the house 
for their son.  Among the features in the house are sliding pocket doors with 
runners on the top and bottom instead of just the top to prevent the door from 
being kicked off the tracks.  The complete article is archived in the Chicago 
Tribune. Visit http://pqasb.pqarchiver.com/chicagotribune/advancedsearch.html, 
then search for “A special house, a special solution” in the January 25, 2009 
issue. 
 
 

MODEL 2:  ELDER COTTAGE HOUSING OPPORTUNITY (ECHO) 
 
Description of Model:  Elder cottages, also known as ECHO Housing, are 
separate small, manufactured residences placed in the side or rear yard of a 
family home.  The cottage can be free-standing or attached to an existing house 
and can be customized for accessibility needs.  This model enables a household 
to provide a nearby home for an elderly family member or a family member with a 
disability.  In some cases, an elderly homeowner moves from the larger house to 
the cottage, providing a nearby home for other family members who can help 
with their care.  In either case, the elder cottage allows autonomy for its resident 
along with easy access to family members to provide assistance as needed.  A 
zoning variance will usually be needed to site an elder cottage and it is often only 
granted for the period of time the structure is occupied by the family member.  In 
addition, issues of sustainability would need to be addressed in the event the 
housing status of the main household changes. 
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It is also relatively inexpensive and fast to develop an elder cottage.  It can often 
be financed through the household’s personal assets, by refinancing the main 
home, or through a line of credit based on equity in the main house.  Many 
manufacturers of elder cottages have established relationships with banks that 
specialize in modular construction. 
 
ECHO housing is most suitable in rural or suburban communities where there is 
adequate land for a second structure.  However, some communities are 
concerned about the impact this may have on their property values and, if a 
zoning variance is needed, they may dispute the placement of the second 
structure. 
 
Example:  MSI of PA in Selinsgrove produces Elder Cottages that meet the PA 
building code requirements.  As of January 2008, the purchase of an Elder 
Cottage was approximately $35,000 for a 1-bedroom cottage and $45,000 for a 
2-bedroom cottage plus moving, foundation, and utility hook-up costs of 
approximately $9,000. 
 
Location/Contact Information: 

Bradley J. Harvey 
MSI of PA, Inc. 
1910 North Old Trail 
Selinsgrove, PA  17870 
570-743-2012 
bharvey@msiofpa.com 

 
Ed Guion 
Designer of Elder Cottages 
1354 Honeysuckle Hollow Road 
Elliottsburg, PA  17024 
717-438-3659 

 
Related Resources: 
 
The HUD Office of Policy Development and Research published a report on 
“Accessory Dwellings” which includes examples of zoning ordinances.  It is 
available at:  http://www.huduser.org/publications/affhsg/adu.html. 
 
 

MODEL 3:  ACCESSORY APARTMENT 

 
Description of Model:  Also known as a “granny flat,” “accessory dwelling unit,” 
“secondary unit,” “in-law apartment” or “single family conversion,” an accessory 
apartment is a self-contained second living unit with its own kitchen and 
bathroom that is built into or attached to an existing single family dwelling.  The 
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accessory apartment is smaller than the main unit and is intended to look like 
part of the main house.  The addition of an accessory apartment generally 
requires a building permit and zoning variance (see Related Resources above). 
 
Under this model, the adult living with autism can live in his or her own apartment 
but have easy access to family.  The accessory unit could also be used to 
provide housing for a caregiver. The renovations can be funded through various 
personal financial strategies including a Home Equity Loan or refinancing of the 
main house.  To help the family with operating costs, if the accessory apartment 
is used by an individual with a disability, he/she can, as a reasonable 
accommodation, use a Housing Choice Voucher (i.e. Section 8) towards the rent 
and only pay 30% of their income for remainder of the rent. 

 
There are no specific examples of an accessory apartment provided. 
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SETTING # 2:  FAMILY LIVING 
 
Description of Setting: 
 
Under this setting, a person with autism lives with a household other than his/her 
family of origin.  This household is responsible for providing room and board and 
coordinating other services as appropriate to the needs of the individual.  The 
host household may provide housing opportunities for one person or multiple 
people with autism. 
 
Most family living programs are operated in accordance with public regulations.  
In Pennsylvania, there are two publically regulated programs.  The first, 
Lifesharing, is administered by the PA Department of Public Welfare’s Office of 
Developmental Programs, operates under PA’s Code 6500 Family Living Home 
Regulations and is operated under contract with licensed provider agencies.  The 
second, operated by PA Department of Aging, operates under PA Code Title 6, 
Aging, Chapter 21 Domiciliary Care and is administered through each county’s 
Area Agency on Aging. 
 
Strengths and Unique Characteristics of the Model: 
• Provides an affordable homelike setting to consumers in need, 
• No cost to develop new housing, 
• Creates permanency of relationships, 
• People can receive housing more quickly than a program that creates 

housing units, 
• Provides more consistency than a group home because there is no change in 

staff over the course of the day or year. 
 
Considerations and Modifications: 

• Some adults with autism may have more complicated health needs than can 
be addressed by a lifesharing or Domiciliary Care (Dom Care) family, 

• The lifesharing or Dom Care families and supervising staff must be properly 
trained on the needs and behaviors of adults with autism, 

• Because the individual with autism will be living in someone else’s home, it is 
important to give the individual opportunities to become acquainted with the 
host family before finalizing the placement to ensure a good match. 

 

 
 

MODEL 1:  LIFESHARING 

 
Description of Model:  Under the Lifesharing Program, a family, couple or 
individual makes a commitment to support one or two unrelated individuals with 
special needs in their home.  In Pennsylvania, this is currently a resource under 
the PA Code 6500 regulations for individuals with intellectual disabilities under 
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the Consolidated Waiver and under the Autism Waiver for adults with autism who 
need more than 50 hours of service per week.  For individuals not covered under 
either of these waivers, the county might use “base funds” although these funds 
are very limited. 
 
The Lifesharing provider household and the individuals who live with them are 
carefully matched.  The lifesharing family or companion assists the individual(s) 
with their “everyday lives” including:  meal preparation, eating, shopping, money 
management, relationship building, social interactions, and personal appearance 
skills. 
 
Lifesharing is stipend-funded by waiver dollars from the PA Department of Public 
Welfare, Office of Development Programs (ODP).  In 2009, the average monthly 
stipend to lifesharers who provide services in their home was approximately 
$1,750 for those serving one individual and $1,950 for those serving two 
individuals.  The stipend can be adjusted for individuals with special medical or 
other needs.  This includes payment by each individual receiving services of up 
to 72% of their current SSI.  A family with an adult child with autism could 
become a lifesharing family for another adult with autism, enabling them to 
remain at home to provide support and the family to have a source of income. 

 
Examples:  There are over 1400 people living in lifesharing homes across 
Pennsylvania.  For example, Martha Lloyd Community Services in Tioga County 
offers the Life Sharing through Family Living program.  They describe a key 
ingredient of successful Life Sharing as the compatibility between the family and 
the person with a disability.  Families and individuals who provide family living 
services receive training from Martha Lloyd Community Services specific to the 
needs of the person sharing their home.  A program specialist oversees and 
provides support for all aspects of the relationship. 
 
Location/Contact Information: 

PA Department of Public Welfare  
Office of Developmental Programs 
Carmen A. Donegan, Program Specialist 
QI Initiatives Unit 
717-705-7986 
 

 

MODEL 2:  DOMICILIARY CARE 

 
Description of Model:  The Domiciliary Care or “Dom Care” program, 
sponsored by the PA Department of Aging and Long Term Living, provides a 
homelike living arrangement in the community for adults age 18 and older who 
need assistance with activities of daily living and are unable to live 
independently.  At this time, the Dom Care Program cannot be used with the 
Autism Waiver but this could possibly be changed in the future.  While most 
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frequently used as a resource for elderly individuals and individuals with physical 
disabilities, Dom Care is an option for adults with autism.  Individuals with 
extreme behavior problems or substance addiction are not appropriate for Dom 
Care. 
 
Dom Care providers open up their homes to individuals who need supervision, 
support and encouragement in a family-like setting.  Dom Care residents are 
matched to homes that best meet their special needs, preferences, and interests.  
A home may have no more than 3 Dom Care residents and is inspected annually 
to ensure they meet health and safety standards.  It is a more homelike 
alternative to a personal care home.  Dom Care is regulated under PA Code Title 
6, Aging, Chapter 21 Domiciliary Care.  Dom Care residents receive help with 
personal hygiene, meals, and housekeeping/laundry.  In addition, the Dom Care 
provider makes sure the individual takes his or her medications at the correct 
dosage at the right time. 
 
Location/Contact Information: 

Local Area Agency on Aging 
Information available at www.aging.pa.us 
 

There are no specific examples provided. 
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SETTING # 3:  RENTING AN APARTMENT OR HOME 
 
Description of Setting: 
 
Under this setting, an individual rents an apartment or a house either alone or 
with others.  The rent may be subsidized through a public program or paid in full 
by the individual.  In some cases, a service provider or non-profit organization 
owns the rental units and also either provides or coordinates services.  This is 
frequently referred to as supported housing or supported living. 
 
There are various public programs to reduce the amount of rent a household 
needs to pay for housing on the private market, typically down to 30% of their 
income.  There are two general types of rental subsidies: 
 
• Tenant Based Rental Assistance (TBRA):  This is a subsidy that goes to 

the individual and can be used for the housing unit of his or her choice so 
long as the housing complies with program guidelines related to the market 
rent of the unit, the condition of the unit and sometimes the location.  Unlike 
Project Based Rental Assistance (below), an individual who has TBRA can 
keep that assistance if he or she moves. 

• Project Based Rental Assistance (PBRA):  This is a subsidy that is 
connected to the housing unit itself.  Generally, a household must meet the 
eligibility requirements for the housing unit in terms of income and other 
specific criteria, and then the rent is based on a percentage of the 
household’s income, generally 30%. 

 
A list of most commonly available rental subsidy programs is in Appendix B. 
 
Strengths and Unique Characteristics of the Model: 

• Housing is separate from supports, 
• Participants live in homes in the community, 
• Public funds are not necessarily required for the housing, although rent can 

be made affordable through various government subsidies, 
• The residents have choice of where to live and with whom to live. 
 
Considerations/Modifications: 

• In some housing markets, if the individual does not have public rental 
assistance or assistance from their family, market rents may be too high for 
them to afford, necessitating them to share a home in order to make the 
housing affordable. 

 
The models described below provide market-rate rental housing as well as 
housing subsidized through these various programs. 
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MODEL 1:  LLC OWNED 

 
Description of Model:  Under this model, a group, generally parents or other 
family members, form a Limited Liability Company (LLC) for the purpose of 
acquiring a home that can then be leased by individuals with disabilities, 
generally their own children or family members.  As the owner, the LLC is 
responsible for all bills and the upkeep of the property and the adults with autism 
have the same rights and responsibilities as renters of any housing unit.  (See 
the Site Control in Section 4 for an explanation of an LLC.) 
 
The LLC, using their own funds or grants, provides the funding for the down 
payment, renovations (including sweat equity), lawyer’s fees, and closing costs.  
A larger down payment will result in lower monthly mortgage payments and lower 
monthly rental payments by the tenants (the adults with autism).  As in other 
rental properties, the rent paid by the residents covers the monthly costs for 
mortgage, taxes, insurance, utilities, and minor repairs. 
 
This model assures sustainability of the housing and does not impact the 
residents’ eligibility for SSI and Medicaid. 
 
Example:  Autism Living and Working, Inc. (ALAW) is a non-profit organization 
committed to helping adults with autism to sustain households, hold jobs and 
contribute to community life.  Several ALAW parents, with the help of a lawyer, 
formed two LLC’s by applying to the Pennsylvania Department of State 
Corporation Bureau for a Certificate of Organization-Domestic Limited Liability 
Company and then applying to the IRS for an EIN number.  The lawyer 
developed an Operating Agreement and a Management Agreement for each 
LLC.  Each LLC owns a house and the participants rent from the LLC.  The 
parents are the “members” of the LLC, and ALAW is the real estate manager. 
 
One LLC owns a house for three adults with autism and the other owns a house 
for two adults with autism.  Both homes are located within walking distance of 
shopping and stores and are on a public transportation route.  Services are 
separate from housing and are individually determined depending on each 
participant’s goals and needs outlined in their support plan.  Services can vary 
from a few hours a week to around-the-clock supports.  Services are funded 
through the OBRA waiver, which is a Home and Community Based waiver 
program that provides services to people with developmental physical disabilities, 
including some people with autism.  These services allow them to live in the 
community and remain as independent as possible.  Services provided include 
community integration, personal assistance, and behavioral therapy.  It should be 
noted, however, that at the time of writing this report the OBRA waiver is not 
available for new participants. 
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The model was designed in accordance with ALAW’s philosophy of 
Accommodated Living which enables adults with autism to live a regular adult life 
by supplying modifications, adaptations, supports and services which 
accommodate sensory/motor, communication, and social challenges. 
 
The LLC provided a substantial down payment to make the units affordable for 
the residents.  They obtained a mortgage from a local community bank.  Family 
members manage the homes and pay bills as ALAW volunteers.  To maintain 
affordability all residents have Housing Choice Mainstream Vouchers from the 
local public housing authority, enabling them to pay 30% of their employment 
and/or social security income towards rent, with the balance, up a maximum 
rental allowed by HUD known as “Fair Market Rent,” paid by the public housing 
authority. 
 
Location/Contact Information: 

Autism Living And Working, Inc. 
1528 Walnut Street, Suite 815 
Philadelphia, PA  19102 
267-322-5800 
www.autismlivingworking.org 

 
 

MODEL 2:  NON-PROFIT OWNED 

 
Description of Model:  Under this model, a non-profit organization acquires and, 
if necessary, renovates a home and rents it to individuals with disabilities.  
Typically, the agency that serves as the developer and owner of the property also 
has an interest in the population to whom they rent.  This may be a service 
agency or an affordable housing developer. 
 
The non-profit organization raises the funds for the down payment, renovations, 
professional fees and closing costs.  This may be from grants, low-interest or 
deferred loans, donations (including from family members), and/or sweat equity.  
In addition, the non-profit may need to obtain a mortgage from a lending 
institution. 
 
The rent paid by the tenants covers the monthly costs for mortgage, taxes, 
utilities and minor repairs.  The tenants may be able to obtain a Housing Choice 
Rental Voucher from the public housing authority which would enable these 
tenants to pay 30% of their employment and/or social security income towards 
rent, with the balance up to the HUD determined “Fair Market Rent” paid by the 
public housing authority.  While the monthly cost to the tenants without the 
voucher would be higher, it can be made affordable by lowering the amount of 
principal borrowed through grants (from such sources as county Housing Trust 
Funds or the HUD HOME Program) and by provision of management services by 
the non-profit. 
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Public sources of funding are generally obtained by non-profit organizations in 
order for them to develop housing that is affordable to low and moderate income 
individuals.  Another possibility is the HUD Section 811 program which provides 
funding for development and rental subsidies for housing for people with 
disabilities.  Information on potential funding sources is found in Appendix B. 
 
Example 1:  In May 2002, Autism Living and Working (ALAW), a non-profit 
organization, applied for and was awarded a Pennsylvania Housing Finance 
Agency (PHFA) Special Initiatives grant for the purchase and renovation of two 
houses for adults with autism.  Under this model, ALAW acquired, developed and 
now rents two houses, each providing a home to two adults with autism.  The 
parents of the tenants helped support this project through donation of sweat-
equity in the renovation of the houses.  Both homes are located within walking 
distance of shopping and stores and are on a public transportation route.  As in 
their LLC example above, services are separate from housing and are 
individually determined depending on each participant’s goals and needs outlined 
in their support plan.  Services can vary from a few hours a week to around-the-
clock supports.  Services are funded through the OBRA waiver and consist 
mainly of community integration, personal assistance, and behavioral therapy.  
ALAW’s philosophy of Accommodated Living enables adults with autism to live a 
regular adult life by supplying modifications, adaptations, supports and services 
which accommodate sensory/motor, communication, and social challenges. 
 
The substantial downpayment for these two homes was accomplished through a 
Special Initiatives grant from PHFA.  Parents also contributed sweat equity for 
renovations.  The balance of the development costs were financed through a 
mortgage.  By keeping the mortgage principal as low as possible, the rent for 
those tenants who do not have a Housing Choice Voucher is lower than if a 
standard twenty percent down payment were used. 
 
In 2009, ALAW was awarded funding under the HUD Section 811 Program to 
develop and operate 4 units of subsidized rental housing for adults with 
disabilities.  This grant provides a major portion of the acquisition and 
rehabilitation costs as well as a forty year project based rental subsidy.  When 
completed, this will provide additional rental housing with subsidized rents for 
four adults with autism. 
 
Location/Contact Information: 

Autism Living And Working, Inc. 
1528 Walnut Street, Suite 815 
Philadelphia, PA  19102 
267-322-5800 
www.autismlivingworking.org 

 
Example 2:  Waltham Forest Supported Living, located in a residential 
neighborhood in London, is a five-unit apartment complex developed specifically 
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for people with autism in terms of both its physical structure and its staffing.  It 
provides five (5) self-contained apartment units and a unit for 24/7 sleep-in staff.  
This project was a collaboration among agencies with expertise in housing 
development, supportive services and assistive technology.  The design took into 
account safety and security needs while maximizing the residents’ participation in 
community life.  Some of the project’s design features are: 
 
• Alarm system to alert staff about emergencies and to alert staff if residents 

leave their unit (this feature can be switched on or off as appropriate to time 
of day and the resident's’ risks), 

• Sound-proofing, 
• Anti-slam doors, 
• Textures and color to provide a calming environment, 
• A picture communication system, 
• Durable fixtures and fittings, 
• Located near open space, 
• Good transportation and access to local amenities. 

 
Location/Contact Information: 

Debbie Richards, Assistant Commissioner 
Learning Disability Partnership 
47, Gainsford Road 
Walthamstow, London 
E.17 
020-8496-1844 
Debbie.Richards@walthamforest.gov.uk 
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SETTING #4:  PURCHASING A HOME 
 
Description of Setting:  Under this setting, a person with autism would become 
a homeowner, either individually or along with others who may or may not also 
be living with autism.  They could purchase a single family home or a 
condominium.  The ownership can be structured in different ways.  In some 
cases, each of the individuals is named on the deed and an Ownership 
Agreement is developed to account for changes such as one of the owners 
choosing to leave or if one of the owners dies.  In others, the owners form a 
corporation and purchase shares in the ownership of their home. 
 
There are various financing mechanisms designed to reduce the cost of 
homeownership for low and moderate income households.  These may be 
government subsidized programs that reduce downpayment and closing costs or 
that reduce monthly payments.  There are also numerous “first time homebuyer” 
programs offered through financial institutions that reduce costs to eligible 
buyers.  These programs generally require the recipients to participate in pre-
purchase homebuyer counseling.  In some cases, programs can be combined to 
maximize assistance to the homebuyer.  The most commonly used subsidy 
programs are found in Appendix B. 
 
Strengths and Unique Characteristics of the Model: 
• Makes use of mainstream financing resources, 
• Can combine multiple funding sources to create an affordable housing option 

for low income buyers, 
• Utilizes existing housing stock, 
• Integrated into and indistinguishable from other homes in the community, 
• Provides long-term control and affordability. 
 
Considerations and Modifications: 
• There needs to be a source of funding for “front money” including 

downpayment, escrows and move-in costs.  These may include parents’ 
resources, public sources, or funds from a First Time Homebuyers Program, 

• The owners need a credit history in order to be eligible for a mortgage, 
• There must be a plan for on-going costs for maintenance, repairs, and 

utilities, 
• Good legal assistance is important in establishing the ownership structure, 

especially if there will be more than one homeowner, 
• There may be a need for technical assistance to help families and agencies 

utilize the various public funding programs. 
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MODEL 1:  OWNERSHIP BY AN INDIVIDUAL 

 
Description of Model:  In this model, an individual with autism is the owner of 
his or her own home and responsible for the costs of purchase and home 
maintenance.  In some housing markets, housing is more affordable than others 
and an individual can purchase a home without subsidies.  In other areas, 
subsidies are necessary to make the home affordable.  Yet, in other areas, even 
with subsidies, homeownership is not affordable for a low or moderate income 
individual.  The following example shows how one individual combined multiple 
subsidies to become a homeowner. 
 
While the combination of subsidies used by TM in the model below enabled him 
to become a homeowner in Lycoming County, this model may not work as well in 
more expensive areas.  In addition, not all public housing agencies are willing to 
participate in the Section 8 Homeownership program and some programs, like 
those funded through USDA, are only available in particular communities. 
 
Example:  TM, now 43, has multiple disabilities including intellectual disability, 
autism, and cerebral palsy.  He lived in a Community Living Arrangement (CLA) 
for several years but preferred to live by himself.  His mother attended a 
conference about self-determination and learned about various subsidy programs 
that assist people with disabilities to become homeowners.  Working with the 
Lycoming Area Office of USDA Rural Development and HUD, she helped her 
son obtain a Section 502 USDA loan which required no down payment.  In 
addition, her son was awarded Section 8 through the local housing authority, 
which he used under the Section 8 Homeownership program to bring his monthly 
costs down to 30% of his income.  He participated in pre-purchase counseling.  
Services are made available through Waiver funding. 
 
Location/Contact Information: 

Tom Wellington, Area Specialist 
USDA Rural Development 
Lycoming Area Office 
507-433-3006, ext. 114 

 
 

MODEL 2:  TENANTS IN COMMON 

 
Description of Model:  In the Tenants in Common model, generally two to three 
individuals purchase a home together with all of their names on the deed.  They 
each have equal ownership of the property.  This is typically the form of 
ownership used by married couples.  However, in the case of unrelated 
individuals jointly owning a home, there needs to be an Ownership Agreement 
that details what should happen under certain circumstances, such as when an 
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individual sells his/her portion of the property or for inheritance in the event of the 
death of one of the owners. 
 
The purchase and renovation of the housing, as well as the operations, can be 
financed in different ways, depending on the resources of the homeowners, the 
cost of housing in their community and the availability of public programs.  The 
two examples below provide innovative strategies to help adults with a disability 
own their own home. 
 
Example 1:  HomeWorks was created, with the assistance of their parents, by 
three adult men with physical disabilities. The men purchased a ranch house, 
called HomeWorks, in Merion, Montgomery County.  Using a combination of 
public and private resources, the home was made fully accessible.  The 
ownership is structured as Tenants in Common with a Tenants in Common 
Agreement to provide a mechanism for changes in ownership.  Under this 
agreement, a person who leaves the house has six months to sell his share to 
another individual who needs the same services as those in the house.  There 
are also additional options at various intervals.  In order to assure the ongoing 
affordability of the house for future owners, the amount of the sale price must not 
exceed the original purchase price plus cost of modifications. 
 
Also, in order to assure the sustainability of the house, a volunteer mini-board 
was created that includes the three owners, one family member from each 
household and two professionals who know the three owners, one with expertise 
in services and one with expertise in estates and trusts.  New board members 
will be recruited as those on the original board age or are no longer able to 
perform their duties. 
 
All three men qualify for PA Department of Public Welfare (DPW) OBRA Home 
and Community Based waivers which provide 24-hour attendant care with shared 
night supports. 
 
The acquisition and development were funded through a number of sources.  
The PA Housing Finance Agency’s (PHFA) First-time Homebuyer Program 
provided a reduced interest rate mortgage, down payment and closing cost 
assistance, and assistance with home modifications.  The Self-Determination 
Housing Project (SDHP) also provided a grant for home modifications.  The 
OBRA Waiver provided funding for modifications and assistive technology. 
Family resources, through Special Needs Trusts, were used toward the down 
payment to reduce the mortgage principal and thereby reduce monthly 
payments.  This was necessary because under SSI regulations, if families 
supplement the owners’ mortgage payments, their SSI payments would be 
reduced.  Finally, there were corporate and congregational donations of 
household goods and additional renovations.  The three owners make monthly 
payments from their SSI and other income towards the ongoing cost of operating 
and maintaining their home. 
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Contact Information: 
 Susan Tachau, Executive Director 
 PA Assistive Technology Foundation 

1004 West 9th Avenue, 1st Floor 
King of Prussia, PA  19406 

 484-674-0506 
 stachau@patf.us 
 

 David Gates 
 PA Health Law Project 
 1414 N. Cameron Street – Suite B 
 Harrisburg, PA  17103 
 DGates@phlp.org 
 
Example 2:  Another example is The Happening Place.  In February 1999, three 
adults with developmental disabilities became homeowners.  The Happening 
Place is located in Northumberland County.  The three buyers purchased a two-
family home and lived in one half and rented out the second half for additional 
income.  Over time, they brought in a fourth owner and two of the owners now 
live in each unit.  The house was part of a demonstration sponsored by the Self 
Determination Housing Project. The ownership is structured as Tenants in 
Common with all four names on the deed.  Although the families have not 
finalized an Ownership Agreement, they are currently considering having the 
ownership share of the property pass to the remaining owner(s) upon the death 
of any of the current owners. 
 
All four owners receive services under PA DPW waivers; two are eligible for 30 
hours per week, and two are eligible for 24 hour staff.  Because all three of the 
initial owners were receiving services under the mental retardation system, the 
house had to be licensed as a group home requiring such safety features as 
inspections, fire drill training, railings and alarms. 
 
The acquisition of the property was funded through a combination of three 
sources:  PA Housing Finance Agency’s (PHFA) First-time Homebuyer Program 
which provided a reduced interest rate mortgage, downpayment and closing cost 
assistance; a grant for technical assistance from the Self-Determination Housing 
Project (SDHP) under a demonstration program; and family resources including 
sweat equity. 
 
Each of the owners puts $500 per month into a checking account for household 
costs including maintenance and repairs.  One of the parents assists with paying 
the bills.  Three of the owners are employed in a workshop and the fourth is a 
consumer speaker. 
 
Contact Information: 
 Ann Reeves 
 braelea@windstream.net 
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MODEL 3:  LIMITED EQUITY COOPERATIVE 

 
Description of Model:  A housing cooperative (or co-op) is a legal entity 
authorized under a state statute (68 Pa CS §4101 et. seq.), which owns one or 
more residential buildings.  Each resident is a shareholder in the legal entity and 
is granted the right to occupy one housing unit.  Units can be group residences or 
individual apartment units.  There is an Occupancy Agreement, which is similar 
to a lease, which specifies the co-op's rules. 
 
In most cooperatives, the value of the shares appreciates with the fair market 
value of the real estate.  To the contrary, a limited equity housing cooperative 
(LEHC) is designed to provide affordable housing to low- and moderate-income 
households.  In an LEHC, the legal entity is a non-profit corporation and the term 
“limited equity” refers to the low, initial investment a new member of the 
cooperative makes compared to the private market value of an unrestricted 
cooperative interest.  Since purchases of memberships/shares are income 
restricted, LEHC bylaws limit the resale price of membership/shares in order to 
keep the housing permanently affordable to incoming members.  The resale 
value of shares is not determined by what the market will bear, but it follows a 
pre-determined formula that limits that maximum resale value over time. 
 
In housing cooperatives the shareholders are actively involved in all decision-
making about property maintenance and upkeep as well as household rules and 
policies.  Maintenance and upkeep responsibilities range from being totally 
contracted out to being completely handled by the cooperative members 
themselves. 
 
In addition to the other benefits of homeownership, this model also provides the 
benefits of peer support and the opportunity for co-op members to participate in 
decision-making for the management of their home. 
 
There are some considerations that go beyond those for other forms of 
homeownership that need to be addressed.  Most significantly, establishing a co-
op is complicated and requires specialized legal assistance.  In addition, the 
members of the Co-op Board may need support in their decision-making role, 
from family members or professionals.  Finally, there are potential zoning issues 
when a group of unrelated individuals choose to live in a single property. 
 
Example:  Milestones Community Healthcare, Inc., a subsidiary of Salisbury 
House, Inc., developed the 626 Co-op in Montgomery County for adults with 
serious mental illness.  Milestones financed the conversion of a church rectory 
into a home for nine individuals with serious mental illness.  Each resident has 
his/her own room clustered with two other rooms around a sitting area and 
bathroom.  All nine residents share a large dining and living area as well as the 
basement recreation room. 
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All nine residents were previously living in Milestones-owned group homes (i.e. 
Community Residential Rehabilitation (CRR) facilities).  Residents receive 
support services from Milestones through a team model based on a mental 
health recovery model. 
 
Following rehabilitation of the building, Milestones sold the property to the 626 
Co-op, which was incorporated as its own non-profit organization.  Each resident 
received a $1,000 forgivable loan, which was used to buy his/her share in the co-
op.  When a co-op member moves, the loan is forgiven and passed on to the 
next co-op member.  Seventy-two percent of each resident’s Social Security 
Income is used for room and board.  Since a mortgage was needed to meet the 
costs of the building renovations, the co-op was also licensed as a personal care 
home to take advantage of the state personal care home supplement to help 
cover the mortgage cost. 
 
The acquisition and rehabilitation of the 626 Coop was financed through a one-
time PA Housing Finance Agency Special Initiative Program and a mortgage 
from William Penn Savings Bank.  The residents each pay 72% of their SSI and 
the co-op receives a monthly PA DPW Personal Care Boarding Home 
Supplement for each resident. 
 
Location/Contact Information: 
 Francis McDonald, MH Director of Milestones 

Salisbury Behavioral Health 
614 North Easton Road 
Glenside, PA  19038 
215-884-9770 
fmcdonald@salisb.com 
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SETTING # 5:  SHARED HOUSING 
 
Description of Setting: Shared Housing is a model in which two or more 
unrelated individuals share a home.  Generally each individual has his/her own 
bedroom and shares a kitchen, dining room, living room and other common 
areas with the other residents of the house. 
 
Strengths and Unique Characteristics of the Model: 
• Opportunity for peer support and interdependency, 
• More cost effective than individual living units, 
• Reduces isolation and provides opportunities for companionship and 

socialization for the homesharers, 
• Flexible and adaptable to a variety of populations and communities, 
• Makes use of existing housing stock. 
 
Considerations and Modifications: 
• Zoning may be a barrier, depending on the definition of “family” in the 

municipal zoning ordinance.  This definition establishes the number of 
unrelated individuals that are permitted to live together as a single 
housekeeping unit. 

• Best for people who like joint decision-making and have good negotiation 
skills, which may not be typical of people with autism, 

• For people with autism, two or three people would be preferable; the more 
people, the more opportunity for challenging behaviors of some to impact 
other house members, 

• The dynamics of the residents needs to work – a common interest could be a 
good starting point, 

• There needs to be planning around issues of privacy and personal space. 
 

 
 

MODEL 1:  GROUP SHARED RESIDENCE 

 
Description of Model:  A Group Shared Residence is a living arrangement 
where up to eight unrelated people share a home or apartment to their mutual 
advantage.  Each person has a private room and shares the kitchen, dining and 
other common areas. Many residences are sponsored by non-profit 
organizations and may involve the provision of meals, laundry, and 
housekeeping services.  The members of shared housing choose the other 
members of the household and as such the members are often referred to as a 
“family of choice.”  Members of a shared residence make policy decisions and 
manage the day-to-day operations of the home.  They decide on rules around 
such household issues as pets, guests and smoking and often buy food, cook, 
and eat meals together. 
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Residents’ rental payments are used toward operating costs.  Housing Choice 
Vouchers/Section 8 may be used in a Group Shared Residence.  The public 
housing authority must include shared housing as a “special housing type” in its 
Administrative Plan in order to use Housing Choice Vouchers in the home. 
 
Screening is key for this to be a successful model for adults with autism.  Some 
existing shared residence programs use a trial period to determine compatibility 
of homesharers.  Also, the selection of the house itself is important.  Often an 
older home is used for a shared residence.  If this is the case, maintenance can 
be an issue and, if it is a rental property, the maintenance of the house is 
dependent on the quality of the landlord.  Since a large number of people sharing 
a home may be difficult for adults with autism, an alternative would be two 
separate houses side by side that share a yard that would provide the economies 
of scale of a larger house but enable fewer people to share their living space. 
 
Example:  CHAPS, a non-profit organization serving Crawford County, has 
operated two group shared residences for people with mental illness since 1993.  
One residence serves three women and the other serves four men, many of 
whom were formerly homeless.  Each homesharer has his/her own bedroom and 
shares the common areas.  The homes, which CHAPS rents from a private 
landlord, come fully furnished.  Although there are no subsidies, the rents are 
quite affordable: $140 per month for individuals receiving public assistance and 
$275 for individuals receiving SSI, including all utilities, laundry facilities and 
cable.  All homesharers sign a Shared Housing Contract that sets basic 
household rules including an agreement to maintain a level of physical and 
mental health. 
 
Although there is no on-site staff, most residents receive case management or 
services of a Supported Living Worker through the County Mental Health Office 
and participate in the drop-in center.  In addition, CHAPS staff assists with 
household issues on an as needed basis.  In Crawford County, the shared 
housing program has been serving as a stepping stone to other affordable 
housing opportunities because the residents establish a housing record that can 
later serve as a landlord reference.  In fact, following their stay in shared housing 
most of the former residents have successfully moved to their own apartments.  
At the present time, both shared residences are adding vocational components to 
foster their conversion to Fairweather Lodges. (See Model 3 below) 
 
Location/Contact Information: 
 Lynn McUmber, Director 

CHAPS 
814-333-2924 
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MODEL 2:  SHARED HOUSING – MATCH UP 

 
Description of Model:  Shared Housing – Match Up is a living arrangement 
where two or more unrelated people share a home or apartment to their mutual 
advantage.  Each person has a private room and shares the kitchen, dining and 
other common areas.  In the Match Up model, a “home provider” shares his/her 
home with a “home-seeker”, who pays rent.  Most match-up programs are either 
sponsored by a public agency such as a city or county aging or housing agency 
or a private non-profit organization.  A staff person conducts intake, screens 
applicants and introduces potential home sharers to each other.  Both the 
housing provider and the applicant need to be carefully screened for compatibility 
and a pool of applicants generally must be established before matches can be 
made.  Trial periods for home sharers are strongly recommended in order to 
ensure a compatible match.  This trial period is also a time to better understand 
types of behaviors that are relevant in a shared housing setting that may not be 
apparent in the initial screening.  Since this model would often match people with 
and without autism, it provides an opportunity for inclusion. 
 
The property owner is responsible for operating costs of the house.  Their income 
is supplemented by the rent paid by the home seeker who would be fully 
responsible for his/her rent or could use a Housing Choice Voucher, reducing 
his/her rent to 30% of income.  As noted above, some public housing authorities 
have Shared Housing as a “special housing type” in their Administrative Plan.  If 
it is not in the Plan, a person with a disability can request a Housing Choice 
Voucher in shared housing as a reasonable accommodation. 
 
Although this is a relatively inexpensive program to start and administer and does 
not entail the creation of any new housing, funding is needed for the staff person 
who conducts intake, screenings and introducing potential home sharers. 
 
Example 1:  One example of a Match Up program is Homeshare Alliance jointly 
operated by the YWCA of Chester County and the Home of the Sparrow.  Over 
the past 20 years, the program has made hundreds of matches including people 
with disabilities. 
 
Example 2:  The second example, operated through Residential Living Options, 
Inc. (RLO) is targeted to people with disabilities in Chester and Delaware 
Counties.  They hold meetings in each county to provide an opportunity for 
potential homesharers to meet socially and to identify someone with whom they 
would like to share.  RLO has developed a Roommate Questionnaire to help 
focus the discussion around housing preferences. 
 
Location/Contact Information: 
 Homeshare Alliance 
 YWCA Chester County 
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 Matrie Johnson, Homeshare Coordinator 
610-692-3737 
Mljohnson99@comcast.net 

 
Residential Living Options, Inc. 
Diane Belnavis 
610-518-6242 
Dbelnavisrloinc@aol.com 

 
 

MODEL 3:  FAIRWEATHER LODGE 

 
Description of Model:  Fairweather Lodge is a housing and employment 
program that enhances the lives of adults with a mental health disability.  The 
goal of the program is to help people reintegrate themselves into the community 
by providing peer support, a place to live and employment.  A Fairweather Lodge 
operates under “Fidelity Standards” relating to housing, employment, social 
interaction, and autonomy. 
 
Typically lodges are groups of four to eight people who share a house and own 
or are employed in a small business.  Lodge groups’ businesses have included 
lawn care, janitorial or laundry services, printing, furniture building, shoe repair, 
transportation service, car detailing and catering.  However, to be true to the 
Fidelity Standards, the employment does not necessarily have to be a group 
business.  The employment component of the Lodge model provides an 
opportunity for both vocational and social skill-building while also increasing the 
individuals’ sense of self-worth. 
 
There is no live-in staff at a lodge but a lodge coordinator is available to assist 
the lodge members.  The members of the lodge make decisions as a group and 
meet regularly creating a system for feedback and problem solving.  The primary 
role of the lodge coordinator is to be a teacher, coach, mentor and group 
facilitator.  Staff is also on-call 24 hours a day for emergencies. 
 
Funds are needed for acquisition and renovation of the lodge.  If the creation of 
the lodge is fully funded through grants, without debt, the operational costs of the 
house can be covered through the rents paid by the lodge members from their 
SSI and employment income.  Generally, lodge members pay 30% of their 
income for rent and utilities.  Lodge members also pay a food and transportation 
fee.  These fees are determined by the lodge membership. 
 
Currently, the Lodge model has only been utilized for individuals with mental 
illness; however, there is interest in expanding the model to include adults with 
autism, either through integration into an existing lodge or creating a new lodge 
focused on their needs.  There is expertise on the Fairweather Lodge model in 
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Pennsylvania and the potential for technical assistance in starting a lodge from 
Stairways Behavioral Health.  (See contact information below.) 

 
Example:  A split level ranch house is the location of the first Fairweather Lodge 
in Erie.  This lodge is located in a residential urban neighborhood and is home for 
five lodge members.  Several stores and a bus stop are located close by.  Each 
lodge member has his/her own bedroom yet there are multiple areas where 
people can gather together including the kitchen, living room and family room. 
The home also features a back deck and small yard for picnics.  Several vehicles 
are parked in the driveway with people coming and going all day long.  Week-
days, lodge members attend classes, go to work in their janitorial business and 
participate in medical/mental health services.  On weekends, lodge members 
may choose to go to the mall, take a walk on Presque Isle or stay home and host 
a movie night.  Being involved in the lodge gives its members lifestyle choices 
that had been financially out of reach to them in the past. 
 
Location/Contact Information: 

Kim Stucke, Stairways Behavioral Health 
2185 West 8th Street 
Erie, PA  16505 
814-878-2170 
kmstucke@Stairwaysbh.org 

 
 
MODEL 4:  L’ARCHE 

 
Description of Model:  L’Arche, which began in 1964 in France, is now an 
international federation of more than 130 communities in over 30 different 
countries.  “L’Arche enables people with and without disabilities to share their 
lives in communities of faith and friendship.  Community members are 
transformed through relationships of mutuality, respect, and companionship as 
they live, work, pray, and play together.”  While starting in the Catholic 
community, they are now ecumenical. 
 
In a L’Arche Community there are members who have a developmental disability 
and members who do not.  They live together in ordinary houses.  The individual 
with a developmental disability is referred to as a “core member” and “assistants” 
are those who come to share their life with the core member.  Assistants work to 
build a relationship of mutual care and support with persons with disabilities; 
foster a home life of unity, mutual respect and participation by all members; 
provide direct care supports and skill building for core members’ personal care 
needs, money management, medical care, appointments, family and work 
connections, household chores, laundry, medications, meal preparation, and 
transportation.  The core members and assistants are also friends with each 
other, building relationships based on trust. They make decisions together and 
share responsibility for what happens in the house. 
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Because they are part of the International L’Arche program, L’Arche communities 
benefit from additional volunteer or stipend-paid staff to supplement their regular 
staffing.  However, becoming a L’Arche community and receiving their support 
requires a long process of community building and prayer.  This process can be 
slow but contributes to the stability of the L’Arche Community. 
 
Example:  L’Arche Erie which began in 1972 is the first L’Arche community in the 
US.  It operates eight houses and two apartments with a maximum of four people 
per home.  They are licensed by the PA Department of Public Welfare under the 
PA 6400 regulations.  L’Arche purchased the houses, using the State funds 
toward mortgage payments and services.  While the L’Arche homes operate 
according to the same regulations and staffing patterns as other group homes, 
they operate under the organization’s philosophy. 
 
Location/Contact Information: 
 L’Arche Erie 

3745 West 12th Street 
 Erie, PA  16505 
  
 Mary Ann Zarnick, Human Resources Director 
 814-452-2065 
 office@larcheerie.org 
 
Also a new L’Arche Community is being planned in Richmond, VA.  An article on 
their efforts can be found at 
http://www.catholicvirginian.org/archive/2008/2008vol84iss4/pages/article2.html. 
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SETTING # 6:  INTENTIONAL COMMUNITIES 
 
Description of Setting:  Under this setting, people live together in a community 
that is built around a shared belief system.  Some communities are specifically 
established to provide a shared commitment to caring for people with disabilities.  
Others are focused on other types of shared interest or life style.  These can be 
located in urban, suburban or rural areas. 
 
Given the nature of Intentional Communities and their uniqueness, each model 
described below has its own strengths and unique features as well as 
modifications and considerations that are specific to the model.  They are 
provided with the description of each model. 
 

 

MODEL 1:  INTERGENERATIONAL COMMUNITY AS INTERVENTION (ICI) 

 
Description of Model:  An Intergenerational Community as Intervention (ICI) is 
an intergenerational neighborhood where some of the residents are facing a 
specific challenge around which the entire community organizes.  The basic 
strategy of an ICI is to facilitate and support natural relationships and lifetime 
commitments across generational lines.  The younger families in the community 
provide a home to a particular special-needs population, such as children 
adopted out of foster care or the juvenile justice system.  Seniors in the 
community receive reduced rent and act as “volunteers” to help support the 
families.  As the seniors age in place, the younger families also provide support 
to the seniors.  The model is based on a ratio of one family to 3 to 4 “volunteer” 
households. 
 
Because of the scale of an ICI, the development cost for site assembly and 
construction can be very high unless existing housing becomes available as in 
the example below, where the site was acquired from the closing of a military 
base.  ICIs are also being explored on the site of a religious order or a closed 
institution. 

 
Strengths and Unique Characteristics of the Model: 

• Multi-generational approach to addressing a social need, 
• It is more than housing – it is a supportive community that has benefits to 

all of its members, 
• Technical support is available from Generations of Hope (see the example 

below) in designing and planning an ICI as well as grants for start-up. 
 

Considerations/Modifications: 

• Could be a community for adults living with autism in a lifesharing model 
with other adults, 
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• Funding is needed for the acquisition of the homes near each other and 
for rental subsidies to rent to the volunteers at below-market rents. 

o There are military bases that are downsizing and closing that 
should be investigated.  A list is available in the February 20, 2009 
Federal Register 
http://www.access.gpo.gov/su_docs/fedreg/a090220c.html. 

• A model of what a community is – it creates meaningful connections, 
• Provides support to parents, 
• This is a major undertaking requiring expertise in: 

o ICI principles and practices 
o The target population 
o Real estate development 

• Individuals with extremely challenging behaviors could be dangerous for 
the seniors. 

 
Example:  The concept of an ICI was developed in 1993 by Generations of 
Hope, a non-profit corporation based in Rantoul, Illinois.  Hope Meadows, 
developed by Generations of Hope, is an ICI for families that adopt multiple 
children from the foster care system.  These families are supported by the 
community “volunteers,” seniors who also live in the community and serve as 
surrogate grandparents for the children.  At Hope Meadows, the families receive 
free housing and the senior volunteers lease their homes at below-market rent in 
return for a commitment of 6 hours per week of volunteer time.  Both the families 
and the seniors are responsible for their own utilities.  This rental structure was 
only feasible because the site and houses were acquired at nominal cost from 
the federal government as part of a base closing. 
 
Location/Contact Information: 
 Brenda Eheart 
 Generations of Hope Development Corporation 
 609 West University Avenue 
 Champaign, IL  61820 
 217-363-3080 
 joyceblair@generationsofhope.org 
 
 
MODEL 2:  COLLABORATION WITH A COLLEGE OR UNIVERSITY 

 
Description of Model:  Under this model, the housing is developed in 
collaboration among a college or university, adults with disabilities and their 
family members and a non-profit housing developer to provide housing units for 
both adults with disabilities and for students.  There is shared space for group 
and social activities to foster all the residents learning from each other.  The 
example provided is a large property with complex financing.  This model can 
also be replicated on a smaller, less expensive scale. 
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Strengths and Unique Characteristics of the Model: 

• Collaboration among parents, adults with disabilities, a university, and a 
non-profit affordable housing developer, 

• Includes space for interaction and social activities between the residents 
with disabilities and the students, 

• Location allows for participation in community life, 
• Involvement of students facilitates relationships within the community by 

the residents, 
• Provides a learning experience for university students, 
• The University connection could also work with other housing 

arrangements since students are often looking for ways to enhance their 
learning experiences. 

 
Considerations/Modifications: 

• Supports would need to be in place as university students do not replace 
professionals, 

• Need a developer and manager experienced with Low Income Housing 
Tax Credits and affordable housing finance, 

• Would need to incorporate design features needed for a person with 
autism, 

• Lack of continuity of the student volunteers since they leave during breaks 
and upon graduation, affecting the formation of lasting relationships. 

 
Example:  Trinity House is a proposed housing development in Bloomsburg, 
Columbia County.  It is being planned collaboratively by parents, adults with 
disabilities, Bloomsburg University and the Columbia County Housing 
Corporation (CCHC).  It entails the renovation of a vacant church into housing for 
19 adults with disabilities in eleven 1- and 2-bedroom units and the renovation of 
two adjoining residential homes which will house ten students attending 
Bloomsburg University.  The model was designed around the concepts of 
integration and choice.  The building is located in close proximity to shopping and 
community activities, allowing the residents to participate in the day to day 
activities of the broader community.  Engaging Bloomsburg University and its 
students will provide a broader range of opportunities and supports and a bridge 
to the community.  The students’ role will be as “buddies,” not caregivers.  The 
building will have a large common area where the residents with disabilities and 
the students can get together to work, learn and socialize. 
 
Because the ownership of the building is to be structured as a leasing housing 
co-operative, and the co-op members are therefore homeowners (see Setting # 4 
– Limited Equity Cooperative), Trinity House will not come under the PA 
Department of Public Welfare’s 30-Hour Rule for Residential Habilitation which 
states, “If the person owns or leases the home, then the home does not have to 
be licensed even if the person needs more than 30 hours of supports per week.”  
As a leasing co-op, each resident will be a member of the organization that holds 
a master lease with the non-profit that owns the property.  In addition, it will not 
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be a “community home for people with mental retardation” because only housing 
and the opportunity for informal natural supports will be provided through this 
model – no paid staff will be provided by the “home.” 
 
Trinity House has wide community acceptance both because it is a collaborative 
effort and because the community was brought into the planning process in the 
early stages of planning.  As a result, this collaborative project has not 
encountered community opposition often encountered by affordable housing 
developments.  Because of the scale of the project, it required multiple funding 
sources, many of which have complex application and reporting requirements 
and require the expertise of a housing development professional.  The Columbia 
County Redevelopment Authority has played a very active role in obtaining 
funding for the project. 
 
Location/Contact Information: 
 Richard Kisner, Deputy Director of Development 
 Columbia County Redevelopment Authority 

700 Sawmill Road, Suite 101 
Bloomsburg, PA  17815 

 570-784-9373 
 rkisner@columbiacountyhousing.com 
 
 
MODEL 3:  FARMSTEADS 

 
Description of Model: The farmstead model for providing housing for people 
with disabilities incorporates both residential and vocational opportunities in a 
rural setting and has been used specifically to provide housing for individuals 
living with autism.  The concept originated in England in the 1970s and has been 
adapted in the US.  At these farm communities, the residents are involved in 
meaningful work that has been adapted to their specific strengths and needs. 
 
Strengths and Unique Characteristics of the Model: 

• Has been successfully used to provide housing specifically for people 
living with autism 

• The individual with a disability is a full participating member of the 
community 

• Provides meaningful work 
• Encourages safety 
• Provides long-term housing stability 
• Because it is a campus setting, the staff can trade responsibilities if one is 

having difficulty with a particular resident or there can be a change in 
activity for the resident if that is causing an issue 
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Considerations/Modifications: 

• Requires staff with skills in working with the residents as well as in the 
farm work, 

• Need a source of operating funds beyond what the farm can support, 
• Could possibly be replicated in an urban setting with a different type of 

meaningful work, 
• In Pennsylvania, there is currently a policy favoring smaller community-

based settings, 
• Cost to families can be high, 
• A large piece of land is needed, 
• Start-up capital expenses are high, 
• Requires a farm manager and if animals are raised, inspections by the 

Department of Agriculture. 
 

Example 1:  Bittersweet Farm in Whitehouse, Ohio is one of the best-known 
farmstead programs.  They purchased their 80-acre site in 1981 and opened 
their doors two years later.  They now have three houses providing home to 20 
adults living with autism.  Bittersweet Farm is licensed as an Intermediate Care 
Facility for people with mental retardation (ICF/MR).  It also supports 60 adults 
who come to the farm for day programs.  The program is based on Applied 
Behavioral Analysis, which focuses on individualized skill development. 
 
Its mission is “to address the needs of autistic people for growth in every area of 
life, using the rural, extended family community as the model….some staff and 
residents live and work together every day.”  They grow their own food and make 
wood products.  By learning skills within the context of their everyday life, rather 
than in a classroom, the skills are more readily incorporated into their life.  The 
farm also has hiking trails and other activities demonstrating their emphasis on 
recreation.  The residents also interact with the wider community through a 
mobile landscaping crew, a hand bell choir which performs at community events, 
an engine repair shop, a tearoom and the sale of their produce to the community.  
Residents shop and eat in restaurants in the community as important social and 
skill-building events. 
 
Location/Contact Information: 

Bittersweet Farm 
Vicki Obee-Hilty, Executive Director 
12660 Archbold-Whitehouse Road 
Whitehouse, OH  43571 
419-875-6986, ext. 1209 
vobee@bittersweetfarms.org 
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Example 2:  The Camphill model was founded by Dr. Karl Koenig based on the 
philosophy of Rudolf Steiner.  The Camphill communities are based on a 
comprehensive therapeutic way of life for people with cognitive disabilities.  The 
model combines a supportive setting for people with cognitive disabilities with a 
commitment to sustainable agriculture and creating social arrangements that 
nurture the growth and development of the members of the community.  All 
community members contribute their time and skills according to their 
capabilities.  There are slightly different models in different locations. 
 
Located in Chester County, PA, Camphill Village at Kimberton Hills is part of the 
international Camphill movement.  The Kimberton Hills location is a rural 
community that provides housing and services for adults with developmental 
disabilities, including autism.  The community members, with and without 
disabilities, live and work together as expanded families in homes throughout the 
village, forming a supportive community based on shared responsibility and 
caring.  There are 11 lifesharing households which include 42 adults with 
developmental disabilities.  Each household prepares and participates in meals 
in their individual homes.  The community focuses on wellness, working together, 
social and cultural life, and commitment to caring for the environment.  The entire 
community participates in the community’s farm, bakery, and café.  In addition, 
there are many communitywide celebrations. 
 
The farmstead site was donated to Camphill with the houses already in place.  
The operating funds for the housing come from a combination of the residents’ 
families, the residents’ own income (typically SSI), agriculture, rental of the other 
buildings on the site, and fundraising.  In order to replicate this model, there 
needs to be front-end money for a site or the donation of a suitable site and a full 
community of people interested in participating in this lifestyle. 
 
Location/Contact Information: 
 Camphill Association of North America 
 P.O. Box 221 
 Soquel, CA  95073 
 831-476-5492 
 info@camphill.org 
 

Deirdre Heitzman, Executive Director 
P.O. Box 1045, Pughtown Road 

 Kimberton, PA  19442 
 610-935-0300 
 information@camphillkimberton.org 
 www.camphillkimberton.org 
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Example 3:  Safe Haven Farms, located outside of Cincinnati, Ohio, is currently 
under development.  Occupancy by the first 16 residents is planned for the first 
quarter of 2010.  Safe Haven Farms, Inc. was founded by a group of parents with 
young adult children with autism in response to the lack of residential and 
vocational services available.  They designed Safe Haven Farms after extensive 
research on other farmstead programs.  During the fall of 2009, they purchased a 
60-acre working farm to intentionally serve individuals with autism.  Phase I will 
consist of four homes for four adults each.  Phase 2 planned for early 2011 will 
entail the construction of two more homes for an additional eight adults.  All of 
the homes will have community and private space, will be universally accessible 
and will be energy efficient.  
 
The farm will have 24/7 staffing to be provided by a state licensed agency.  It will 
serve individuals with ICF/MR level of care needs using a combination of funding 
from Medicaid and County MR/DD funds.  Residents will pay a room and board 
fee.  All staff will receive extensive training on autism and will receive specific 
instructions for each individual resident and participate in day services. 
 
In addition to the residential program, Safe Haven Farms will have day programs 
for individuals who live off-site, a therapeutic horseback riding program open to 
the community, as well an educational program and volunteer opportunities for 
local college students. 
 
Location/Contact Information: 
 Dennis Rogers, President 

Safe Haven Farms, Inc. 
Dennis.Rogers@safehavenfarms.org 

 
 
MODEL 4:  CO-HOUSING 

 
Description of Model:  Co-housing is a type of collaborative housing in which 
residents actively participate in the design and operation of their own community.  
Co-housing can be developed around common interests, but not necessarily.  It 
is often called an “intentional neighborhood.”  The design encourages social 
contact while providing individual space.  Co-housing incorporates private homes 
along with access to common facilities, including a common house, open space, 
and play areas.  Community decisions are made through consensus.  
Community meals are often available but not required.  Some co-housing 
neighborhoods have explored mechanisms to use affordable housing financing 
strategies. 
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Strengths and Unique Characteristics of the Model: 
• Provides the opportunity of integrating the individuals with disabilities into 

the community, 
• It is a “safe” neighborhood. 

 
Considerations and Modifications: 

• Diversity must be an initial, core principal, 
• Other residents may be unlikely to engage residents with autism, 
• The participating families must have access to development capital and 

sophistication in real estate development, 
• Could work in a tax credit rental project provided that appropriate supports 

are in place. 
 

Example:  Coho Ecovillage in Corvallis, Oregon has a commitment to diversity.  
Six of their 34 units are reserved for people who earn under 80% of area median 
income and one unit is dedicated to an individual with a disability.  Occupancy 
began in early 2008.  All one-floor units are fully accessible and all two-floor units 
are visitable.  The community was developed by Willamette Neighborhood 
Housing Services, an affordable housing developer.  Each household is 
represented on the Co-Housing board, which governs the operations of the 
community. 
 
One unit is owned by a non-profit and rented to an individual with physical 
disabilities.  When this individual leaves the unit, it will be rented to another 
individual who needs the accessibility features.  The inclusion of this unit was 
spearheaded by family members who were involved in the initial design of the 
community and it was built into the planning of the community. 
 
A 4-bedroom, accessible unit was purchased by a local provider of residential 
services, Home Life, Inc. to provide housing for three adults with developmental 
disabilities and an overnight service person.  For this to be a successful model 
for community integration, the service provider that leases the unit(s) and its staff 
need to take an active role in the operations of the community, as a board 
member and in helping the residents become part of the community.  This would 
work best if there is continuity of staff. 
 
Willamette Neighborhood Housing Services, the developer, is a county and state 
approved Community Housing Development Organization (CHDO).  They used 
numerous funding sources including local and state HOME funds, state housing 
trust funds, and a state first-time homebuyers program.  Each individual unit is 
maintained and supported by its owner.  CoHo Ecovillage is structured as a 
condominium, charging an association fee based on unit size, typically under 
$200 per month.  All maintenance and management functions are conducted by 
the residents, resulting in lower monthly fees than are typical of a condominium 
community. 
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Location/Contact Information: 
 Colleen 
 “First Responder” CoHo Ecovillage 
 541-758-8210 

cohocontact@cohoecovillage.org 
 

Douglas McRae, Director of Housing Development 
 Willamette Neighborhood Housing Services 

541-752-7220, ext. 312 
Douglas.Mcrae@w-nhs.org 
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SETTING # 7:  LICENSED FACILITIES 
 
Description of Setting:  Licensed Facilities are those that must comply with the 
specific licensing requirements of their funding source.  For those facilities that 
serve people living with autism, these licenses are typically those issued by the 
PA Department of Public Welfare, Office of Developmental Programs for people 
that meet the eligibility requirements of programs targeted to individuals with 
intellectual disabilities. The housing licensing requirements relate to such factors 
as the number of people living on a specific site, level of services provided, and 
health and safety standards. 
 
Strengths and Unique Characteristics: 

• Funding for 24/7 staffing, 
• All costs, housing and services are covered, 
• Availability of experienced residential providers, 
 
Considerations and Modifications: 

• Pennsylvania policy limits the size of new licensed facilities to four people, 
• Residents and their families have limited input in and control over how the 

homes are managed or the training/expertise of the staff, 
• Existing resources are limited, restricting these as options to those with the 

most critical needs. 
 

 
 
MODEL 1:  PRIVATE LICENSED FACILITY 

 
Description of Model:  Private Licensed Facilities (PLFs), also called “private 
community campuses” provide a wide range of programs and services including 
education, adult work and vocational services, residential services, and health 
care and rehabilitation on college-like campuses.  The PLF can have, within or in 
close proximity to its campus, homes for individuals with developmental 
disabilities. 
 
The proximity of the residential facility to a full campus gives the residents access 
to 24-hour healthcare and a range of professional staff able to address 
behavioral emergencies.  In addition, as part of a larger institution, the program 
benefits from economies of scale in staffing and services. However, the typical 
size of the houses used for this purpose and their proximity to a campus make 
them ineligible, in Pennsylvania, for ICF or Waiver funding. 
 
Example:  In 2007, Melmark, in Chester County, began to provide residential 
services for adults with autism.  They operate two homes with six residents each.  
The houses are located near their Berwyn campus, indistinguishable from other 
houses in the community.  This model is targeted to adults with autism who have 
significant behavioral challenges.  Many of the participants also have co-
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occurring intellectual disabilities.  The residents of the house have access to the 
Adult Autism Day Program available on the Melmark campus including 
specialized clinical programming using Applied Behavioral Analysis, medical 
services, and educational/vocational services.  The services promote 
independence, choice, support, individual well-being, improved functioning and 
skills, and expanded opportunities for community involvement. 
 
The program is funded under MR Base Funding. 
 
Location/Contact Information: 

Dr. George Linke 
2600 Wayland Road 
Berwyn, PA  19312-2307 
888-635-6275 
gplj@melmark.org 

 
 

MODEL 2:  INTERMEDIATE CARE FACILITY FOR PEOPLE WITH MENTAL 
RETARDATION (ICF/MR): 

Description of Model:  An ICF/MR provides residential services for people with 
mental retardation or other related conditions.  They are an optional benefit under 
Section 1905(d) of the Medicaid portion of the Social Security Act to fund 
“institutions” with four or more beds.  In Pennsylvania, most ICF/MRs are homes 
serving four to eight people.  An ICF/MR must provide “active treatment”. In 
Pennsylvania, the basic principles of ICF/MR facilities are: 

• Each individual has capacity for growth and development 
• Each individual should have access to services that enhance his/her 

development, well-being and quality of life 
• Each individual should have access to the most normal and least 

restrictive social and physical environments consistent with his/her needs 
• Each individual’s services should be delivered in accordance with a single, 

comprehensive individual rehabilitation plan that is developed, monitored, 
coordinated, and revised by members of a duly constituted inter-
disciplinary team 

To the maximum extent possible, services and supports reflect person-centered 
planning, inclusion in community life, and control and choice by the person 
served.  Values for the persons as reflected in the supports and services offered 
under the ICF/MR funding stream include choice, control, permanency, security, 
freedom, prosperity, individuality, relationships, recognition, privacy, and 
citizenship. 
 
Example:  Jubilee House, which opened its doors to six adults with intellectual 
disabilities in April, 2009, is the only new ICF/MR funded in Pennsylvania in the 
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past 15 years.  It is located on the campus of Rockhill Mennonite Community, a 
continuing care retirement community in Souderton, PA.  The house is staffed 
24/7.  The land was donated by Rockhill and the program is operated by 
Peaceful Living.  Jubilee House is the result of very aggressive advocacy on the 
part of a group of parents who felt their adult sons’ and daughters’ needs would 
be best met in this setting.  They began planning Jubilee House approximately 
12 years before it became a reality.  The ICF/MR funding covers the cost of 
Rockhill’s mortgage for the approximately $1 million development cost and for 
staffing.  Each resident has his or her own bedroom and there is also a living 
room, dining room, kitchen and screened porch.  As the parents age, they have 
the option to move to the Rockhill continuing care community. 
 
Location/Contact Information: 
 Joe Landis, Executive Director 
 Peaceful Living 
 2210 Shelley Road, Suite 2 
 Harleysville, PA  19438 
 610-287-1200 
 jlandis@peacefulliving.org 
 
 
MODEL 3:  COMMUNITY LIVING ARRANGEMENT (CLA): 

 
Description of Model:  A community living arrangement (CLA), also known as a 
group home or community home, provides a home in a residential neighborhood. 
The homes are supported by staff providing supervision and assistance in the 
home 24 hours a day, seven days a week.  Funding is typically through the 
Consolidated Waiver for people with intellectual disabilities and can be through 
base funds (i.e.: the county’s allocation of funds) when available, plus 72% of the 
resident’s SSI.  If the CLA is funded through the Consolidated Waiver, it can only 
serve a maximum of four individuals.  A CLA is an eligible housing choice under 
the Residential Habilitation service in the Adult Autism Waiver for adults who 
need round-the-clock supervision. 
 
CLA beds are very limited and as a result, individuals often move to one in an 
emergency situation such as the serious illness or death of their caregivers.  
When this happens, they may need to be placed in the first available home, 
which may be far from natural supports or familiar locations. 
 
Example:  There are numerous CLAs throughout the state.  A searchable listing 
is available at: 
http://www.dpw.state.pa.us/PartnersProviders/MentalRetardation/003670755.asp 
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SECTION 6:  BARRIERS THAT IMPEDE THE IMPLEMENTATION OF HOUSING 
MODELS AND RECOMMENDATIONS FOR OVERCOMING THOSE BARRIERS 
 
The Housing Options Committee identified a number of barriers that need to be 
addressed to successfully provide new housing opportunities for adults living with 
autism.  Following is a brief description of each barrier identified as well as short 
and long-term recommendations for addressing that barrier.  It is anticipated that 
the short-term recommendations can be accomplished within 18 months 
assuming at least the current level of staffing and resources at the Bureau of 
Autism Services and the formation of collaborations with other state agencies.  
The long-term recommendations are intended to inform future initiatives for 
increasing housing options for adults with autism in Pennsylvania.  If resources 
permit, actions on some of the long-term recommendations might start 
concurrently with the short-term recommendations. 
 
MYTHS AND DIFFICULTY ACCESSING ACCURATE INFORMATION 

 
Many adults with autism and their family members have inaccurate and/or 
insufficient information about existing and potential housing options and how to 
access those options.  In addition, many family members are living with the 
stress of managing the day to day needs of their loved one and have little time to 
research new information.  As a result, they may not take advantage of all the 
resources available to them.  Further, without full information, individuals may 
make decisions that are not in their best interest.  For example, an individual may 
not apply to his local public housing authority for a Section 8/Housing Choice 
Voucher to reduce rental housing costs because he has inadequate knowledge 
of the eligibility criteria, purpose and availability of this housing resource. 
 
In addition, there are a host of myths about the potential impact of employment, 
homeownership, and Section 8/Housing Choice vouchers on an individual’s SSI 
and other public benefits.  These myths cause people to fear a loss of benefits, 
which results in their rejecting options that could be beneficial and desirable.  For 
example, adults with autism may not consider homeownership due to a lack of 
understanding of the current rules governing the accumulation of savings in 
excess of $2,000 by people receiving SSI.  This, however, is an option as 
illustrated in the models described above. 
 
RECOMMENDATIONS: 
A range of mechanisms needs to be developed to disseminate accurate 
information to adults with autism and their families.  This information will increase 
their understanding of the housing options included in this report and help dispel 
fears based on myths about the impact of various decisions on public benefits. 
This will enable them to pursue the housing options of their choice with an 
accurate awareness of the implications of their decisions on their public benefits. 
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SHORT TERM 
We recommend that: 
 

1- The Bureau of Autism Services (BAS) staff and Housing Consultants work 
with the PA Department of Developmental Programs (ODP) to 
develop/distribute a series of training modules on housing planning and 
housing options for individuals with autism.  This activity would start with 
reviewing and modifying existing resources to the extent possible and 
would include such topics as:  individual assessment and planning; an 
overview of housing options; how to prepare to be a renter or homeowner; 
and creation of Self-Directed Support Corporations and other legal tools 
such as special needs trusts.   These modules could then be made 
available through the most appropriate medium as part of the Bureau of 
Autism’s Spectrum Training Series so that they can be accessed by 
individuals with autism seeking housing alternatives, family members, and 
supports coordinators. 

 
2- BAS request that the PA Health Law Project assemble accurate 

information on rules and regulations to dispel common myths.  This could 
include information on savings and real estate ownership that could 
potentially affect SSI and other public benefits.  The information should 
then be disseminated through fact sheets, websites, webinars, training 
and other means. 

 
3- BAS add a link on its website to the Self-Determination Housing Project of 

Pennsylvania website (www.sdhp.org) to provide adults with autism and 
their families information currently available in Pennsylvania concerning 
housing for people with disabilities.  This information includes such 
relevant topics as fair housing and home modifications as well as articles 
in their newsletter, Homewards.  This information will also be of value to 
service providers and supports coordinators. 

 
LONG TERM 
We recommend that: 
 

1- BAS, using the ASERT Regional Centers as a clearinghouse, work with 
consumers and families to develop a speakers’ bureau of individuals with 
autism who are living in various housing settings and their family 
members.  Speakers would share their experiences with families and 
individuals considering a move or change, either in person or through  
e-mail or phone contact. 

 
2- BAS staff and consumers, using the Bureau of Autism’s Spectrum 

Training Series, provide training for PHFA, HUD-Approved Housing 
Counseling Agencies and other appropriate entities on the housing needs 
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of people with autism with the goal of more effectively helping them to 
obtain the housing of their choice. 

 
FINANCIAL BARRIERS TO THE CREATION OF NEW HOUSING OPPORTUNITIES 

 
Many individuals with autism have low-incomes and cannot, therefore, afford 
housing at fair market rents or pay fees for services.  They need subsidized 
housing and/or publicly funded services.  Specifically, in relation to housing, 
individuals who want to rent may need rental assistance or subsidized housing in 
order to afford the monthly costs.  In addition, in many areas of the 
Commonwealth, those who want to purchase a home will likely need assistance 
with down payment and closing costs.  Finally, people living with autism may 
have no credit history or poor credit, which creates a barrier to their qualifying for 
rental housing as well as purchasing a home. 
 
Unfortunately, there is a shortage of federal, state and local subsidized housing 
resources, resulting in extremely long waiting lists for rental subsidies as well as 
for affordable rental units and homebuyers’ assistance.  Further, although most 
communities do have homebuyers’ programs, the maximum amount of down 
payment and closing cost assistance is well below that needed to make a home 
purchase affordable for many individuals with disabilities. 
 
This situation is exacerbated by the shortage of funding for services in many 
communities.  This results in limiting housing options to situations in which 
services are bundled with the housing or in which services are not needed.  This 
deficit is described further below under the service considerations section. 
 
RECOMMENDATIONS: 
Since there is such a great need for affordable housing by both people with 
disabilities and those who do not have disabilities, the creation of new housing 
resources for individuals with autism will require targeted advocacy on the part of 
interested parties.  There also needs to be an assurance to developers that once 
built, these units will be quickly occupied and appropriate services will be 
available to those who need them. 
 
The creation of new housing opportunities will require efforts to create additional 
resources for the development and operations of rental housing and for 
increased financial resources to make home ownership affordable. 
 
We therefore make the following short and long-term recommendations: 
 
SHORT TERM 
For rental housing, we recommend that: 
 

1- BAS advocate with the PA Office of Long Term Living (OLTL), PA 
Department of Public Welfare (DPW), PA Housing Finance Agency 
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(PHFA) and the PA Department of Community and Economic 
Development (DCED) to expand the Tenant Based Rental Assistance 
pilot program now being used for Nursing Home Transition to include 
the provision of rental assistance for individuals with autism. 

 
For potential homebuyers, we recommend that: 
 

2- BAS advocate with DPW, PHFA and DCED to develop strategies for 
increasing the amount of down payment assistance available to 
accommodate low income individuals with autism pursuing home 
ownership.  This could include providing incentives for family members 
and/or other private sources to provide additional sources of down 
payment assistance. 

 
LONG TERM 
We recommend that: 
 

1- BAS advocate with housing agencies to make resources more 
available for new housing opportunities for people with autism.  It is 
important to begin the dialogue with housing agencies around the 
following recommendations as soon as possible in order to put these 
long-term changes in motion.  Areas for housing resource advocacy 
include: 

 
•••• Identifying additional sources of flexible capital funding to 

develop housing for individuals with autism.  One potential 
resource is a set-aside in the State Housing Trust Fund, 
which has been legislated but not yet funded. 

 
•••• Creating a priority within funding competitions for family-

driven models, since to date, most of the successful models 
of affordable housing for people with autism in Pennsylvania 
have been family driven. 

 
•••• Establishing a statewide financial mechanism to assure 

funds for on-going management/operating expenses of 
housing for individuals with autism. 

 
•••• Encouraging lenders to develop criteria to enable potential 

homebuyers with no credit (as opposed to poor credit) to 
qualify for a mortgage or for mortgage assistance programs. 

 
•••• Establishing a mechanism that will enable homebuyers to 

save for home maintenance and repair without jeopardizing 
their SSI and other benefits.  Alternatives to be investigated 
include how to use Medical Assistance for Workers with 
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Disabilities (MAWD), Self Directed Support Corporations, a 
new nonprofit, remainder trust, special needs trusts, or 
consumer run credit union for this purpose. 

 
2- BAS advocate with the Office of Developmental Programs (ODP) to 

redirect existing or new PA 6400 Group Home funds to other types of 
community-based housing opportunities, including funding of rental 
assistance and/or housing operations for the types of models 
described in Section 5. 

 
3- BAS develop and implement strategies to encourage persons with 

autism and their families, where applicable, to work with other 
individuals with autism and other disabilities and their families together 
with housing developers to replicate housing models described in this 
report or to develop new models. 

 
HOUSING PROGRAM LIMITATIONS AND ZONING RESTRICTIONS 

 
For those individuals with autism who want to live in the community, there is 
often a preference for small scattered site housing options that are well 
integrated into the community, rather than large housing developments.  In fact, 
many of the housing models in this report involve small scale options.  
Unfortunately, the financing for the development of new affordable housing often 
favors large scale development, since such projects benefit from economies of 
scale in both development and management.  For example, many of the up-front 
planning costs and fees are almost the same for small or large projects, which 
increases the per-unit costs of smaller projects and makes them less attractive to 
funding sources.  As a result, developers of new housing are often hampered in 
their ability to meet the preferences of people with autism for small scattered site 
housing. 
 
The largest source of subsidies currently available for the development of 
affordable housing is through the Low Income Housing Tax Credit Program 
administered by the Pennsylvania Housing Finance Agency (PHFA).  This 
program is highly competitive and, for the above and other reasons, small 
specialized housing development projects often do not fare well.  For example, 
one of the scoring criteria for PHFA funding is “Community Impact,” which may 
be difficult to document in smaller communities that do not have Community 
Revitalization Plans.  In addition, even with substantial development 
loans/grants, additional subsidies are frequently needed to cover operating costs 
for the term of the mortgage due to the very low incomes and small number of 
the anticipated residents. 
 
PHFA also operates homebuyer mortgage and mortgage assistance programs.  
The amount of subsidy under their HOMEstead Program, which provides down 
payment and closing cost assistance, is per property, not per individual.  This 
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means that three unrelated individuals purchasing a home together can only 
qualify for one homebuyer subsidy rather than three, and a single subsidy is 
generally not enough to make the monthly payments affordable.  Further, PHFA 
has financed few limited equity cooperatives, which is an affordable housing 
model that could be desirable to individuals with autism. 
 
Local zoning restrictions pose another barrier to implementation of certain 
housing models introduced in this report.  For example, numerous local zoning 
codes have definitions of family that restrict occupancy in certain residential 
neighborhoods to a maximum of three unrelated individuals, which may impede 
the ability to execute shared housing models.  In addition, zoning ordinances are 
also often used to exclude or limit the creation of accessory apartments, elder 
cottages, and other non-traditional housing models suitable for persons with 
autism. 
 
RECOMMENDATIONS 
In order to increase the affordable housing options available to people with 
autism, current housing regulations and funding mechanisms need to be 
reviewed and modified to better address their housing needs. 
 
SHORT TERM 
We recommend that: 
 

1- BAS advocate for PHFA creating a mortgage product that would permit 
assistance to be based on the number of individual households 
purchasing a property.  This would make purchase by unrelated 
individuals more affordable. 
 

2- BAS advocate for the PA Department of Community and Economic 
Development, the PA Planning Association, universities, and/or Regional 
Housing Legal Services to identify, develop, and disseminate model 
zoning ordinances that support alternative housing options such as ECHO 
housing or group shared residences. 

 
LONG TERM 
We recommend that: 
 

1- BAS request that PHFA review its current programs in order to remove 
impediments and develop clear guidelines for groups interested in 
financing limited equity housing cooperatives.  This would include revising 
its Community Impact scoring criteria to recognize the unique impact small 
projects serving targeted underserved populations have and acknowledge 
that large projects that would score well for Community Impact are often 
inappropriate for persons with disabilities. 
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2- BAS make developers and advocates aware of current fair housing laws 
(http://www.hud.gov/offices/fheo/FHLaws/) that protect people with 
disabilities and can be used to support the creation of certain housing 
options.  For example, a community cannot restrict the number of 
unrelated individuals sharing a home if the same number of related family 
members is permitted to occupy a similar property. 

 
 
SERVICE CONSIDERATIONS 

 
First, there is a major gap in the availability of housing assessment and housing 
planning for individuals with autism.  Although many adults with autism have 
Individual Service Plans (ISPs), most plans do not include long-term planning 
with informed choice about a range of housing options.  Other adults with autism 
do not even have an ISP.  It is critical, therefore, that all individuals with autism 
be an active participant in a meaningful process that results in a housing plan 
reflecting their needs and preferences.  This planning is especially important to 
ensure that the individual is prepared in the event of such crises as the serious 
illness or death of a family member or turnover in staff. 
 
The second major issue is how to best provide long-term, consistent supports for 
people with autism, whether they are living with family members or in other 
settings.  Presently, there are a number of different programs/Medicaid waivers 
through which services may be funded for adults with autism depending on their 
primary diagnosis and their specific needs.  These include the new Adult Autism 
Waiver administered through the PA Bureau of Autism Services, the OBRA 
Waiver administered through the PA Office of Long Term Living and the 
Person/Family Directed Support Waiver (PFDS) and the Consolidated Waiver 
administered through the PA Office of Developmental Programs.  In addition to 
waiver funded services, the Adult Community Autism Program (ACAP) was 
recently initiated in several counties.  ACAP provides skill development along 
with individualized behavior support and medication management.  Unfortunately 
the eligibility for and services available through each of the above sources differs, 
resulting in confusion among adults with autism and their families. 
 
In addition to confusion about coverage, there are gaps in the eligible services. 
The Adult Autism Waiver provides funding for a number of services to help 
support individuals in their own home who do not require 24/7 staffing.  These 
include, but are not limited to:  Adult Day Habilitation, Assistive Technology, 
Behavioral Support, Community Transition Services, Supports Coordination and 
Personal Assistance Services.  In addition, individuals who require awake 
support 24 hours a day, 7 days a week are eligible for Residential Habilitation.  
However, this can only be provided by an agency that is licensed by the DPW 
Office of Developmental Programs as either a Family Living Provider (Title 55 PA 
Code Chapter 6500) or a Community Home (Title 55 PA Code Chapter 6400). 
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At the present time, a considerable number of adults with Autism Spectrum 
Disorder who also have a diagnosis of Intellectual Disability are accessing 
services through the Person/Family Directed Support Waiver (PFDS) or the 
Consolidated Waiver.  There are, however, barriers when these services are 
being applied to housing options for adults with autism. Specifically: 
 

• Under PA 6400 Regulations, the “30 hour rule” requires licensing of 
residential settings in which an individual with an MR Waiver receives a 
yearly average of 30 or more hours of service per week unless the person 
receiving the services owns the home or is living in a relative’s home.  
However, there is inconsistency in the application of the 30 hour rule, with 
some persons on Consolidated Waiver who own or rent their own homes 
being required to license them while others are not.  Licensing, while a 
safeguard to the health and safety of the individual, increases the cost of 
providing housing opportunities because of both the paperwork and the 
physical requirements for the property. 

 
• The current four-person limitation for new Community Living 

Arrangements (CLAs) and ICF/MRs is an obstacle to housing options that 
may be the choice of certain individuals and/or that require a minimum 
number of people to make the operating costs viable. 

 
• In most counties, slots are limited for the more comprehensive 

Consolidated Waiver, and the cost of licensed residential services is not 
eligible under the PFDS Waiver. 

 
• Under the Consolidated & PFDS waivers, family members can be paid for 

habilitation services that they provide in their home or can receive 
Habilitation Aides to care for an adult with autism in their home.  However, 
there are several problems.  First, many families are unaware of this 
opportunity or have misinformation about when these options apply.  
Second, in order to be paid under the waiver, services provided by family 
members must be for tasks that the family members “would not ordinarily 
perform.”  Unfortunately, this is interpreted differently by different counties.  
Third, in order to qualify for payment, the family member must be an 
employee of a vendor who serves as the fiscal agent, which can be a 
significant obstacle to their participation. 

 
• Current regulations prohibit aunts, uncles, siblings, nieces, nephews and 

grandparents of an individual in the Mental Retardation system from being 
paid under the family living (lifesharing) program to provide housing to 
their relative (55 Pa Code §6500.4).  While these non-parent relatives may 
be more suitable to provide housing and support to their relative with 
autism than a complete stranger under the family living program, they 
often cannot afford the additional expense of housing and caring for that 
individual while they take care of their own immediate family as well. 
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RECOMMENDATIONS 
There is a need for the service system to be reviewed and modified to better 
support adults with autism in their own home in the community. 
 
 
SHORT TERM 
We recommend that: 
 

1- BAS work with the Office of Developmental Programs (ODP) to develop a 
housing assessment tool specifically for people with autism, to be used 
along with the above housing options training module to provide current 
information about potential housing options and how individuals with 
autism can best ascertain their individual housing preferences and 
choices. 

 
2- BAS work with ODP to assess the current application of the 30-hour rule 

to ensure that it does not impede the creation of new community housing 
options for individuals with autism. 

 
3- BAS work with ODP to explore a relief from the four person limitation for a 

new ICF-MR if it is clearly the housing of choice for the residents and if 
there is no other feasible way to provide that housing. 

 
LONG TERM 
We recommend that: 
 

1- BAS advocate with ODP to determine the extent to which allowing non-
parent relatives (i.e.: siblings, step-parents, grandparents, aunts and 
uncles) to be paid under the family living program would expand housing 
opportunities for persons with ASD in the Intellectual Disabilities system,  

 
2- BAS advocate with DPW, DCED, PHFA, ODP, constituents and others to 

identify alternative resources for ensuring the availability of housing 
related services for individuals with autism who are not eligible for waivers, 
especially those who have social rather than functional limitations. 

 
 
SPECIAL BARRIERS ASSOCIATED WITH AUTISM 

 
While many of the barriers listed above affect a range of individuals with 
disabilities, adults with autism face some unique barriers.  As described above in 
Section 4, people with autism have certain characteristics that may present 
obstacles to meeting their housing needs.  For example, some people with 
autism may need an extra room for a live-in aide.  Some cannot communicate 
verbally, which presents special challenges to housing planners and providers 
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attempting to ensure that individual choice is respected.  Other individuals have 
difficulty with social skills, have cognitive differences and/or sensory integration 
issues, which can eliminate housing models that involve sharing with others 
and/or require special accommodations such as extra space or amenities.  Other 
individuals may have behavioral issues that require on-site credentialed 
behavioral clinicians. 
 
Some individuals may need special attention to environmental factors such as 
special lighting or noise barriers, or need to be located far from noisy fire 
departments or major highways.  These features may add extra cost to the 
home, especially if it means retro-fitting an existing home rather than construction 
of a new one. 
  
Finally, some adults with autism have health related issues that may further limit 
their housing choices.  This can affect them in several ways: extraordinary health 
costs can limit their ability to pay for housing; they may need to be close to 
medical facilities and services, and/or they may need to live in a place that 
provides on-site medical care. 

 
RECOMMENDATIONS 
There needs to be a concerted effort to create housing options designed around 
the specific needs of an individual with autism and increased public awareness of 
these needs. 
 
SHORT TERM 
We recommend that: 
 

1-  BAS and its staff and housing consultants develop and test alternative 
methods of conducting housing assessments and communicating housing 
information and options to ensure full participation and choice by all 
individuals with autism, including those who are non-verbal. 

 
LONG TERM 
We recommend that: 
 

1-  BAS request that DCED and PHFA research, pilot and disseminate 
information on innovative and affordable design solutions for housing units 
occupied by individuals with autism, including units with special lighting or 
sensory features and units accommodating live-in aides.  The 
dissemination of information could be done through the media and with 
special showcases, including regularly scheduled open houses/home 
visits to housing occupied by individuals with autism and/or the creation of 
“virtual tours” showing people with autism living in various settings/models.  
These videos could be posted on the BAS website through YouTube or 
other appropriate venues. 
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2- BAS request that the Self-Determination Housing Project, DPW, DCED 
and PHFA compile an inventory of architects, builders, developers and 
others who have experience developing, building and renovating housing 
for people with autism. 

 
3- BAS support the development and implementation of a public awareness 

campaign to change cultural and housing industry norms about housing 
opportunities for people with autism. 

 
 
CAPACITY/TECHNICAL KNOWLEDGE 

 
This report presents a number of housing options that could be pursued by 
individuals with autism and their family members.  However, many of the options 
described are complex.  Implementing them would require a great deal of 
knowledge and expertise in housing finance and development and/or 
extraordinary advocacy on the part of the families or self-advocates.  Although 
some individuals and family members have successfully advocated for their 
chosen housing options, many families are not equipped to do so.  They have 
neither the background needed nor the time to embark on a complicated housing 
venture.   It is important, however, that all individuals with autism and their 
families have equal access to housing options regardless of their knowledge 
level and advocacy skills.  Families need access to information and professionals 
who are experienced in both conducting housing assessments and in 
implementing individual housing options. 
 
While “Home Finder” is an approved service under the Consolidated Waiver to 
assist individuals in locating the housing of their choice, this service is neither 
widely known nor utilized.  It is also not currently included in the Autism Waiver. 
 
Finally, there are still unresolved issues, such as how specific models can be 
sustained when there is a change in the needs or status of the resident.  
Consequently, a number of these models will require “tweaking” to accommodate 
the unique needs of the individual residents or persons being served and to 
continue to meet needs as they evolve over time. 
 
RECOMMENDATIONS 
There needs to be a plan to help adults with autism and family members to use 
the information provided in this report, especially to determine which model is 
most appropriate for them and then how to pursue that model. 
 
SHORT TERM 
We recommend that: 
 

1- BAS work with ODP to ensure the availability of Housing Technical 
Assistance to adults with autism and their families.  This can be achieved 
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by adding a service to the Autism Waiver and ACAP similar to “Home 
Finding” in the Consolidated Waiver.  This will enable those with expertise 
in housing and benefits to assist individuals and their families to develop a 
housing plan/model that best meets the needs and desires of the adult 
living with autism.  This will require a clear service definition, provider 
qualifications that ensure expertise, and a reimbursement rate that will 
attract persons with the requisite qualifications. 

 
LONG TERM 
We recommend that: 
 

1-  BAS make Housing Technical Assistance Providers (HTAPs) available 
through the Autism Services, Education, Research, and Training (ASERT) 
Regional Centers or other viable locations.  The roles of the HTAPs would 
include training of Support Coordinators, people with autism, family 
members and others in housing options and housing planning; and 
assisting individuals, families and groups of families to select among and 
implement various housing options, both traditional and creative. 

 
2- Over time, BAS develop a broader cadre of people who can provide 

Housing Technical Assistance.  In order for this to happen, BAS needs to 
work with DPW, ODP, DCED and PHFA to create a system that helps 
people to develop the skill sets to take on this role.  In addition to an actual 
training program, there needs to be a training manual that would enable 
people to develop housing planning skills through a web-based interactive 
training program. 
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SECTION 7:  NEXT STEPS AND CONCLUSIONS 
 

This report has been directed to a number of readers including state and local 
officials, policy makers, service providers, developers, and individuals with 
autism and their family members.  While many of these groups probably have the 
capacity to use the information provided, some, including individuals with autism 
and their family members, may need assistance in taking the next step.  For 
example, an individual with autism may find three of the models presented of 
interest, but may need assistance in understanding the advantages and 
disadvantages of each as it relates to his/her individual situation.  Or three 
families may want to work together on a housing option but do not know how to 
form a partnership that both achieves their goals and protects their interests. 
 

 We anticipate that these families and individuals will fall into one of three 

categories: 

 

1. Those who can use the report as is and who have the ability to pursue 
options on their own with little or no help: 

 
This group will identify their preferred housing option and be able to proceed, 
but may need assistance with difficult issues or advocacy with state agencies 
to obtain waivers or special considerations in order to implement a specific 
initiative. 

 
2. Those who will be overwhelmed and/or disinterested and not want to 

pursue anything in the near future: 
 

This group will need continuing education and information on successful 
models and how they are accomplished in order to bring them to a comfort 
level to consider undertaking an initiative.  This type of education should be 
provided to local governments, housing authorities, developers and other 
partners as well as to adults with autism and their family members. 
 

3. Those who are interested but who do not know how to proceed or who 
need help representing their point of view/interest to possible partners: 

 
This group will probably represent the majority of families and will need the 
most assistance, particularly in the following: 

 
• Determining the most appropriate housing model:  This would begin 

with a housing assessment, education on housing options and discussion 
of the pros and cons of various models in terms of the individual’s desires 
and needs. 

 

• Identifying appropriate partners:  Partners may include other individuals 
with autism, a group of families working together to pursue a model or 
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local housing agencies and/or developers.  It is important that all 
participants’ roles are clearly defined and that the individual with autism 
continue to be an active participant in the planning process and have his 
or her desires be heard throughout the planning process. 

 

• Identifying the best organizational and legal structure:  Once the 
housing model is determined, there may be a need to create an 
organization to carry out the development and/or ownership of the housing 
or other legal structures to assure the ongoing affordability and 
sustainability of the housing. 

 

• Accessing housing finance sources:  In most of the models, there is a 
need to identify and obtain financing for purchase, construction or 
rehabilitation, housing operations, or rental assistance. 

 

• Negotiating with services systems and providers:  For many people 
with autism, services need to be in place to assure success in their home. 

 
Next Steps: 
 
The above short-term recommendations fall into two general categories as 
follows: 
 

1. Information, Training and Technical Assistance 
 

 
2. Regulatory and Program Modifications 

 
We recommend that the Bureau form three Work Groups, the first two to follow 
up on the recommendations under their purview and the third charged with 
developing a pilot project.  Following are specific suggestions for the three Work 
Groups: 
 
Work Group 1:  Information, Training and Technical Assistance 
This work group would focus on the following short-term recommendations: 
 

o The Bureau of Autism Services (BAS) staff and Housing Consultants 
working with the PA Department of Developmental Programs (ODP), 
develop/distribute a series of training modules on housing planning 
and housing options for individuals with autism. 

 
o BAS request that the PA Health Law Project to assemble accurate 

information on rules and regulations to dispel common myths. 
 

o BAS put a link on its website to the Self-Determination Housing Project 
of Pennsylvania (www.sdhp.org) to provide adults with autism and their 
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families information currently available in Pennsylvania concerning 
housing for people with disabilities. 

 

o BAS work with ODP to develop a housing assessment tool, specifically 
for people with autism, to be used along with the above “housing 
options” training module to provide current information about potential 
housing options and how individuals with autism can best ascertain 
their individual housing preferences and choices. 

 
o BAS work with DPW and ODP to ensure the availability of Housing 

Technical Assistance to adults with autism and their families. 
 
o BAS and its staff and housing consultants develop and test alternative 

methods of conducting housing assessments and communicating 
housing information and options to ensure full participation and choice 
by all individuals with autism, including those who are non-verbal. 

 
The key to success of this Work Group will be the development of capacity on 
both the state and regional levels to assist families and individuals in moving 
forward.  We suggest that the Work Group develop recommendations for making 
the ASERT Centers the locus of housing and planning expertise.  It should also 
take the lead in identifying a pool of interested partners (e.g. developers, 
consultants, provider agencies, family members) to be trained to work with 
interested individuals and families.  In carrying out their charge, the Work Group 
should use the Regional Housing Coordinators of the Self Determination Housing 
Project as excellent resources for coordinating the interested parties with existing 
housing groups and committees.  Finally, the Work Group should work closely 
with Work Group 3 in identifying groups and individuals interested in participating 
in the pilot projects. 
 
Work Group 2: Regulatory and Program Modifications 
 
This Work Group would focus on the following short-term recommendations: 
 

o BAS advocate with PA Office of Long Term Living (OLTL), PA 
Department of Public Welfare (DPW), PA Housing Finance Agency 
(PHFA) and the PA Department of Community and Economic 
Development (DCED) to expand the Tenant Based Rental Assistance 
pilot program now being used for Nursing Home Transition to include 
the provision of rental assistance for individuals with autism. 

 
o BAS advocate with DPW, PHFA and DCED to develop strategies for 

increasing the amount of down payment assistance available to 
accommodate low income individuals with autism pursuing home 
ownership. 
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o BAS advocate for PHFA creating a mortgage product that would permit 
assistance to be based on the number of individual households 
purchasing a property. 

 
o BAS advocate with the PA Department of Community and Economic 

Development, the PA Planning Association, universities, and/or 
Regional Housing Legal Services to identify, develop, and disseminate 
model zoning ordinances that support alternative housing options such 
as ECHO housing or group shared residences. 

 
o BAS work with the Office of Developmental Programs (ODP) to assess 

the current application of the 30-hour rule to ensure that it does not 
impede the creation of new community housing options for individuals 
with autism. 

 
o BAS work with ODP to explore a relief from the four person limitation 

for a new ICF-MR if it is clearly the housing of choice for the residents 
and if there is no other feasible way to provide that housing. 

 
In order to be effective, this Work Group needs to include representation from the 
key program and regulatory decision makers in the appropriate state 
departments.  Assuming buy-in regarding the need for change, this Work Group 
should be charged with drafting program and regulatory amendments and/or with 
identifying impediments to changes needed to implement the housing options in 
this report.  It should work closely with Work Group 3 as it selects and carries out 
its specific pilot projects. 
 
Work Group 3: Pilot Projects 
This report is a critical first step in addressing housing choice for people with 
autism living in Pennsylvania.  It provides a wealth of information on a 
comprehensive range of housing options that can be considered by persons with 
autism and their families.  However, while many of the models in this report are 
interesting, innovative and inspiring, some have not been implemented in 
Pennsylvania and others have not been implemented specifically for persons 
with autism.  As a result, families attempting to implement them may face 
regulatory, political, financial or other obstacles.  Also, as described above, the 
implementation of many of the above housing models are complex and will be 
difficult for families without a background in affordable housing. 
 
Therefore in order to identify and test the various regulatory and program 
modifications identified in this report, Work Group 3 should be charged with 
selecting five to six of the models for implementation in Pennsylvania for 
individuals with autism.  Interested individuals and families would be chosen 
specifically based on the model in which they express interest, geographic 
location, skill level and other criteria established by the Bureau of Autism 
Services.  A technical assistance team could work with the individuals selected 
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on specific models in order to test their feasibility and applicability to people with 
autism.  This process would also aid BAS in identifying and addressing state and 
local barriers to the implementation of each model.  At the end of the 
demonstration period a “How-To Guide” could be developed to provide step-by-
step instructions and worksheets to assist in replication by future housing 
planners and users. 
 
Conclusion: 
 
The information in this report was developed through the hard work and interest 
of a broad range of people including adults with autism, family members, and 
those with expertise in housing, social services, and government regulations.  
This same range of expertise and energy will now be needed to create 
successful housing solutions for the many adults in Pennsylvania with autism 
who are hoping to have their own home. 
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APPENDIX A 
 

HOUSING OPTIONS COMMITTEE MEMBERS 
 
Robyn Arva   PA Bureau of Autism Services 
 
Michael E. Bomberger Keystone Service Systems 
 
Eboni E. Braxton  Pennsylvania Department of Public Welfare (DPW) 
 
Claire Choutka  PA Bureau of Autism Services 
 
Roy Diamond  Diamond & Associates 
 
Carmen Donegan  DPW - Office of Developmental Programs 
 
David Gates PA Health Law Project 
 
Barbara Hodas Diana T. Myers & Associates, Inc. 
 
Gail Hoffmann Self-Determination Housing Project of Pennsylvania 

(SDHP) 
 
Rich Kisner Columbia County Redevelopment Authority 
 
Leo LaPlante DPW - Office of Long Term Living 
 
Ginny Leonard Autism Living and Working (ALAW) 
 
Carol Lynch PA Bureau of Autism Services 
 
Nicole Matero PA Bureau of Autism Services 
 
Mary Maurer Parent 
 
Diana T. Myers Diana T. Myers & Associates, Inc. 
 
Gelene Nason Pennsylvania Housing Finance Agency (PHFA) 
 
Pia Newman PA Bureau of Autism Services 
 
Dana Olsen DPW - Office of Developmental Programs 
 
Mike Piecuch State Representative O'Brien's Office 
 
Melody Ranck State Representative O'Brien's Office 
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Charles Scalise Housing and Neighborhood Development Services, 

Inc. (HANDS) 
 
Rae Unger Autism Living and Working (ALAW) 
 
Shirley Walker Pennsylvania’s Service Network for Autism and 

Intellectual Disabilities 
 
Nina Wall-Cote PA Bureau of Autism Services 
 
Ryan Walters PA Bureau of Autism Services 
 
Becky Willmot Autism Living and Working (ALAW) 
 
Lisa Yaffe Pennsylvania Housing Finance Agency (PHFA) 
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APPENDIX B 
 

HOUSING FINANCING SOURCES 
 
Rental Housing: 
 

• US Department of Housing and Urban Development (HUD) Housing 
Choice Vouchers (formerly Section 8):  This is a TBRA program, under 
which, an individual or household applies to their local public housing 
authority for a Housing Choice Voucher.  When the voucher is approved, the 
individual or household can then use the voucher in a rental unit of his or her 
choice so long as it meets the rental and quality standards of the program.  
There is often a waiting list for Housing Choice Vouchers.  However, some 
public housing authorities have a “preference” for people with disabilities.  
Under this preference, a person with a disability would move to the top of the 
waiting list.  A list of public housing authorities in PA is available at:  
http://www.hud.gov/offices/pih/pha/contacts/states/pa.cfm.  Contact your 
public housing authority to see if they have any waiting list preferences. 

 
• Special Purpose Tenant Based Rental Assistance:  On occasion, HUD 

makes funding available on a competitive basis for Housing Choice Vouchers 
for particular population groups.  In particular, the Mainstream Housing 
Choice Voucher Program is targeted specifically to people with disabilities.  
Contact your public housing authority to see if they have an allocation of 
Mainstream Housing Choice Vouchers and how to apply for them. 

 
• HOME TBRA:  The HUD HOME Program allows communities to use a 

portion of their funds for short-term (up to 2 years) for TBRA.  This is not 
commonly used but in some communities, groups have advocated for the 
availability of these rental subsidies. 

 
• US Department of Housing and Urban Development (HUD) Section 811 

Program – Supportive Housing for People with Disabilities:  Under the 
811 Program, HUD provides funding to nonprofit organizations to develop 
rental housing with the availability of supportive services for very low-income 
adults with disabilities.  HUD provides project based rental subsidies to help 
make the units affordable to the occupants.  As described below, ALAW 
recently received funding under the Section 811 Program. 

 
• Local Public Housing Authority Project Based Section 8:  HUD makes 

project based rental assistance available on a limited basis through the 
Housing Choice Voucher Program.  This enables developers of affordable 
housing to make a portion of their units affordable to the lowest income 
renters, typically those with disabilities. 
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Home Ownership: 
 

• Pennsylvania Housing Finance Agency (PHFA):  PHFA has several 
different programs, based on the income of the homebuyer, to help make 
homeownership more affordable.  Information on their programs is available 
at http://www.phfa.org/consumers/homebuyers/loans.aspx. 

 
• PA Accessible Housing Program:  Provides grants to local entities to carry 

out home modification programs that will enable low-and moderate-income 
persons with physical disabilities of all ages to make their home more 
accessible.  Full program guidelines and county contacts for the program can 
be found at: http://www.newpa.com/find-and-apply-for-funding/funding-and-
program-finder/funding-detail/index.aspx?progId=88. 

 
• First Front Door Program of the Federal Home Loan Bank of Pittsburgh:  

Although this program was not funded during 2009, it is a potential resource 
in the future for downpayment and closing cost assistance for first-time 
homebuyers with incomes at or below 80% of area median income.  
Information is available at: http://www.fhlb-pgh.com/housing-and-
community/programs/first-front-door.html. 

 
• US Department of Housing and Urban Development (HUD) Section 8 

Homebuyers Assistance Program:  The homebuyer pays 30% of his/her 
income toward mortgage payments and the Section 8 Program, administered 
by the local public housing authority pays the difference.  For this to be 
feasible, the monthly payments must fall within the local Fair Market rents 
established by HUD.  More information is available at 
http://www.hud.gov/offices/pih/programs/hcv/homeownership/. 

 
• US Department of Agriculture (USDA) Section 502 Program:  This 

program provides low and no downpayment loans to income eligible 
homebuyers in eligible rural communities.  More information is available at 
http://www.rurdev.usda.gov/rhs/sfh/brief_rhguar.htm 

 
• PA Department of Community and Economic Development (DCED) 

Neighborhood Assistance Program (NAP):  This is a tax credit program to 
encourage businesses to invest in projects which improve distressed areas.  
They can use it to donate property to a non-profit, including foreclosed 
properties.  Information about the program is available at:  
http://www.newpa.com/find-and-apply-for-funding/funding-and-program-
finder/funding-detail/index.aspx?progId=82. 

 
• County First Time Homebuyer Programs:  Many counties use their HUD 

Home Investment Partnership Program (HOME) funds and or local Housing 
Trust Funds to subsidize homeownership for first time homebuyers.  
Information is available from county community development offices. 
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• Lender’s First Time Homebuyer Programs:  Many lending institutions 

operate first time homebuyer programs.  Interested households should 
contact the lenders directly for additional information. 
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APPENDIX C 
 

GLOSSARY 
 

• Affordable housing:  Affordable Housing is generally defined as housing 
where the occupant is paying no more than 30 percent of his or her adjusted 
gross income for housing costs, including utilities.  Households paying greater 
than 30% of their income for housing are considered cost burdened and those 
paying greater than 50% of their income for housing are considered severely 
cost burdened. 

 
• Area Median Income (AMI):  Area Median Income (AMI) is the midpoint in 

the income distribution within a specific geographic area.  By definition, 50% 
of households earn less than the median income, and 50% earn more.  HUD 
calculates AMI levels for different communities annually, with adjustments for 
family size. AMI is used to determine the eligibility of applicants for both 
federally and locally funded housing programs.  For example, HUD defines 
very-low income as below 50% of the Area Median Income. 

 
A chart of the AMI for every county in Pennsylvania is available on the PA 
Housing Finance Agency (PHFA) website at:  
http://www.phfa.org/developers/developer/housingapplication.aspx. 
 
Note:  Under the Application Instructions section of the page – click on “06B - 
Rent and Income Limit Chart” 

 
• Consolidated Plan:  The Consolidated Plan is the annually-updated plan 

submitted to HUD by DCED and each Participating Jurisdiction, describing 
how HUD funds will be used. May be referred to as: “con plan” or “state plan” 
or “local plan.” 

 
• Cost Burden:  Cost burden is the fraction of a household's total gross income 

spent on housing costs.  For renters, housing costs include rent paid by the 
tenant plus utilities.  For owners, housing costs include mortgage payment, 
taxes, insurance, and utilities. 

 
• Development:  A housing development is any number of housing units 

constructed or renovated with or without subsidy programs.  May be referred 
to as: “property” or “site” or “apartment complex.” 

 
• Development Subsidies:  Development subsidies are funds used to reduce 

the cost of developing affordable housing. 
 

• Fair Market Rent (FMR):  Under the Housing Choice Voucher (a/k/a Section 
8) Program participants can only rent units that do not exceed the Fair Market 
Rents (FMRs) in their community.  FMRs are gross rent estimates that 
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include the cost of the actual rent plus the cost of utilities, except telephone.  
The Department of Housing and Urban Development (HUD) sets FMRs to 
assure that a sufficient supply of rental housing is available to program 
participants.  To accomplish this objective, FMRs must be both high enough 
to permit a selection of units and neighborhoods and low enough to serve as 
many low-income families as possible. 

 
The FMRs are recalculated annually.  The FMRs for every county can be 
found at:  www.huduser.org/datasets/fmr.html. 

 

• HOME Program:  The HOME Investment Partnership Act was authorized 
under the National Affordable Housing Act of 1990.  It is a formula-based 
allocation program intended to support a wide variety of state and local 
affordable housing programs.  The formula funding allows state and local 
governments flexibility to use the money in ways that best meet locally-
defined needs.  Funds can be used for acquisition, construction, 
reconstruction and moderate or substantial rehabilitation activities that 
promote affordable rental and ownership housing.  HOME funds can also be 
used for tenant-based rental assistance programs. 

 
• Home Modifications:  Modifications to the structure of a housing unit for 

accessibility and ease of use, based on the disability-related needs of the 
individual.  Examples:  grab bars; no-step entrances; flashing doorbells; 
widened doorways. 

 
• Housing Choice Voucher Program (Formerly called Section 8):  These 

rental subsidies are available through local Public Housing Authorities 
(PHA's).  Some PHA’s have a "preference" for people with disabilities which 
enables people with disabilities, including those with mental illness to receive 
priority for obtaining Housing Choice Vouchers. 

 
• Housing Trust Fund:  A Housing Trust Fund is a dedicated capital pool 

established by legislation, ordinance, or resolution to receive specific on-
going revenues from sources such as taxes, fees, or loan repayments.  
Proceeds can be used for a range of affordable housing including housing for 
people with serious mental illness and co-occurring disorders. 

 
• Housing unit:  A housing unit can be a house, apartment, condominium, or 

other living space intended for occupancy by a single individual or family. 
 
• HUD Section 811, Supportive Housing for People with Disabilities:  

Under the Section 811 Program, HUD provides funding to nonprofit 
organizations to develop rental housing for very low-income adults with 
disabilities to provide on-going rent subsidies for the projects to help make 
them affordable.  Projects may be targeted to a single disability and 
supportive services are available. 
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• Low Income Household:  A Low Income Household is a household whose 

income does not exceed 80 percent of the median income for the area, as 
determined by HUD, with adjustments for smaller or larger families. 

 
• Low income Housing Tax Credits (LIHTC):  The Low Income Housing Tax 

Credit Program became law through of the Tax Reform Act of 1986.  LIHTC 
does not provide loans or grants but rather a tax incentive to owners of 
affordable rental housing.  The incentive is an annual tax credit (a dollar for 
dollar reduction in the tax payer’s federal taxes) earned in the initial ten years 
following when the units are placed in service assuming program 
requirements are met.  A developer markets or “syndicates” the credits 
allocated to the development to investors whose contributions are used as 
equity in the development’s financing plan. 

 
• Moderate Income Household:  A Moderate Income Household is a 

Household whose income is between 81 percent and 95 percent of the 
median income for the area, as determined by HUD, with adjustments for 
smaller or larger families. 

 
• Public Housing Agency (PHA):  A PHA is any local, regional, or state 

agency that receives federal funds to operate such housing programs as 
Public Housing or the Housing Choice Voucher program, as described in their 
PHA Plan.  They may also be referred to as “Public Housing Authority.” 

 
• Project Based Rental Assistance (PBRA):  PBRA is a rental subsidy that is 

associated with specific housing units to make them affordable to low income 
households. 

 
• Rental Subsidies:  Rental subsidies are funds that supplement rental 

income, either through tenant-based rental assistance or project-based rental 
assistance. 

 
• Subsidized Housing:  This is housing in which tenants pay less than the 

going market rate for rent, typically 30% of their income.  Subsidized housing 
receives financial assistance from one or more public agencies to build or 
operate the development, or to help pay for some of the rent and utility costs.  
Rents are typically set according to Fair Market Rents (FMRs).  Household 
income guidelines, based on Area Median Income (AMI) determine eligibility 
to live in subsidized housing. 

 
• Tenant-Based Rental Assistance (TBRA):  TBRA is used to assist low- and 

very low income families to obtain decent, safe, and sanitary housing in 
private rental accommodations by making up the difference between what 
they can afford and the approved rent for an adequate housing unit. 
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• Very low Income Households:  Very low income households are those 
whose incomes do not exceed 50 percent of the median area income, as 
determined by HUD, with adjustments for family size. 
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